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Introduction 
 

IBI Group Architecture and Planning was engaged by the County of Santa Clara Facilities and 

Fleet Department, Capital Programs Division to prepare this report regarding the Former City 

Hall building deficiencies, recommended improvements and cost estimate to retrofit  the Former 

City Hall to be reused as a “Class A”  office building. Using the 2003 City commissioned 

Steinberg Group report as a foundation the present narrative reflects the current existing 

conditions of the building, includes analysis and cost estimate for building code compliance, 

ADA compliance, fire protection, mechanical, plumbing, and electrical systems, IT infrastructure, 

energy modeling, exterior envelope and LEED “Silver” certification standards.   

 

The Former City Hall was assessed via building site observations by IBI Group and its 

consultants, on site field observations and surveying, review of existing building documents 

provided by the County FAF department and meetings and discussions with the County and 

their Information Services Department.  

History   
 

The Former City Hall was constructed in 1958 and in the very early days included many of the 

city services provided by the City of San Jose. The building with it’s 113,430 gross square feet 

is broken into two parts. A two-story lobby, reception, council chambers and cafeteria and a 

four-story office building. The 2 story section is on the southwest corner of the building and is 

approximately 32 feet high and primarily a concrete and metal frame structure. The 4 story 

building is a curved concrete structure approximately 52 feet tall, with a typical story height of 13 

feet. The building was recently acquired by the County of Santa Clara and currently is not 

occupied. (Refer to image A-1). 

 

The County of Santa Clara recently retained the services of Architectural Resources Group 

(ARG), a historical preservation consultant to evaluate re-use options for the Former City Hall. 

The implications for this report have not been concluded, however, based on preliminary 

discussions there may be certain components of the building which need to addressed.  This 

report has made a few assumptions whereby some preservation is planned as part of the 

proposed scope of work.  Preservation measures include special consideration for the main 

entrance lobby, the Council Chambers as well as a suitable replacement of the curtain wall 

system.  
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Historical Preservation Narrative   
 

 

Introduction 

Architectural Resources Group was hired by the County of Santa Clara in the spring of 2012 to 

evaluate design considerations and constraints for the potential reuse of the former San Jose 

City Hall and master planning of the surrounding site.  In order to perform this assessment, 

existing documents, including original construction documents and previous historic research, 

were reviewed and a site visit was conducted. 

 

This Historic Preservation Narrative provides a summary of the historic significance of the 

building, its integrity, and a listing of character-defining features.  These create the basis for 

developing the master planning and rehabilitation considerations and constraints that follow.   

 

 

HISTORIC SIGNIFICANCE AND INTEGRITY 

 

Eligibility 

Knapp & VerPlanck (KVP) completed an Historic Resource Evaluation (HRE) for the building in 

October 2011. KVP found the former City Hall to be individually eligible for listing under National 

Register of Historic Places (NRHP)/California Register of Historical Resources (CRHR) Criteria 

A/1 (Events), B/2 (Persons) and C/3 (Architecture). KVP also found the building to be eligible for 

listing as a Santa Clara County Landmark under Historic Preservation Ordinance (Section C17-

5) Designation Criteria A (more than 50 years old), B (retains integrity), and C1/2/3 

(Events/Persons/Architecture). The building’s Criterion A eligibility stemmed from its association 

with the transformation of San Jose from an agricultural and horticultural outpost into a major 

metropolis focused on high technology manufacturing, research and development. The adjacent 

City Hall Annex and Health Services Building were found to lack sufficient significance to satisfy 

any of the federal, state or local criteria.   

 

Summary of Architectural Significance  

Note: this section is adapted from KVP’s October 2011 HRE, pages 55-57. 

 

The former City Hall is architecturally significant as a very early (1958) example of an 

International Style, glass curtain wall office building in the San Francisco Bay Area. The former 

City Hall also embodies some aspects of the Expressionist school, with its pinwheel-like 

arrangement of geometrical volumes, its distinctive curved north and south façades, and its two 

separately articulated sections: the curved office block and the wedge-shaped cafeteria/City 

Council Chamber. 
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Early Example of Style 

The building predates several famous Bay Area glass curtain wall office buildings, including 

SOM’s Crown Zellerbach Building (1959) in San Francisco and Welton Becket’s Kaiser Center 

(1959) in Oakland. The former City Hall was constructed only six years after SOM’s Lever 

House in New York City, which is recognized as the first International Style, glass curtain wall 

skyscraper in the United States. 

 

Nearly all well-known Modernist buildings that feature similar sweeping curved façades date 

from the early 1960s and later. In addition to the Kaiser Center, other well-known examples 

include the Minoru Yamasaki-designed Century Plaza Hotel in Los Angeles (1966), Fontana 

Apartments in San Francisco (1965), or the Luigi Moretti-designed Watergate Apartments in 

Washington, D.C. (1963). 

Architect Donald Haines 

The fact that a young and comparatively little-known architect such as Donald Haines would 

have had the capabilities to design the former City Hall is remarkable. The building stands in 

marked contrast to much of his later work. Most of Haines’ later work of the late 1960s and early 

1970s was designed in the Brutalist style, including Daly City’s Civic Center (1967). None of his 

later unremarkable buildings would appear to qualify Donald Haines as a particularly skilled 

designer. In fact, few of Haines’ buildings are ever mentioned in architectural guidebooks of Bay 

Area architecture, with the notable exception of the former City Hall. 

 

Period of Significance 

The period of significance for the former City Hall under Criterion C is 1958, indicating the 

building’s date of completion. 

 

El Pueblo de San Jose de Guadalupe Site Marker 

A plaque located on the property (within the redwood grove in the northern part of the parcel) 

recognizes the El Pueblo de San Jose de Guadalupe (California Historical Landmark No. 433). 

The plaque was placed by the State Department of Parks and Recreation in cooperation with 

the San Jose Historic Landmarks Commission. KVP was unable to locate documentation that 

definitely confirmed the historical location of the original Pueblo, which has never been 

physically located through archaeological investigation and remains a subject of disagreement 

among historians. KVP also noted that California Historical Landmarks with numbers 770 and 

above are automatically listed in the California Register and Landmarks with numbers below 

770 must be re-evaluated per California Public Resources Code, Section 5024.1. According to 

the “Preliminary Historic Report for Former City Hall, Annex and Health Building” completed by 

Archives and Architecture in 2006, “Historian Clyde Arbuckle wrote in 1986 that the original 

pueblo was located somewhere between Hobson and Hedding Streets and probably within 400 

yards of Guadalupe River. Due to the frequent flooding the original pueblo was relocated in 

1790s approximately a mile south, near the intersection of West San Fernando and South 

Market Street” (12). Due to lack of other evidence, the former City Hall site will need further 

evaluation by a qualified archaeologist to determine its potential archeological significance. 
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Integrity  

Note: this section is adapted from KVP’s October 2011 HRE, page 58. 

 

Building Exterior 

The former City Hall retains a high degree of integrity and the exterior appears to have 

undergone few significant alterations.  Exceptions include the removal of a portion of the north 

entrance canopy for the construction of the Annex connector and the removal of metal signage 

from above the main entrance.  

 

Building Interior 

The building’s double-height main lobby and second floor City Council Chamber remain intact, 

as do the corridors, elevators and restrooms. More generally, the spatial relationships of public-

versus-private spaces and the distinction between the office space, public circulation corridors, 

and the cafeteria/Council Chamber wing remain intact and well-defined. 

 

That said, the building’s interior, including the office configuration, has undergone far more 

alteration than the exterior. Most of the offices within the main building have been reconfigured 

and refinished multiple times, most recently in the late 1990s. The cafeteria was extensively 

remodeled in the 1980s.  

 

The office portion of the building was designed with flexibility in mind; the original office 

partitions were demountable and intended to be moved whenever the need arose. As a result, 

KVP concluded that the fact that this area of the interior has been remodeled does not detract 

from the building’s significance. 

 

Landscape 

The landscape around the former City Hall retains moderate integrity. It retains some original 

features, including the layout of paths, planting beds, seating, and lawn panels. Changes to the 

landscaping include: 

• the actual selection of plantings, which appears to have gradually changed from a 
palette of arid-country species to a more water-dependent range of species;  

• the addition on the building’s north side of a large redwood grove in the late 1960s or 
early 1970s; and 

• the construction of masonry walls and a stone patio on the north side of the building. 
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Figure 1. Early 1960s view. Landscaping, layout of the paths, planting beds, seating areas, and lawn 

panels remains today. (Arnold Del Carlo Collection, Sourisseau Academy for State and Local History.) 

 

 

 
Figure 2. Circa 1958 aerial of San Jose City Hall.  (Arnold Del Carlo Collection, Sourisseau Academy)  
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Figure 3. Early 1960s view of the north wall of San Jose City Hall. (Arnold Del Carlo Collection, 

Sourisseau Academy for State and Local History.) 

 

 
Figure 4. Circa 1958 view of the first floor corridor immediately prior to the building’s opening. The 

landscaping has not yet been installed. (Arnold Del Carlo Collection, Sourisseau Academy for State and 

Local History.) 
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Figure 5. Circa 1958 view of the main lobby immediately prior to the building’s opening. The pool beneath 

the stair has yet to be filled in, and the landscaping has not yet been installed. (Arnold Del Carlo 

Collection, Sourisseau Academy for State and Local History.) 

 
Figure 6. Early 1960s view of the staircase, pool, and landscaping at San Jose City Hall. (Arnold Del 

Carlo Collection, Sourisseau Academy for State and Local History.)   
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CHARACTER-DEFINING FEATURES 

 

A character-defining feature is a physical element that comprises an important aspect of the 

appearance of a historic building. Character-defining elements typically include the overall 

shape of the building, its materials, craftsmanship, and decorative details, and can also include 

interior spaces and features, as well as various aspects of its site and environment. 

 

Character-defining Features 

KVP’s 2011 HRE includes descriptions of the building and the surrounding landscape, but does 

not specify what elements or features of the former City Hall should be considered character-

defining. To develop the following list of character-defining features for the former City Hall, 

ARG reviewed the HRE, reviewed additional historic photographs of the building and 

landscaping, and conducted a site visit on May 29, 2012. 

 

Main Building, Exterior:  

• Exterior curtain walls (north and south elevations) clad in alternating rows of aluminum 
spandrels and glass panels with steel mullions 

• Curved, four-story massing and wedge-shaped form 
• Brick veneer on east and west walls 
• Flat roof 

 

Main Building, Interior: 

• Primary: Spatial arrangement of a public corridor along the glazed south façade 
providing access to offices to the north side of the plan 

• Secondary: Original elements including partition walls, doors, light fixtures, restrooms 
and elevators 

 

West Wing, Exterior: 

• South wall composed of porcelain enamel panels and glass, with steel mullions 
• Square split-face concrete block on the west side 
• Two-story height 
• Wedge-shaped footprint 
• Double-height entrance bay flanked by split-face concrete-block piers 

 

West Wing, Interior – Main Lobby: 

• Double-height interior space with original lighting fixtures and air vents 
• Black terrazzo floors  
• Square split-face concrete block on the east wall and to west of main entrance 
• Extruded aluminum curved stair with open risers and a mahogany hand rail   
• Brick-clad pier to east of stair 
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West Wing Interior – Former Council Chamber: 

• Walls paneled in walnut-veneer plywood  
• Walnut-veneer plywood doors with brushed aluminum hardware  
• Two-tiered, curved dais at east end  
• Barrel-vaulted ceiling and fissured ceiling tile 
• Theater-style seating composed of plywood chairs with folding seats 
 

Landscaping 

• Layout of paths, planting beds, square seating areas, and lawn panels on the south side 
of the building 

• Nut trees lining the north side of the building 
 

Central to any assessment of whether a project proposed for the former City Hall site is in 

accordance with the Secretary’s Standards is an evaluation of the effect the proposed action will 

have on these character-defining features. To meet the Secretary’s Standards, care needs to be 

taken to, wherever possible, preserve character-defining features, repair instead of replace 

deteriorated features, and replace-in-kind features that are too severely deteriorated to repair.  

 

Non-character-defining Features 

We summarize below specific aspects of the current building or site that post-date the building’s 

period of significance (1958) and should not be considered character-defining features.  

 

Interior Alterations 

The offices in the Main Building have undergone extensive alteration. Any features not original 

to the former City Hall’s construction could be removed without adversely affecting the building’s 

historic significance. Some original features remain in this portion of the building, including some 

partition walls, doors, light fixtures, elevators and restroom features. These interior features are 

considered secondary character-defining features. Preserving these features, or aspects of 

these features (such as the location of the florescent light fixtures, if not the fixtures themselves) 

would help maintain the historic character of the former City Hall. Their loss, however, would not 

endanger the building’s historic significance.   

 

Redwood Grove  

The redwood grove immediately north of the former City Hall was added after the period of 

significance and is not a character-defining feature of the historic landscape. Nor are the 

redwood trees around the historical marker south of the building an original feature.  

 

Location of Historical Marker 

The El Pueblo de San Jose de Guadalupe Site Marker is located south of the former City Hall, 

across the circular entry drive. The site chosen for the marker does not appear to have any 

specific known historic or archeological significance. Instead, the intention was to locate a 

marker on the joint County of Santa Clara and City of San Jose Civic Center in order to indicate 

that the location of the first Pueblo de San Jose was on (or within a half-mile radius) the Civic 

Center site. As a result, the Site Marker’s specific location is not a character-defining feature of 

the site.  
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City Hall Annex and Health Services Building 

The City Hall Annex, including the connector to the former City Hall, and the Health Services 

Building are not considered historical resources at the federal, state or local levels, and their 

removal from the site would not adversely affect the historic significance of the former City Hall 

building or site. If the Annex is demolished in the future, precautions should be taken to protect 

the former City Hall during demolition, so that removal of the Annex does not physically impact 

the adjoining former City Hall.  

 

CIVIC CENTER MASTER PLAN ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS 

 

Santa Clara County is beginning to create a new master plan for the city block bounded by 

North First, West Mission, North San Pedro and West Hedding on which the former City Hall is 

sited, and the block immediately north bounded by West Hedding and West Younger.  The 

intent of this narrative is to develop guidelines for various planning approaches, including 

rehabilitation of the existing building and new additions to the site, which may be considered as 

a part of the master plan studies. 

 

The Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Treatment of Historic Properties 

As the former San Jose City Hall has been determined eligible for national, state, and local 

listing, all work on the structure and adjacent site should be guided by The Secretary of the 

Interior’s Standards for the Treatment of Historic Properties. The Standards have four defined 

levels of potential treatment for a building, which reflect increasing levels of intervention into the 

original fabric of the building. The four levels are Preservation, Rehabilitation, Restoration, and 

Reconstruction. Each level of treatment has its own set of standards that guide the approach to 

work.   

 

Of the four treatments, rehabilitation is the best approach for the former City Hall, as it provides 

for the possibility of a contemporary use that differs from the original use through appropriate 

alterations and additions.  Rehabilitation is defined as “the act or process of making possible a 

compatible use for a property through repair, alteration, and additional while preserving those 

portions or features which convey its historical, cultural, or architectural values.”   

 

Key to a successful rehabilitation is finding a compatible use for the historic structure.  The 

Standards state that “(a) property will be used as it was historically of be given a new use that 

requires minimal change to its distinctive materials, features, spaces, and spatial relationships.” 

(Standard #1) 

 

The Standards for rehabilitation pertaining to new additions, exterior alterations, or related new 

construction state that “(n)ew work, exterior alterations, or related new construction will not 

destroy historic materials, features, and spatial relationships that characterize the property.  

New work shall be differentiated from the old and will be compatible with the historic materials, 

features, size, scale and proportion, and massing to protect the integrity of the property and its 

environment.”  (Standard #9) 
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Further guidance on new additions and related new construction is provided by Standard #10 

which states that “(n)ew additions and adjacent or related new construction will be undertaken in 

such a manner that, if removed in the future, the essential form and integrity of the historic 

property and its environment would be unimpaired. 

 

MASTER PLAN APPROACH:  DESIGN OPPORTUNITIES AND CONSTRAINTS 

 

Historic Setting of Former City Hall and Surrounding Sites 

When the City Hall was completed in 1958, residential properties occupied the blocks 

surrounding the City Hall complex.  The City Hall block itself comprised the single story San 

Jose Health Department (1956-1957) located to the west of City Hall, and the single story 

County Administration building (c. 1956-1957) on the north.  This made the 4-story City Hall a 

prominent element of the area, further emphasized by its elegant curved form.  The City Hall 

site had a campus-like quality with all structures oriented toward the City Hall.  The County 

Administration building entrance faced the north entrance of the City Hall lobby and was linked 

by a straight pathway.  The Health Department faced onto the circular entry drive that the City 

Hall was oriented toward.  The circular drive in front of the former City Hall gave a clear sense of 

entry to the campus, and was connected to the parking lot between the three buildings.  (See 

Figures 2, 7 & 8.) 

 

As larger buildings have been constructed adjacent to the City Hall and on the surrounding 

blocks, the former City Hall has lost its prominence.  Further, the circular drive does not function 

as a main entrance, and the entrances of new buildings have little relationship to one another.  

The location of the non-historic Annex destroyed the ability to link the City Hall to the structures 

to the north.   
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Figure 7. Early 1960s aerial view of the site. (Arnold Del Carlo Collection, Sourisseau Academy for State 

and Local History.) 

 
Figure 8. Early 1960s aerial view of the site. (Arnold Del Carlo Collection, Sourisseau Academy for State 

and Local History.) 
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Recommendations for Circulation and New Construction on the Surrounding Sites 

Ideally, a new master plan for this block will attempt to recreate some of the original qualities of 

the site.  Guidelines for adding new construction on the City Hall block are as follows. 

 

• Reestablish the circular drive as a primary entrance.  This would once again create a 
formal sense of entry for the block.  Elimination of the multiple entrances to the site is 
encouraged.   
 

• Reestablish the north entrance of the City Hall and pathways linking to buildings to the 
north.  Removal of the City Hall Annex and connector will provide an opportunity to 
reestablish the north City Hall Lobby entrance as a primary entrance and reestablish 
pathways between the Lobby and buildings to the north, recreating clear connections 
between the buildings and unifying the site.  This central axis or spine can be extended 
northward to the adjacent block creating a link between the two areas. 
 

• A new building located on the site to the southwest (the current Health Services Building 
site) should have its main entrance oriented toward the circular drive.   
 

• The height of new construction adjacent to the former City Hall should not overwhelm or 
diminish the presence of the structure.  This can be achieved through appropriate design 
and alternatives analysis and related studies.  The intent is to preserve a prominent view 
of the former City Hall from the corner of Mission and San Pedro Streets.  Strategies to 
accomplish this may include constructing buildings on the current Health Services 
Building site that may be lower in height than the curved portion of the structure, may be 
set back from Mission Street, or be staggered in height with lower portions along San 
Pedro.  The footprint of new structures need not match the existing building’s footprint.  
Buildings to the north can be taller in height, essentially creating a backdrop to the 
historic building.   
 

• Materials for new structures should be differentiated from the historic building, yet 
compatible.  Creating a cohesive aesthetic that relates to the International Style structure 
would further the campus quality of the site. 
 

 

Additions to Former City Hall 

Constructing an addition to the former City Hall is a challenging proposition.  As the curtain wall 

is a primary character-defining feature of the building it should not be disrupted by an addition.  

There is not adequate site area at the east end of the curved office block for an addition.  An 

addition to the wedge element should not change the perception of the wedge form of disrupt 

the historic Council Chamber space. 

 

Potential exists to construct an addition in the location of the Annex with a connector similar to 

the existing.  This, however, is in opposition to the possibility to unite the City Hall with the rest 

of the campus.  Additions to the former City Hall are therefore not recommended.   
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Demolition of the Former City Hall 

The former San Jose City Hall is not currently a designated landmark on the County of Santa 

Clara Heritage Resources Inventory. That said, the Historic Resource Evaluation completed in 

October 2011 by Knapp & VerPlanck concluded that the building was eligible for such 

designation (as well as eligible for listing in the California Register of Historical Resources and 

the National Register of Historic Places). As a result, the former City Hall meets the criteria of a 

“historical resource” as defined under California Public Resources Code Section 5020.1 and 

5024.1. 

 

Because the former San Jose City Hall is a historical resource, CEQA requires that the County 

carefully consider the possible impacts before proceeding with any proposed project that may 

cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of the building (Public Resources Code 

Section 21098.1). CEQA explicitly prohibits the use of a categorical exemption within the CEQA 

Guidelines for projects which may cause such a change (Section 21084).  

 

CEQA Guidelines define a “substantial adverse change” in the significance of a historical 

resource is defined as “physical demolition, destruction, relocation, or alteration of the resource 

or its immediate surroundings such that the significance of an historical resource would be 

materially impaired.” Further, that the significance of an historical resource is “materially 

impaired” when a project: 

 

• “demolishes or materially alters in an adverse manner those physical characteristics of 
an historical resource that convey its historical significance and that justify its inclusion 
in, or eligibility for inclusion in the California Register of Historical Resources; or 

• “demolishes or materially alters in an adverse manner those physical characteristics that 
account for its inclusion in a local register of historical resources... or its identification in 
an historical resources survey..., unless the public agency reviewing the effects of the 
project establishes by a preponderance of evidence that the resource is not historically 
or culturally significant; or 

• “demolishes or materially alters in an adverse manner those physical characteristics of a 
historical resource that convey its historical significance and that justify its eligibility for 
inclusion in the California Register of Historical Resources as determined by a lead 
agency for purposes of CEQA.” (Guidelines Section 15064.5(b)) 

 

Current CEQA law provides that an EIR must be prepared whenever it can be fairly argued, on 

the basis of substantial evidence in the administrative record, that a project may have a 

significant effect on a historical resource (Guidelines Section 15064(f)(1)). A mitigated Negative 

Declaration may be used where all potentially significant effects can be mitigated to a level of 

insignificance (Guidelines Section 15064(f)(2)). For example, a mitigated Negative Declaration 

may be adopted for a project that mitigates significant effects on an historical resource by 

meeting the Secretary of Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation and local historic preservation 

regulations. 
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Section 15093 of the CEQA Guidelines stipulates that when an agency decides to approve a 

project that will cause one or more significant environmental effects that are identified in the EIR 

but not avoided or substantially lessened, the agency shall prepare a “statement of overriding 

considerations.” This statement, which reflects the agency’s need to balance the economic, 

legal, social, technological and environmental benefits of a proposed project, “shall be 

supported by substantial evidence in the record” (Guidelines Section 15093(c)). Specifically, the 

statement of overriding considerations must demonstrate how other benefits associated with a 

proposed project outweigh the unavoidable adverse environmental effects.  

 

Rehabilitation of the Former City Hall 

As previously mentioned, rehabilitation of the former City Hall should be performed in a manner 

that meets the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards.  To meet The Standards, a compatible use 

needs to be determined, and care needs to be taken to, wherever possible, preserve character-

defining features, repair instead of replace deteriorated features, and replace-in-kind features 

that are too severely deteriorated to repair.  The following measures are design 

recommendations for consideration in the rehabilitation of the former City Hall. 

 

Compatible Use 

Determining an appropriate use for a historic building is critical to the success of any 

rehabilitation project.  As the former City Hall originally functioned as office space, 

reestablishing this use would be quite compatible as minimal changes to distinctive materials, 

spaces, and spatial relationships would be required.  Alternate uses that may be considered 

would similarly allow for the historic materials, spaces, and spatial relationships to be retained.  

Uses that require large open areas and circulation from a central spine could be appropriate.   

 

Compatible uses for the curved portion of the building include: 

• office space,  
• classrooms (potentially for community college or adult learning),  
• a conference center, 
• retail or restaurant space,  
• hotel, 
• museum space (dependant on lighting requirements), or 
• a mixed use of retail, conference and office space.   

 

 

Compatible uses for the wedge portion of the building include: 

• theater space,  
• community meeting space, 
• restaurant,  
• retail, or 
• conferencing. 
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The County may choose to rehabilitate the core and shell of the structure and have tenants 

complete the rehabilitation of their individual spaces, which is a suitable approach.  If this 

direction is taken, it is recommended that Tenant Improvement Guidelines be developed so all 

tenant work is done according to The Standards and there is consistency between tenant 

spaces. 

 

Site  

Character-defining feature:  The landscape on the south side of the building retains integrity and 

is considered character-defining.  Specifically the square seating areas, planting beds, and 

layout of paths should be retained.   

 

Treatment:  Some repairs are needed at the planting beds, as the original wood surfaces that 

topped these structures have been removed.  The original benches at the perimeter have been 

replaced.  Consideration should be given to replacing these non-historic benches with a more 

compatible unit.   

 

The original pond located at the main entrance has been infilled with an incompatible sculptural 

element.  Consideration should be given to a more appropriate treatment at this conspicuous 

location.   

 

Exterior Envelope/Curtain Wall Design 

Character-defining feature:  The building envelope retains a high degree of integrity, having 

undergone little modification.  Retention and repair of the existing curtain wall, the building’s 

primary character-defining feature, is highly recommended.  The curtain wall consists of a 14-

gauge steel frame with alternating panels of single pane heat-absorbing glass and ‘Mirawall’ 

aluminum panels.  Steel stops are screwed in place at the perimeter of each glazed or metal 

panel.  Splice plates in the vertical mullions occur at consistent heights across the facades.  

This early curtain wall construction is a unique example of 1950s technology and has a very 

different character than contemporary systems.  Overall, the system is in fair condition.  Non-

historic shading film has been installed on the glazing and mullions exhibit some corrosion on 

horizontal surfaces, but the system is otherwise intact. 
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Treatment:  Concerns have been raised about the viability of retaining the curtain wall, based on 

its condition and heat gain through the single pane glass.  It is recommended that further study 

of rehabilitation treatments be undertaken to more fully understand the options available and 

implications of each.  The philosophy and strategies for preservation of curtain wall cladding is a 

new and evolving discussion, and solutions for rehabilitation of prominent twentieth century 

structures have been varied.  The rehabilitation of the Lever House, SOM’s 1952 Manhattan 

icon, involved a complete replacement of the curtain wall structure and glazing with a high 

performing system that exactly matched all profiles, finishes, and appearance of the historic 

system.  The exterior restoration of Crown Hall at the Illinois Institute of Technology, a National 

Landmark designed by Mies van der Rohe and completed in 1956, was performed in 2005.  The 

project required replacement of the existing non-historic glazing to be more compatible with the 

original intent of the design.  The curtain wall framing, however, was carefully repaired and 

retained.  Minor modifications were made to the glazing stops due to the added weight of the 

new glazing. 

 

For this project, additional study as outlined below is recommended in order to develop an 

appropriate approach to rehabilitation of the curtain wall system: 

• Provide a thorough assessment of the existing condition of the cladding. 
• Study potential to improve performance of curtain wall by replacing existing glazing, 

integrating thermal breaks, and developing a sloped horizontal mullion surface.   
• Research alternative glazing types. 
• Verify ability to remove and replace of existing glazing without damage to remaining 

elements.  
• Conduct energy modeling of potential performance and glazing improvements.  Evaluate 

based on use and occupancy. 
• Develop alternates for new replacement curtain wall systems.  Identify the degree to 

which the new system will match the historic. 
• Review costs of proposed solutions and provide comparison to cost of new systems.   

 

Character-defining feature/Treatment:  The remainder of the envelope is comprised of brick, 

plaster, and glazed porcelain ceramic panels.  These materials are in good condition.  Repairs 

to these materials are recommended as needed for typical maintenance. 

 

Character-defining feature/Treatment:  Several modifications are apparent on the exterior.  The 

Lobby’s north entrance had a fairly substantial planar canopy indicating its location.  It is evident 

in the aerial photos from the 1960s, and is well detailed in the original construction documents.  

The west side of the canopy that overlooks the cafeteria patio remains, while the east side was 

removed for construction of the Annex.  It is recommended that this element be reconstructed 

when the Annex is removed.  Original signage has also been removed.  It may be appropriate to 

provide new signage in this location in the style of the original once the new occupant is 

determined. 
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Lobby Interior 

Character-defining feature/Treatment: The original building lobby has undergone very little 

alteration over the course of its life.  The original terrazzo flooring, plaster and concrete masonry 

walls, and plaster ceiling are intact.  These elements should be retained and repaired as 

needed.  The original stair and stainless steel guardrail with wood cap are intact, though 

intermediate railings have been added to the guardrail and the original pond below the stair has 

been infilled by an incompatible sculptural treatment.  The guardrail does not meet current 

building code requirements for height and spacing of guardrail elements.  Section 8-504 of the 

California Historical Building Code states that these conditions “may continue in their historical 

height and spacing unless a distinct hazard has been identified or created by a change in use or 

occupancy”.  Discussion with the Authority Having Jurisdiction will be required to determine if 

the guardrail can remain in its current configuration.  As recommended for the exterior, 

consideration for a replacement treatment in the original pond area is suggested.   

 

Removal of the non-historic reception desk is recommended.  If a new reception desk is 

required, its design should be compatible with the historic setting. 

 

Original lighting remains throughout much of the lobby.  The potential for retrofit of these fixtures 

with new lamps should be studied.  Alternately, new lighting that is similar in material, scale, and 

location can be proposed as a replacement.  Additionally, the potential for reuse of the original 

circular ceiling diffusers should be explored or use of replacements of similar shape and 

location. 

 

Council Chamber 

Character-defining feature/Treatment:  The Council Chamber largely retains its original 

configuration, finishes, and features.  These include the barrel-vaulted ceiling, fissured ceiling 

tile, wood paneled walls, folding plywood seating, and tiered wood veneer dais.  Retention of 

these features is recommended according to The Standards.  However, the Council Chamber 

was designed for a singular use and the room’s large size and raised dais have limited reuse 

options.  The dais is also not accessible.  Recognizing these issues, a number of options with 

varying degrees of retention of historic fabric are outlined below for consideration of the client, 

design team, and Santa Clara County Historical Heritage Commission. 

 

Option 1:  Reuse the Chamber as a large presentation space (for theatre, community 

meetings, or other similar uses) and largely retain the original features.  Install a two-stop lift 

to access both levels of the dais in one of the small rooms to the sides of the dais.  (Need to 

verify with manufacturer that this type of lift is available).  Removal of the dais stairs and 

wood wall may be required on one side of the dais to provide access to the lower platform.  

Install projection screens that drop down in front of the dais. 

 

Option 2:  Reuse the Chamber as a large presentation space and update presentation 

capabilities by removing the tiered dais.  This eliminates access issues while retaining the 

room’s configuration, historic finishes, ceiling configuration, and seating. 
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Option 3:  Reuse the Chamber as a flexible meeting or presentation space by removing the 

tiered dais and folding plywood seating.  This eliminates access issues while retaining the 

room’s configuration, historic finishes, and ceiling configuration.  This approach will allow for 

flexible furniture configurations for meetings or open office use. 

 

Subdividing the Council Chamber space is discouraged as it will greatly impact the ability to 

understand the room’s original use.  It is also likely to adversely affect the barrel-vaulted ceiling.  

 

If removal of the wood veneer dais is undertaken, consideration for its reuse is recommended.  

One possibility is to reconfigure and reuse this as a reception desk in the building’s lobby. 

 

Circulation and Office Spaces 

Character-defining feature/Treatment:  The spatial arrangement of a public corridor following the 

line of the glazed south wall is a character-defining feature of the office block.  It is 

recommended that this primary circulation element be retained. Potential new openings in this 

wall should retain the overall understanding of the original plan.  The corridor’s partition had a 

high wainscot with plaster above.  It appears that the wainscot material remains below non-

historic wallcovering.  Further investigation into this material and the ability to repair or replace it 

in-kind is recommended. 

 

The corridors and offices retain quite a few historic light fixtures.  The corridor sconces and 

pendant fixtures in the offices are distinctive and evocative of the building’s era.  The potential 

for retrofit of these fixtures with new lamps should be studied.  Alternately, new lighting that is 

similar in arrangement and fixture type can be proposed as a replacement.   

Architectural Narrative (BFGC-IBI Group) 

 

Description of Existing Conditions 

Site 
● Parking  

The required number of parking spaces for Former City Hall is established by the  

San Jose City Planning Department’s zoning ordinance for offices. Parking is 

calculated by taking 85% of the gross building area then dividing by 250 square 

feet of floor area per parking stall. There is an additional 10% reduction of total 

parking stalls as the building is located within 2,000 feet of existing light rail 

station. Therefore, the total required number of stalls required is 336 of which (8) 

parking stalls will need to be accessible, including one (1) van.  The current 

parking area in front of the building provides a total of 97 parking stalls, including 

three (3) accessible stalls, one of which is a van. (Refer to image A-2) 
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● Paving/Hard Surfaces   

The paved parking area and drop-off to the south of the building is in fair 

condition. The slope of the pavement at the accessible spaces does not meet 

ADA requirements. In front and around the building the concrete sidewalks and 

walkways have been in place for many years. There are locations where there 

are abrupt changes in the level that does not meet accessibility requirements. 

(Refer to images A-3 and A-4)   

 

The concrete patio at the cafeteria courtyard is at the end of its useful life.  

The brick paved area at the courtyard between the Former City Hall and Annex 

building is in good condition overall with the exception of a crack in the pavers at 

one location. (Refer to image A-10) 

 

● Landscaping & Street Furniture 

The landscaping on the south side of the building is showing signs of age and 

lack of irrigation. The County was in the process of removing turf areas and 

replacing it with mulch on the south side of the building. Turf on the north and 

east side of the building is in better condition than other parts of the site. The 

amount of turf is a maintenance issue as well as a less sustainable solution than 

some other alternatives. (Refer to images A-5 and A-6)  

 

The seating area located on the south side of the building and at the cafeteria 

courtyard has wooden benches that are broken or missing parts. At the raised 

planters in the front of the building masonry blocks are damaged or missing.  

(Refer to images A-7 and A-8) 

 

● Site Drainage 

There are no signs of site drainage issues. Since there are no current users to 

interview regarding drainage, this item cannot be confirmed. 

 

● Enclosures and Fencing 

Wood fence and gate enclosures and their hardware on the northwest side of the 

building are in need of replacement. (Refer to image A-11) 

 

Chain link fencing in the same area around electrical equipment, while functional, 

shows signs of age. (Refer to image A-11) 

 

The chemical storage building on the northwest side of the building is 

approaching the end of its useful life.   

 

The stone masonry enclosure at the courtyard between the Former City Hall and 

Annex building is in good condition.  
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The metal gate on the north side close to the Annex building is rusted, paint is 

peeling off and the gate is furnished with panic hardware.  

(Refer to image ADA-5) 

  

Building Envelope 
 ● Exterior Finishes 

Exterior walls with stone and brick veneer are in good condition considering the 

age of the building. Exterior finish of the north wall at the 2 story building is 

painted plaster with a visible crack in the middle. Coating repairs have been 

made along the base of the penthouse brick veneer exterior wall and 

efflorescence is visible in the brick. There are no weeps along the base of the 

brick veneer.    

 

The curtain wall on the south and north façade of the building is a single glazed 

window system and does not meet the current Title 24 energy requirements. The 

metal frame of the system is rusted on the first and second floor, and there are 

locations where the glazing is broken. Many of the windows leak around the 

gaskets and has been a cause of water damage on the lower floors. On the north 

side of the first floor, the operable windows of the curtain wall do not close 

properly and there is intrusion from vegetation growing into the window frames. 

  

The County’s plan for the Hallway and Annex building connected to the City Hall 

on the north-west side is to demolish these two buildings in the future.  

 

 ● Roof  

The roofing on the 2 story and 4 story portion of the building, mechanical 

penthouse and the canopy over the back entrance at the main lobby is a built-up 

roofing with cap sheet. The roofing does not provide proper drainage, there is 

evidence of water ponding that likely has caused water leakage inside the 

building.  

 

The roof drains do not function properly (they are rusted and at some locations 

growing vegetation and require maintenance to remove debris caused by nearby 

trees). An adequate number of overflows are not provided. Flashing at a higher 

parapet wall of the building is damaged. Cap flashing at parapet wall should be 

detailed differently to prevent water intrusion. 

 

The metal roof enclosures at the two mechanical rooms on the 2 story and 4 

story portion of the building are rusted; gutters and downspouts are not 

functional. Both enclosures do not have required one-hour rating.  

 

The awning at the north side of the building at the double door leading to the 

courtyard between the City Hall and Annex building has a corroded steel frame 

and the fabric is stained. 
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Main Building Lobby 
 ● Flooring 

The walk-off mats at the front and back entrance storefront doors are in poor 

condition. The terrazzo floor is in good condition with the exception of a few 

locations where there are cracks and lack of maintenance.  

 

 ● Walls 

The interior walls with stone and brick veneer finish are in good condition. The 

painted interior walls are water damaged.  

 

 ● Ceiling  

The plaster finish at the higher two story ceiling has experienced water damage. 

The one story ceiling is in good condition. Light fixture and diffusers at the higher 

and lower ceiling in the lobby are in good condition for their age.  

 

 ● Doors and Windows 

Power-assisted door and double doors at main entrance are unclean, worn and 

missing hardware parts. 

 

Windows above and within the doors at the main and back entrance are single-

glazed and do not comply with the latest Title 24 energy requirements. 

 

● Other 

The interior landscaped area adjacent to the stair is abandoned, large stepping 

stones placed randomly, the fountain, irrigation system are not in use or not 

functional. Decorative trees and planting are dying due to lack of water and care. 

The reception desk at the main lobby with wood veneer finish has scratches 

throughout the counter top and walls. (Refer to images A-12 and A-13) 

 

Cafeteria/Kitchen/Private Dining/Conference 
 ● Flooring 

Carpet, vinyl asbestos tile and ceramic flooring in the dining area, servery, 

kitchen, toilets and office serving the cafeteria is worn out and stained. At the 

dining/conference room there is water damage on the carpet flooring.  

 

 ● Walls 

All interior walls are showing signs of age and unclean. At the Dining/ 

Conference room there is water damage on the acoustical wall panels on all 

sides.  
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● Ceiling 

  The plaster and suspended T-bar ceilings are worn out and unclean. 

  At the Dining/Conference room the ceiling has water damage.  

 

 ● Doors and Windows 

Doors are missing hardware and some of them do not meet the accessibility 

requirements.  

 

Storefront windows systems on the south and north exterior side of the cafeteria 

are single glazed and do not meet the Title 24 energy requirements and the 

metal frames are rusted. 

  

Food service equipment, built-in casework and seating are dismantled, unclean 

and not usable in the present condition. (Refer to image A-14) 

 

Council Chambers 
 ● Flooring 

The flooring in the council chambers at the seating area is vinyl asbestos tile 

flooring. The raised council platform and council seating podium in the chamber 

as well as the adjoining rooms serving the chambers flooring is carpet which is 

worn out. Within  the council chambers there are three floor levels. They are as 

follows: the main floor, the council platform which is 1’- 9” above the main floor, 

and the podium with council seating located 3‘-6” above the main floor. These 

levels are reached by 2 non-accessible stairs. There is no ramp or chair lift for 

wheelchair access.  

 

Ceramic tile flooring in the single accommodation restrooms serving the 

chamber’s board room is stained and damaged.  

 

 ● Walls 

The wood paneling on the walls at the chamber is in good condition overall with 

the exception of a few locations where there are scratches and fading of the 

wood grain.  

 

At the exterior window sill the wood paneling has been water damaged. 

 

The corridor gypboard south wall has been water damaged. 

 

 ● Ceiling 

The plaster finish on the ceiling in the Council Chamber is in good condition as 

well as the light fixture, diffusers, and lighting. There is a significant amount of 

audio visual equipment. We are unable to verify whether the audio visual 

equipment is in usable condition.  
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 ● Doors and Windows 

The wood doors serving as exit doors from the chamber to the stair enclosure 

have hardware that does not comply with the latest code requirements. Most of 

the remaining doors do not have the required accessible width and hardware. 

The windows at the south side of the Council Chamber/meeting room are single-

glazed and are showing signs of age.  

 

● Seating 

Existing wood seating shows signs of age and most of the seat covers are worn.  

   

● Casework 

 The low height wood partitions and council wood casework at the raised 

platforms are in good condition overall with the exception of dust covering the 

horizontal surfaces and locations where signs of fading of the wood grain are 

showing. (Refer to images A-15 and A-16) 

   

Open/Private Offices 
● Flooring 

On all floors at the open and private offices the flooring is carpet which is worn 

out and unclean. 

 

At the Corridor on the south side of each floor the flooring is vinyl asbestos tile. 

Due to water damage from the windows and the hydronic heating system the 

tiles are in very poor condition. 

 

 ● Walls 

Demountable walls and metal stud walls have been used throughout all four 

floors of the building and most of the walls on the first and second floor are 

damaged and stained.  

 

 ● Ceiling 

On all floors at the open offices and private offices the ceiling is a concealed 

spline perforated metal panel ceiling which at some locations is damaged or the 

tiles are disengaged and hanging below the finished ceiling level. 

 

 ● Doors, door frames, windows  

Different types of door and door frames have been used throughout the floors, 

many do not have proper fire rated assemblies and much of the hardware does 

not meet the latest accessibility requirements. 

 

Interior windows are made up of different types of windows, transom glazed 

panels and clerestory windows.  Several of these windows on the corridor should 

have been fire-rated.  
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 ● Window Coverings 

A variety of window coverings have been installed throughout the building and at 

most locations the coverings are missing or damaged.    

  (Refer to images A-17 and A-18) 

 

Vertical Circulation 
● Lobby Stair 

The main stair in the lobby connecting the first and second floor has open risers, 

Including a stainless steel railing with wide wood handrail, and does not meet the 

accessibility requirements. The carpet on the treads of the stair is old, worn out.  

The guardrail railing spacing does meet current code. (Refer to image A-12) 

 

● West (stair # 1), East (stair #2), North West (stair # 3) Stair Enclosures 

These stairs are concrete stairs enclosed in a concrete enclosure and have 

handrails that do not meet the accessibility requirements. The guardrail spacing 

does not meet current code. (Refer to image ADA-7). At the stair landing on each 

floor there are fire sprinkler risers that encroach into the required clear width of 

the stair.   

 

On the first floor the North West (stair #3) is open to the hallway leading to the 

kitchen and does not maintain the 2 hour fire rated separation as required by the 

California Building Code.    

 

● Exterior South West (stair # 4) Exit Stair 

This is an open stair used for exiting from the Council Chamber on the second 

floor to the exterior. The height of the open risers, handrails and guardrails, as 

well the width of the threads, is not compliant with the accessibility requirements. 

(Refer to image ADA-6) 

 

 ● Elevators 

The building is served by (3) elevators. The two elevators located on the west 

side of the building are accessible and the third on the east side is not 

accessible. (Refer to image ADA-9) 

 

The floor, wall and ceiling finishes at the accessible elevators are worn out.  

Based on the original as-built drawings there is a dumbwaiter on the southwest 

side of the building close to the accessible elevator lobby. The opening has been 

closed off and furred out with stud walls on the four floors so it cannot be 

observed.  
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Horizontal Circulation 
● Corridor  

At the corridor on all floors there is a combination of carpet and vinyl asbestos tile 

flooring which is worn out.  Some of the tile is water damaged.  

 

At the corridor on all floors the ceiling plaster appears to be in good condition 

with the exception on the second and fourth floor where water stains and 

delaminating paint is visible.   

 

At the corridor wall on all floors there is wall covering and wood trim that appears 

to be in good condition with the exception of the wall at the corridor on the 

second floor near the atrium where water stains and delaminating paint and wall 

covering is visible.  

 

Windows at the north exterior side of the 2 story building corridor are single-

glazed; they do not meet the Title 24 energy requirements and are at the end of 

their usable service.  Windows at the west end of the third and fourth floors of the 

building also are single glazed and need to be replaced. 

(Refer to images A-19 and ADA-9) 

 

Toilet Rooms 
  There are two sets of men’s and women’s restrooms located on each floor of the  

  building. The set of men’s and women’s restrooms located on the west side of  

  the building are accessible. The other set located on the east side of the building  
  are not accessible and are located within an existing concrete enclosure. (Refer  

  to image ADA-8) 

 

  Additional restrooms in the building are as follows: 

 

● First Floor: There are non-accessible single accommodation men’s and 

 women’s restrooms adjacent to the cafeteria’s kitchen on the west side of the 

 building.  

 

● Second Floor:  There are non-accessible single accommodation men’s and 

women’s restrooms adjacent to the conference room and council chambers. 

 

● Fourth Floor: There is a non-accessible unisex single accommodation restroom 

with a prefabricated shower stall.  

 

 ● Flooring  

Ceramic tile flooring in all restrooms is provided. In most cases the ceramic tile is 

damaged or stained. 
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 ● Walls 

  Walls in all restrooms have 4’ high ceramic tile wainscot that is damaged or  

  stained. The walls above the tile are painted. 

 

 ● Ceiling 

  Plaster ceiling, light fixtures and diffusers at all restrooms are in poor condition. 

 

 ● Doors  

Accessible doors are provided only at the accessible restrooms, everywhere else 

the doors do not have the width and hardware per the latest accessibility 

requirements. 

 

 ● Other 

Plumbing fixtures at all restrooms are in very poor conditions mostly rusted and 

damaged. Metal toilet partitions are scratched, with dents and rusted.  

Most of the restrooms’ accessories are damaged, broken, missing parts and not 

mounted at correct height per latest accessibility requirements. 

 

Hazardous Materials 
● A hazardous material test was not performed on the building. The building having 

been built in 1958 likely has some installed materials that will contain asbestos or 

other hazardous materials. Asbestos containing materials may be found in the 

tile flooring, ceiling tiles, lath and plaster/gypsum board ceilings and walls, 

duct/piping insulation and lagging.  
 

Recommendations  

Site 
● Parking 

The County’s Facilities and Fleet Department will determine which parking 

lots/structures on the site belonging to the County will be used for parking by 

future occupants in the Former City Hall.  

 

● Paving/Hard Surfaces 

 AC paving at accessible parking stalls should be modified to comply with slopes  

  associated with ADA parking requirements. 

 

Removal of concrete paving where abrupt changes in surfaces occur is required 

to comply with ADA. The future use for the building is intended for a “Class A” 

office space, therefore replacement of all concrete paving and walkways are 

recommended to establish a more aesthetically appealing ambiance.  
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Replace the concrete patio at Cafeteria courtyard. At courtyard between Former 

City Hall and Annex replace broken pavers, clean and seal the remaining pavers. 

Add brick paving as required at the location of the connector building as this 

building and the Annex building per the County’s plan are to be demolished.  

 

● Landscaping & Site Furniture 

Replace all landscaping around the building with new low maintenance and 

drought tolerant plantings. Replace irrigation to reduce the use of water.   

Replace wood benches at seating area at the south side of the building and at 

the cafeteria courtyard. Replace damaged concrete masonry blocks at raised 

planters in front of the building. Remove circular precast concrete planters from 

the front of the building. 

 

● Site Drainage 

 No recommendations.  

 

● Wood Fence  

Replace wood fence enclosure and gate with a more durable masonry or precast 

wall to match building exterior brick.  Replace chain link enclosure at electrical 

panels with masonry or precast wall to match building exterior brick. Replace 

chemical storage building. Replace panic hardware at 2 gates at the Cafeteria 

courtyard. At courtyard between Former City Hall and Annex Building clean and 

seal stone masonry fence and replace metal gate with panic hardware. Add 

stone masonry fence to enclose the court yard and add one (1) more metal gate 

with panic hardware at location of the connector building as this building and 

Annex building per the County’s plan are to be demolished.  

  

Building Envelope 
 ● Exterior Finishes 

  Exterior walls with stone and brick veneer to be cleaned and power washed.  

At north wall of 2-story building patch plaster and paint to match existing. 

Replace existing curtain wall on north and south side of the building with double 

glazed curtain wall system to match existing aesthetics and to meet Title 24 

energy requirements.  Install concrete curb base at two story curtain wall 

windows on the south side.   

 

The selection of the curtain wall shall be coordinated with the County’s historical 

consultant’s recommendations.  The intent is to match the spacing, size and 

color of the frames and glazing.  

 

 ● Roof 

Replace roofing at lower and higher roof of the building, including the canopy 

over the back entrance and the large mechanical penthouse. 
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At the canopy over the back entrance replace ceiling, fire sprinkler system, and 

lighting and metal panel fascia. Extend the canopy (which will require 

modification to the roof framing, addition of walls with stone veneer for support, 

fascia, fire sprinklers, ceiling and light fixtures) over the location of the connector 

hallway building as this building and the Annex per the County’s plan are to be 

demolished.  

 

Install cap flashing and replace base flashing at the high parapet of the 4 story 

and 2 story building and canopy. 

 

Replace roof drains, vents and provide overflows (additional overflows will 

require routing of insulated drain pipes through the building interiors as well as 

extending to storm drain system. 

 

Replace metal enclosures at two of the small mechanical rooms on the roof of 

the 2 story and 4 story east end portion of the building with 1 hour rated 

enclosure. 

 

A new metal mechanical roof top enclosure will be required to house additional 

mechanical equipment at the roof level which will serve the third and fourth 

floors.    

 

Replace awning cover and framing at the double door leading to the courtyard 

between the Former City Hall and Annex Building to match existing. 

  

Main Building Lobby 
 ● Flooring 

Replace walk-off mat at the front and back entrance, clean and polish terrazzo 

floor.  Replace carpeting.  Floor finishes for the main building lobby shall be 

coordinated with the historical consultant’s recommendations. 

 

 ● Walls 

Clean interior walls made of stone and brick veneer. Replace interior gypsum 

wall and paint. Wall finishes shall be coordinated with the historical consultant’s 

recommendations. 

 

● Ceiling 

Remove plaster ceiling, light fixtures, mechanical diffusers as required for 

installation of new fire protection system in the building. Repair plaster ceiling, 

install removed light fixtures and diffusers or replace with new that match existing 

Paint ceiling plaster to match existing condition. Ceiling finish at the main lobby 

shall be coordinated with the historical consultant’s recommendations. 
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 ● Doors and Windows 

Replace power assisted and aluminum double doors at main and back entrance. 

Replace storefront window system above doors at the main and back entrance 

with double glazed aluminum system that meets Title 24 energy requirements. 

Doors and windows replacement shall be coordinated with historical consultant’s 

recommendations. 

 

●  Other 

Restore interior landscaped area adjacent to the stair; remove large stepping 

stones, repair the fountain and irrigation system and replace the decorative 

plantings.  

 

Replace reception desk at the main lobby to provide security monitoring typical at 

a Class A building.  Interior landscaped area and reception desk restoration shall 

be coordinated with the historical consultant’s recommendations. 

. 

Cafeteria/Kitchen/Private Dining/Conference 

 ● Flooring 

Replace flooring at dining area, servery, kitchen, conference room, toilets and 

storage rooms. This space will be converted to conference rooms and a limited-

sized convenience food preparation area (microwave ovens, refrigerators, 

vending machines, counter – top areas, seating for general dining area) and will 

receive carpet/resilient/stone flooring.  

 

 ● Walls 

Remove all non-bearing walls. Provide concrete curb for installation of new 

double glazed storefront window system at the north and south side of the 

cafeteria space.  

 

 ● Ceiling 

Remove all plaster and suspended T-bar ceiling at the cafeteria space. Install fire 

protection system and provide hard/suspended acoustical tile ceiling for new 

designated spaces.  

 

 ● Doors and Windows 

Remove all doors at the cafeteria space and provide doors for new designated 

spaces. 

 

At the north and south exterior side of the cafeteria replace storefront window 

system with double glazed. 
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●  Other 

Create four meeting rooms on the south side of the cafeteria space which can be 

used for dining purposes.  Cafeteria kitchen area to be converted to a self serve 

lounge for staff, including multiple sinks, microwaves, residential type ovens, 

cooktops and hoods.  

 

Council Chambers 
 ● Flooring 

Remove and replace vinyl asbestos tile and carpet flooring at Council Chamber 

and adjoining rooms. Modify handrail at stairs leading to council platforms and 

add a chair lift within the adjacent storage room. Flooring finish, stair modification 

and addition of a chair lift shall be coordinated with the historical consultant’s 

recommendations. 

 

 ● Walls 

Refurbish or replace wood paneling at council chamber to match existing. 

Replace water damaged wood paneling at exterior window sill. Repaint walls that 

are not covered with wood paneling. Wall finishes at the Council Chamber shall 

be coordinated with the historical consultant’s recommendations. 

 

 ● Ceiling 

Remove ceiling, light fixtures, diffusers and audio visual equipment and salvage 

for reuse. Install new fire sprinkler system, repair ceiling and re-install light 

fixtures, diffusers.  Replace portions of the audio video equipment system, 

projectors, screen and speakers. Repaint ceiling to match existing condition. The 

ceiling finish and audio visual equipment for the Council chambers shall be 

coordinated with the historical consultant’s recommendations. 

 

 ● Doors and Windows 

Replace hardware at exit double doors at the corridor’s side. Replace exterior 

window system with double glazed to meet Title 24 energy requirements.  

Recommendation for doors and window upgrade of this area shall be 

coordinated with the historical consultant’s recommendations. 

 

 ● Seating 

Refurbish existing wood back at seating and reupholster seats. Recommendation 

for seating upgrade of this area shall be coordinated with the historical 

consultant’s recommendations. 

 

●  Casework 

Refurbish existing low height wood partitions and council wood casework at 

raised platforms.  Recommendation for seating upgrade of this area shall be 

coordinated with the historical consultant’s recommendations. 
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Open/Private Offices 
● Flooring 

 Remove and replace carpet flooring at all open/private offices on four floors. 

 

 ● Walls 

Remove all interior non-bearing walls, demountable and stud walls at all 

open/private offices on four floors.  Concrete columns and shear walls to remain 

on all four floors.  

 

 ● Ceiling 

Remove and replace suspended concealed spline metal ceiling at all 

open/private offices and install new fire sprinkler system.  

 

 ● Doors, Door Frames, Windows 

Remove and replace all doors, door frames, transom glazed panels, windows, 

and clerestory windows at open/private offices. 

 

 ● Window Coverings 

Replace window coverings at all windows throughout the building to blinds or roll 

down shades. 

 

Vertical Circulation 
 ● Lobby Stair 

Replace carpet flooring at stair threads. Modify stair to correct guardrail spacing, 

handrail design and open stair risers. Coordinate stair upgrade to meet 

accessibility requirements with the historical consultant’s recommendations. 

 

 ● West (stair #1), East (stair #2) and North West (stair # 3) Stair Enclosures 

Clean all concrete stairs and re-stain concrete. Replace handrail and guardrails 

at all stairs to comply with the accessibility requirements. Replace window at 

North West (stair #3) with double glazed window system to meet Title 24 energy 

requirements.  

 

At the North West (stair #3) enclosure on the first floor provide 2 hour rated exit 

passageway for exit discharge as required per the California Building Code. At 

the west (stair #1) remove fire sprinkler riser from stair enclosure extend landing 

at north end and provide new fire risers adjacent to the stairs. New exterior wall 

to match existing.  
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At the east (stair #2) enclosure remove existing fire sprinkler riser from stair.  

Remove small elevator, add concrete floors within hoistway.   Install new fire 

sprinkler riser in modified previous small elevator space.  Previous small elevator 

space should be accessible from existing corridor.  Provide fire rated hold open 

doors in corridor at previous small elevator so that the stair enclosure includes a 

portion of corridor.  This area can be used as an area of refuge for the disabled. 

 

● Exterior South West Exit Stair 

Replace exit stair with accessible new stair including, closed risers, guardrails 

and handrails. Freestanding stone veneer wall and canopy to remain.  

 

● Elevators 

Replace floor, wall and ceiling finishes at two accessible elevators on the west 

side. The elevator on the east side that is not accessible to be removed, as per 

description in the vertical circulation section.   

 

At the entrance of the 2 accessible elevators provide additional doors at the 

hoistway opening in accordance with 3002.6 and such doors shall be tested in 

accordance with UL 1784 without an artificial bottom seal per CBC section 

708.14.1 exception 3.  

 

The dumbwaiter’s concrete enclosure is to remain in place. Fill in wall openings 

at each floor with 2 hour rated construction and can be used as mechanical shaft.  

  

Horizontal Circulation 
 ● Corridors  

At the accessible elevator lobby on second, third and fourth floor replace carpet 

flooring or tiles. Repaint walls and ceiling plaster. 

 

Main Corridor (corridor at the south curving curtain wall) - two options exist: 

1. Remove corridor wall and create an open office plan for all floors.  Thus 

increasing net space and increasing daylighting benefits from the southern 

windows. 

2. Replace corridor wall with one-hour rated assembly using fire rated glass, 

rated walls, 20 minute rated doors and fire damper protected openings.   

 

 

  At the north wall on the second floor corridor adjacent to the council chambers  

  replace exterior windows with a double glazed window system. In addition,  

  replace exterior windows on the west end of the corridor at the third and fourth  

  floor of the building with double glazed window system. 
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• Toilet Rooms 

Accessible toilet rooms on the north-west side of the building to remain current 

size. The toilet rooms on the west side of the building to be reconfigured to 

accessible restrooms within their concrete enclosure. Remove the single 

accommodation toilets (men’s and women’s) adjacent to the kitchen on the first 

floor. On the second floor the single accommodation men’s and women’s 

restroom near the council chambers to be reconfigured to accessible. Remove 

unisex single accommodation toilet with pre-manufactured shower stall on fourth 

floor.  

 

 ● Flooring  

  Replace ceramic tile flooring at all toilet rooms in the building.  

 

 ● Walls 

  Replace ceramic tile wainscot at all restrooms and repaint wall above the tile.   

 

 ● Ceiling 

Remove ceiling as required to install new fire protection system. Repair and 

repaint ceiling at all restrooms.  

 

 ● Doors  

Replace doors, door frames and  hardware at non accessible restrooms.  Doors 

at restrooms on south east side of the building are 30” wide and are located 

within concrete walls.   Door openings in concrete walls to be increased to 

accommodate accessible doorways.    

 

 ● Interior Partitions & Accessories 

Replace interior partitions and accessories within all restrooms. 

 

 ● Toilet Fixtures 

In order to maximize toilet/urinal/lavatory fixtures and to maintain compliance with 

ADA, replacement and relocation of fixtures will be required.  

  

Hazardous Materials 
Testing for asbestos and other hazardous materials to be performed prior to proceeding with 

any modifications to the building. Finishes containing hazardous materials to be removed from 

the premise and disposed of in an appropriate manner.  
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ADA Narrative (BFGC-IBI Group) 

 

Existing ADA Conditions and Recommendations  
  

ITEM NO. SPECIFIC ITEM ADA REQUIREMENTS 
EXISTING 

CONDITIONS 

COMPLIANT 

YES OR NO 
RECOMMENDATION 

1.0  Parking 

1.1 
No. Accessible 

parking spaces 

Minimum number of accessible stall 

are provided per table 11B-6 

Total parking 

stall serving 

City Hall = 336 

stalls 

Required ADA 

stall = 8 stalls 

including (1) 

van 

 

 N/A  

County will 

designate parking 

lots and stalls for 

future occupants 

1.2 
Van Accessible 

Spaces 

Van Accessible Spaces are 

provided one in every eight 

accessible parking spaces but not 

less than one. 

(1)  Yes  

1.3 

Location – 

Serving 

accessible 

Entrances 

Accessible parking spaces serving 

the Old City Hall building are on the 

shortest accessible route of travel 

from adjacent parking to the 

building’s accessible entrance. 

Yes Yes  

1.4 Lot Layout 

Parking stalls are arranged so that 

persons with disabilities are not 

compelled to wheel or walk behind 

parked cars other than their own. 

Yes Yes  

1.5 
Parking Space 

Width 

Accessible parking spaces including 

van spaces are at least 9’ wide and 

with a demarcated access aisle. 

Yes Yes   

1.6 
Van Access 

Aisle 

Van Access Aisle adjacent to 

existing van accessible stall is 8’ 

wide, 18’ long and located on the 

passenger side of the vehicle 

Other access aisles at accessible 

stalls are at least 5’ wide by 18’ 

long. 

Yes Yes  

1.7 
Car Access 

Aisle 
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ITEM NO. SPECIFIC ITEM ADA REQUIREMENTS 
EXISTING 

CONDITIONS 

COMPLIANT 

YES OR NO 
RECOMMENDATION 

1.8 Level Surface 

Accessible parking spaces and 

access aisles are level with no slope 

greater than 2% in all directions. 

(No curb ramp projects into the 

access aisle.  

Yes No   
Modify as  

required 

1.9 Surface 
Access aisles are stable, firm and 

slip resistant. 
Yes Yes  

1.10 

Access Aisle 

and Accessible 

Route 

Access aisle and accessible route – 

each access aisle connects directly 

to an accessible route of travel 

 

Yes Yes  

1.11 Parking Signs 

Parking signs have a reflectorized 

sign visible from each stall showing 

the International Symbol for 

Accessibility (ISA). 

Yes Yes  

1.12 
Van Accessible 

Parking Signs 

Van accessible parking sign 

provided. 
Yes Yes  

1.13 Pavement Sign 
Pavement 36” square ISA sign at 

the rear of the stall. 
Yes Yes  

1.14 Lettering 

“No parking” provided in each 

access aisle, painted white in 12” 

high lettering – Not provided. 

Not provided No Provide lettering 

1.15 Tow-away sign 

Tow-away sign posted on a 

conspicuous place at each entrance 

to off street parking lot or 

immediately adjacent to and visible 

from each accessible stall. 

Yes Yes  

1.16 

Van Accessible 

spaces Vertical 

Clearances 

Van Accessible Spaces have a 

vertical clearance of at least 8’-2”. 
Yes Yes  

2.0  Exterior Routes of Travel, Public Rights-Of-Way (ROW) 

2.1 
Accessible route 

of travel 

Is there an accessible route of travel 

linking an accessible site entrance 

with public transportation stops, 

passenger loading zones, 

accessible parking and public 

sidewalks. 

Yes Yes  

2.2 Width 

Accessible route of travel at least 

48” wide except at doorways and 

gates 

Yes Yes  

2.3 Surface 
Accessible route surfaces are 

stable, firm and slip resistant. 
Yes Yes  
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ITEM NO. SPECIFIC ITEM ADA REQUIREMENTS 
EXISTING 

CONDITIONS 

COMPLIANT 

YES OR NO 
RECOMMENDATION 

2.4 Head Room 

Head room of 80” clear head room 

within the pedestrian circulation 

area, including the accessible route 

of travel. 

Yes Yes  

2.5 
Protruding 

objects 

Protruding objects - Wall mounted 

objects have leading edges 

between 27” and 80” from the floor, 

do they project less than 4” into the 

circulation path. If they do is the 

required clear width of the 

accessible route of travel 

maintained.  

  N/A N/A  

2.6 
Protruding 

Objects 

Protruding objects – free standing 

objects mounted on posts with 

leading edges between 27” and 80” 

high (such as a sign or telephone) 

overhang 12” or less above the 

ground or finish floor and if posts 

project into the circulation path is 

the required clear width of the 

accessible route of travel 

maintained.  

N/A N/A  

2.7 Cross Slope 

Cross slope – Is the cross slope of 

the accessible route of travel no 

greater than 1:50 (2%) 

Varies 0.6% -

2.8% 

At some 

locations 

on the 

sidewalk 

the cross 

slope is 

greater 

(2.0%)  

Modify slope of 

accessible 

sidewalk to 

comply 

2.8 
Running Slope 

 

Running slope of accessible route of 

travel is no greater than 1:20 (5 

percent) unless complies with the 

requirements of a ramp or does not 

exceed the grade of the adjacent 

roadway. 

Yes, with 

exception at 

walkway at the 

exterior exit 

stair #4 on 

south west side 

is 10.5% 

Yes with 

exception 

at 

walkway 

at exit 

stair #4 

Modify slope of 

walkway at 

exterior exit stair # 

4 

2.9 
Changes in 

Level 

Changes in level when walkway 

levels change abruptly is the vertical 

distance between them less than ¼” 

or are changes in level between ¼” 

and ½” beveled with a slope no 

greater than 1:2.  

Abrupt changes 

in level from ½” 

to 1-1/2” 

(refer to image 

ADA-4) 

No  

  
Replace paving 
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ITEM NO. SPECIFIC ITEM ADA REQUIREMENTS 
EXISTING 

CONDITIONS 

COMPLIANT 

YES OR NO 
RECOMMENDATION 

2.10 
Grates and 

Drains 

Grates and Drains – is the smaller 

dimension of a great opening in the 

accessible route of travel no more 

than 1/2inch and are long 

dimensions of rectangular gaps 

placed perpendicular to the usual 

direction of travel 

N/A N/A  

2.11 

Hazardous 

vehicular areas 

– Detectable 

warnings 

Hazardous vehicular areas – 

Detectable warnings – If an 

accessible route of travel crosses or 

adjoins the vehicular way and the 

walking surface is not separated by 

curbs, railings or other elements 

between the pedestrian areas and 

vehicular areas, is the boundary 

between the areas defined by a 

continuous detectable warning at 

least 36” wide complying with 

1121B.3.1. 

No –  

Detectable 

warning is 

provided only at 

the curb ramp 

on the 

pedestrian 

crossing at First 

Street. 

(refer to images 

A-9, ADA-1 

 and ADA-2) 

No –  

Detectable 

warning is 

provided 

only at the 

curb ramp 

on the 

pedestrian 

crossing 

at First 

Street.  

Add Detectable 

warnings 

3.0   Exterior Routes of Travel, On Site (OS) 

3.1 

On-site 

Accessible 

Route of Travel 

Accessible route of travel within the 

property line of the site linking and 

accessible entrance with site arrival 

points serving the following if 

provided: public transportation 

stops, passenger loading zones, 

accessible parking and public 

sidewalks 

Yes Yes  

3.2 
Route for 

general Public 

Route for general public – Does the 

accessible route of travel to the 

maximum extent feasible, coincide 

with the route for the general public 

Yes Yes  

3.3 
Facilities 

Connected  

Facilities connected – are there 

accessible routes of travel 

connecting all accessible buildings, 

facilities, elements and spaces on 

the same site with one another. 

Yes Yes  

3.4 Width 

Width – accessible route of travel is 

at least 48” except at doorways or 

gates.  

Yes Yes  
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ITEM NO. SPECIFIC ITEM ADA REQUIREMENTS 
EXISTING 

CONDITIONS 

COMPLIANT 

YES OR NO 
RECOMMENDATION 

3.5 Passing Spaces 

If accessible route of travel is less 

than 60” wide, are there passing 

spaces at least 60”x60” or 

intersecting walks provided, 

allowing passing at reasonable 

intervals not exceeding 200’ 

N/A N/A  

3.6 Head Room 

80” clear head room within the 

pedestrian circulation area, 

including the accessible route of 

travel. 

Yes Yes  

3.7 

Protruding 

Objects 

 

If wall mounted objects have leading 

edges between 27” and 80” from the 

floor project less than 4” into the 

circulation path (objects with leading 

edges at or below 27” may project 

any amount). Wall mounted objects 

that project into the circulation path 

the required clear width of the 

accessible route of travel is 

maintained.  

N/A N/A  

3.8 
Protruding 

Objects 

Free standing objects mounted on 

posts with leading edges between 

27” and 80” high (such as a sign or 

telephone (overhang 12” or less 

above the ground or finish floor. If 

free standing objects mounted on 

posts project into the circulation 

path the required clear width is 

maintained.  

N/A N/A  

3.9 Cross Slope 

The cross slope of the accessible 

route of travel is no greater than 

1:50 (2 percent) 

 

Varies 

0.6% - 2.8% 

At some 

location 

cross 

slope is 

2.8% 

Modify slope of 

accessible 

sidewalk to 

comply 

3.10 
Running Slope 

 

The slope of accessible route of 

travel is no greater than 1:20 (5 

percent) unless it complies with item 

listed below. 

Yes, with 

exception @ exit 

stair #4 walkway 

is 10% and at 

the rear 

courtyard 

walkway is 7% 

(refer to image 

ADA-5)  

Yes, with 

exception 

at 2 

locations 

Modify slope of 

accessible 

sidewalk to 

comply 
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ITEM NO. SPECIFIC ITEM ADA REQUIREMENTS 
EXISTING 

CONDITIONS 

COMPLIANT 

YES OR NO 
RECOMMENDATION 

3.11 Running Slope 

If the slope is greater than 1:20 (5 

percent) will need to comply with the 

requirements for ramps.  

N/A N/A  

3.12 
Changes in 

Level 

When walkway levels change, the 

vertical distance between them is 

less than ¼” 

Or 

When changes in level between ¼” 

and ½” are beveled with a slope no 

greater than 1:2. 

Yes Yes  

3.13 Surface 

Surfaces of accessible route are 

stable, firm and slip resistant. 

 

Yes Yes  

3.14 Grates 

The smaller dimension of a grate 

opening is no more than ½” and 

long dimensions of rectangular gaps 

are placed perpendicular to the 

usual direction of travel.  

N/A N/A  

3.15 
Abrupt Changes 

in Level >4” 

Abrupt changes in level adjacent to 

pedestrian areas exceeding 4” 

vertical except (1) between a walk 

or sidewalk and an adjacent street 

or driveway, or (2) where a 6” high 

warning curb or 42” high guard is 

provide to warn of potential drop off. 

N/A N/A  

3.16 

Abrupt Changes 

in level >30” 

 

Site is free of abrupt changes in 

level adjacent to pedestrian areas 

exceeding 30” vertical except where 

42” high guard is provided to 

prevent persons from falling off the 

open edge 

N/A N/A  

3.17 Entrance Signs 

Signs at primary public entrances 

and at every major junction where 

the accessible route of travel 

diverges from the regular circulation 

path are compliant 

Not provided 

(refer to image 

A-4) 

No Provide signage 

3.18 

Directions to 

Accessible 

Entrance 

When not all entrances are 

accessible there is directional 

signage indicating the accessible 

route to an accessible entrance.  

Not provided No Provide signage 
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ITEM NO. SPECIFIC ITEM ADA REQUIREMENTS 
EXISTING 

CONDITIONS 

COMPLIANT 

YES OR NO 
RECOMMENDATION 

3.19 

Hazardous 

Vehicular Areas 

– Detectable 

Warnings 

When a walk crosses or adjoins the 

vehicular way and the walking 

surface is not separated by curbs, 

railings or other elements between 

the pedestrian areas and vehicular 

areas, the boundary between the 

areas are defined by a continuous 

detectable warning at least 36” wide 

complying with 1121B.3.1 item 8(a). 

Not provided 

(refer to images 

ADA-1 and ADA-

2 

No  
Provide detectable 

warning 

4.0  Curb Ramps 

4.1 
Curb Ramp 

Location 

There is a curb ramp whenever an 

accessible route crosses a curb 
Yes Yes  

4.2 Slope 

The slope of the curb ramp is the 

least possible slope but in no case 

more than 8.3% 

Varies; 8.6 – 

13.8% 

(refer to images 

ADA-1 and ADA-

2) 

No   
Modify slope of 

curbs to comply 

4.3 Transition 

Transition from the curb ramp to the 

road or gutter flush and free of 

abrupt changes. 

Yes Yes  

4.4 Counter Slope 

The running slopes of the road, 

gutter or accessible route adjoining 

the ramp no greater than 5% 

7.8% (refer to 

image ADA-3) 
No  

Modify running 

slope to comply  

4.5 Width 

The width of the curb ramps not 

including the flared sides, at least 

48” 

Yes Yes  

4.6 Surface 
The surface of the curb ramp is 

stable, firm and slip resistant. 
Yes Yes  

4.7 
Side Flare 

Slope 

The flared sides have a slope of 

10% or less. 

Varies; 9.1% to 

13.8% (refer to 

images ADA-1 

and ADA-2) 

No  Modify all ramps 

4.8 
Side Flare 

Slope 

When the landing at the top of the 

ramp is less than 48” deep and 

wheelchair users must use the side 

flares for access, the flared sides 

have a slope of 8.3% or less 

N/A N/A  

4.9 
Built up Curb 

Ramps 

Built up curb ramps are located so 

that they do not project into 

vehicular traffic lanes or parking 

access aisles  

Yes Yes  

4.10 
Detectable 

Warning 

The curb ramp has detectable 

warning 
Not provided No 

Provide detectable 

warning 
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ITEM NO. SPECIFIC ITEM ADA REQUIREMENTS 
EXISTING 

CONDITIONS 

COMPLIANT 

YES OR NO 
RECOMMENDATION 

4.11 
Detectable 

Warning 

The detectable warning consist of 

raised truncated domes, which 

contrast visually with adjoining 

surfaces (light-on-dark or dark on 

light) and the material provides 

contrast an integral part of the 

walking surface.  

? No 
Provide detectable 

warning 

4.12 Parked Vehicles  

Curb ramps are located or protected 

so that they will not be obstructed 

by parked vehicles. 

Yes Yes  

4.13 
Curb Ramps at 

Crosswalks 

Where pedestrian crossings are 

identified by lines, are curb ramps at 

wholly contained within the 

crosswalk lines, except for the flared 

sides? 

Yes Yes  

4.14 Bottom Landing 

The bottom 48”x48”landing is 

completely contained within the 

crosswalk lines 

Yes Yes  

4.15 Straight Curb 

If diagonal curb ramp has flared 

sides, is there at least a 24” 

segment of straight curb located on 

each side of the curb ramp within 

the crosswalk lines. 

Not at all 

diagonal curb 

ramps 

No 
Modify crosswalk 

lines to comply 

4.16 Island 

When the accessible route of travel 

crosses a median or island, is the 

island curb cut through at street 

level 

OR 

There are curb ramps on both sides 

and a level area at least 48” long 

between them. 

N/A N/A  

5.0  Drinking Fountains 

5.1 
Drinking 

Fountains  

Where there is only one drinking 

fountain area on floor, is there one 

drinking fountain accessible to 

wheelchair users and one 

accessible to persons who have 

difficulty bending or stooping (hi-low 

drinking fountain) 

Hi-low drinking 

fountain is not 

provided on 

each floor (refer 

to image ADA-9) 

No Provide 

5.2 
Drinking 

Fountains 

Where there is more than one 

drinking fountain on a floor, are 50% 

wheelchair accessible. 

Not provided No 

Provide 

accessible 

drinking fountains 

5.3 
Accessible 

Route 

Is the accessible drinking fountain 

on an accessible route 
Yes Yes  
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ITEM NO. SPECIFIC ITEM ADA REQUIREMENTS 
EXISTING 

CONDITIONS 

COMPLIANT 

YES OR NO 
RECOMMENDATION 

5.4 Depth 

The drinking fountain is a minimum 

of 18 inches and a maximum of 19” 

in depth 

No No Modify Alcoves 

5.5 Knee Space 

The knee clearance between the 

bottom of the apron and the floor at 

least 27” high, 30” wide and 8” 

deep, the depth being taken from 

the front edge of the fountain back 

towards the wall or post 

Not provided No  
Provide at new 

drinking fountains 

5.6 Toe Space 

The toe clearance is at least 9” high 

and 17” deep from the front edge of 

the fountain 

Not  

provided 
No 

Provide at new 

drinking fountains 

5.7 
Clear Floor 

Space 

There is clear floor space at least 

30”x48’ providing a forward 

approach (a side approach is not 

acceptable. 

 

Yes Yes  

5.8 
Protruding 

Objects 

Wall mounted drinking fountain has 

a leading edge between 27” and 80” 

from the floor does project less than 

4 inches into the circulation path 

Not provided No 
Provide with new 

drinking fountains 

5.9 Spout Height 

The bubbler outlet is no higher than 

36” above the floor and the water 

flow is at least 4” high to allow the 

insertion of a cup under the flow of 

water. 

 

42” at bubbler 

and water flow 

less than 4” 

No 
Provide with new 

drinking fountains 

5.10 Location 

The bubbler outlet is located within 

6” of the front of the unit, with a 

water flow trajectory parallel or 

nearly parallel to the front edge. 

 

No No 

Provide drinking 

fountains to 

comply 

5.11 Water Flow 

At fountain with round or oval bowl, 

the water flow is within 3” of the 

front edge of the fountain. 

Not provided No 

Provide drinking 

fountains to 

comply 

5.12 

 

Controls - 

Location 

Are the controls front mounted on 

the side located within 6” of the front 

edge.  

No No 

Provide drinking 

fountains to 

comply 

5.3 Operation 

The controls are operable with one 

hand, and without tight grasping, 

pinching, or twisting of the wrist, and 

is the force to operate the controls 

no greater than 5 lbs. 

No No 

Provide drinking 

fountains 

to comply 
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ITEM NO. SPECIFIC ITEM ADA REQUIREMENTS 
EXISTING 

CONDITIONS 

COMPLIANT 

YES OR NO 
RECOMMENDATION 

6.0  Telephones 

6.1 Telephones 

There is only one public pay 

telephone per floor and it is 

wheelchair accessible 

(1) each 

telephone is on 

first and second 

floor only 

No 

Provide 

accessible public 

pay telephone on 

each floor 

6.2 
Clear Floor 

Space 

The accessible telephone has a 

30”x48” clear floor space that 

adjoins or overlaps an accessible 

route of travel and that allows either 

a forward or parallel approach by 

wheelchair users 

No No 

Provide clear floor 

space at 

accessible 

telephone 

6.3 Reach Ranges 

If the clear floor space allows only a 

forward approach, is the highest 

operable part of the telephone no 

more than 48” AFF 

No, height is 52” No 
Provide telephone 

to comply 

6.4 Volume Control   

Accessible telephone is equipped 

with a volume control and is 25% of 

all other public telephones equipped 

with volume controls. 

Not provided  No 
Provide volume 

control 

6.5 
Volume Control 

Sign 

Volume controlled telephones 

identified by a visible sign showing a 

handset with radiating sound waves 

Not provided No  

Provide   

Volume control 

sign 

6.6 

Text 

Telephones/TT

Ys  

When there is at least one interior 

public pay telephone in the public 

use area, is there at least one 

interior public TTY. 

Not provided No  

Provide one 

interior public text 

telephone TTY 

6.7 TTY Symbol 
Required text telephones are 

identified by the TTY symbol 
Not provided No 

Provide TTY 

symbol 

6.8 
Protruding 

Objects 

If a wall mounted telephone has 

leading edges between 27” and 80” 

AFF, projects less than 4” into the 

circulation path.  

Height of 

existing phones 

is 52” and 

protruding 17” 

No 

Wall mounted 

telephone to 

protrude less than 

4” 

6.9 
Protruding 

Objects 

If a telephone is mounted on a post 

with leading edges between 27”and 

80” high, overhang is 12” or less 

above the ground or finish floor and 

required clear width of the 

accessible route is maintained.  

N/A N/A  

7.0  Ramps (Not Used) 

8.0  Stairs  

8.1 

 
Stairs 

Public and common use interior and 

exterior stairs comply with the 

accessibility requirements below 

No No  
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ITEM NO. SPECIFIC ITEM ADA REQUIREMENTS 
EXISTING 

CONDITIONS 

COMPLIANT 

YES OR NO 
RECOMMENDATION 

8.2 
Risers/ 

Treads 
The risers are closed 

Closed at stair 

#1, 2 and 3. 

Open risers at 

main lobby stair 

and exterior exit 

stair # 4 (refer to 

images A-12 

and  ADA-6) 

Yes, with 

exception 

at the 

main 

lobby stair 

& west 

exterior 

stair 

Replace exterior 

exit stair # 4 

8.3 
Risers/ 

Treads 

The treads are uniform and at least 

11” wide measured from riser to 

riser and risers are all uniform and 

between 4”and 7” in height. 

At stair # 4 

risers are 7-1/4” 

and treads are 

10”(refer to 

image ADA-6) 

Yes with 

exception 

of the 

exterior 

stair on 

the west 

corner 

used for 

exit from 

the 

chamber 

is not 

compliant 

Replace risers and 

treads at exterior 

stair #4 

8.4  
Color Strip 

Interior Stairs 

A solid contrasting color stripe 2” 

wide parallel to and not more than 

1” away from the nosing on the 

upper approach and lower thread of 

the stairway 

Yes Yes  

8.5 
Color Strip 

Exterior Stairs- 

A solid contrasting color stripe 2” 

wide parallel to and not more than 

1” away from the nosing on the 

upper approach and all threads of 

the stairway.  

Yes Yes  

8.6 Nosing 

Stair nosing project no more than 1-

1/4” past the face of the riser below. 

The transition from the nosing to the 

riser is free of abrupt edges. 

1-1/2” at exterior 

exit stair # 4 

Yes, with 

exception 

at exterior 

stair # 4 

Replace nosing 

8.7 
Continuous 

Handrails 

There are continuous handrails 

along both sides 
No No Replace handrails 

8.8 Handrails 

On dogleg or switchback stairs the 

inside handrail is continuous at 

landings 

Yes Yes 
Replace due to 

guardrails 
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ITEM NO. SPECIFIC ITEM ADA REQUIREMENTS 
EXISTING 

CONDITIONS 

COMPLIANT 

YES OR NO 
RECOMMENDATION 

8.9 
Handrail 

Extensions  

The handrails extend a minimum of 

12” beyond the top nosing and 12” 

plus the thread width, beyond the 

bottom nosing and are the tops of 

handrail between 34” and 38” above 

the stair nosing. 

Not provided  

(refer to image 

A-12, ADA-6 and 

ADA-7) 

No Replace handrails 

8.10 
Diameter and 

Clearance  

The diameter of the handrail 

between 1-1/4” and 1-1/2” in cross-

sectional nominal dimension or 

equivalent and the clear space 

between the handrails and walls is 

exactly 1-1/2” 

Not provided No Replace handrails 

8.11 Stairway Width 

Stairways serving an area of rescue 

assistance is at least 48” wide 

between handrails 

44” No 

Will request 

hardship as the 

current dimension 

is 44” 

8.12 Hazards 

Handrail edges are free of sharp or 

abrasive elements and they have 

edges with a min. radius of 1/8”. 

N/A N/A Replace handrails 

9.0  Platform Lifts (Not Used) 

10.0   Building Entrances and Exits 

10.1 

Entrances 

Serving Site 

Arrival Points 

At least one accessible entrance 

connected by an accessible route to 

each type of existing site arrival 

point (I.e. public transportation 

stops, accessible parking and 

passenger loading zones and public 

streets or sidewalks 

Yes Yes  

10.2 Entrance Sign 
All accessible entrances identified 

by an ISA 
Not provided No Provide Signage 

10.3 Directional Sign 

At an entrance that is not accessible 

there are directional signs indicating 

the location of the nearest 

accessible entrance 

N/A N/A  

10.4 Doors 

At each accessible entrance to a 

building or facility, there is at least 

one accessible door complying with 

the requirements below 

Yes Yes  

10.5 
Clear Door 

Opening 

When the door is open 90 degrees, 

is there a clear opening width at 

least 32” measured between the 

face of the door and the doorstop on 

the latch side. 

Yes Yes  
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ITEM NO. SPECIFIC ITEM ADA REQUIREMENTS 
EXISTING 

CONDITIONS 

COMPLIANT 

YES OR NO 
RECOMMENDATION 

10.6 

Door 

Maneuvering 

space 

If the door is not automatic or power 

assisted has maneuvering space 

relative to the direction of approach 

as shown in CBC figure 11B-26 

Approach Side Width Depth 

Front Pull D+24”* 60” 

Front Push D+0”** 48” 

Latch Pull D+24” 60” 

Latch Push D+24” 44”*** 

Hinge Pull D+36” 60” 

Hinge Push 54”**** 44”***** 

*       D+18” at interior doors 

**     D+12” if door has both a 

latch and a closer 

***    48” if door has closer 

****   Measured from latch 

toward hinge 

***** 48” if door has both a latch 

and a closer 

Not provided at 

all doors in the 

building 

 

 

 

 

 

 

No 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Replace doors 

and provide 

required   

maneuvering 

space 

10.7 

Door 

Maneuvering  

Space 

The floor is level (2% max) and 

clear within the required 

maneuvering space. 

Yes Yes  

10.8 Kick Plate 

The bottom of kick plate is 10” high 

except automatic and sliding doors 

have a smooth, uninterrupted 

surface on the push side to allow 

the door to be opened by a 

wheelchair footrest without creating 

a trap or hazardous condition. 

Several doors 

are not 

compliant 

No Replace doors 

10.9 Door Threshold 

Are the thresholds at doorways no 

higher than ½” and changes in level 

are between ¼” and ½” beveled at 

1:2 or less 

Yes Yes  Replace threshold  

10.10 Door Hardware 

All handles, locks and latches or 

other operative devices are 

operable with one hand 

Not all doors are 

operable with 

one hand 

No 
Replace hardware 

at all doors 

10.11 
Door Operating 

Effort 

The force required to operate a door 

is no greater than 5 lbs. (Fire doors 

may have up to 15 lbs to achieve 

positive latching 

Yes Yes 
To be provided at 

new doors 

10.12 
Other Door 

Requirement 

Entrance door complies with all 

applicable requirements of the 

survey section 11 – Doors and 

Gates 

Yes Yes  
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ITEM NO. SPECIFIC ITEM ADA REQUIREMENTS 
EXISTING 

CONDITIONS 

COMPLIANT 

YES OR NO 
RECOMMENDATION 

10.13 
Tactile Exit 

Signs 

At each grade level exterior exit 

door there is tactile/Braille exit sign 

with the word “EXIT” mounted on 

the wall adjacent to the latch side of 

the door. 

Not provided No Provide signage 

10.14 
Tactile Exit 

Signs 

At each exit door leading to a grade-

level exterior exit by means of a 

stairway or ramp there is a 

tactile/Braille exit sign with the 

words “EXIT STAIRS DOWN (or 

UP) or “EXIT RAMP DOWN (or UP) 

mounted on the wall adjacent to the 

latch side of the door. 

Not provided No Provide signage 

10.15 
Tactile Exit 

Signs 

At each exit door that leads to a 

grade-level exterior exit by means of 

an exit enclosure that does not 

utilize a stair or ramp, or by means 

of an exit passageway, there is a 

tactile/Braille exit sign with the 

words “EXIT ROUTE” mounted on 

the wall adjacent to the latch side of 

the door 

Not provided No Provide signage 

10.16 
Directional Exit 

Signs 

There is directional signage posted 

at all inaccessible exits indicating 

the direction to the nearest 

accessible exit. The sign must be 

located so that the route does not 

have to be retraced and must 

comply with the requirements for 

visual signs. 

Not provided No Provide signage 

11.0  Doors and Gates 

11.1 
Accessible 

Spaces 

There is at least one accessible 

door complying with the 

requirements below at each 

accessible space in the facility 

Yes Yes  

11.2 
Accessible 

Routes 

Each door that is an element of an 

accessible route complies with the 

requirements below. 
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ITEM NO. SPECIFIC ITEM ADA REQUIREMENTS 
EXISTING 

CONDITIONS 

COMPLIANT 

YES OR NO 
RECOMMENDATION 

11.3 
Revolving Doors 

and Turnstiles 

If a revolving door or turnstile is 

used on an accessible route, is an 

accessible door or gate provided 

adjacent to the turnstile or revolving 

door to facilitate the same use 

pattern. 

N/A N/A  

11.4 Gates 
Gates including ticket gates meet all 

applicable specifications of doors 
N/A N/A  

11.5 Clear Opening 

When a door is open 90 degrees, 

there is a clear opening width at 

least 32” measured between the 

face of the door and the door stop 

on the latch side. At double doors 

does at least one door leaf comply? 

Not all doors 

meet 32” clear 

opening, 5’-0’ 

double doors 

with equal leafs 

also do not 

comply 

No 

Replace doors, 

widen openings or 

install automatic 

opening door 

devices where 

minimum 30” 

width clear occurs   

11.6 

Door 

Maneuvering 

Space 

If the door is not automatic or power 

assisted has maneuvering space 

relative to the direction of approach 

as shown in CBC figure 11B-26 

Approach Side Width Depth 

Front Pull D+24”* 60” 

Front Push D+0”** 48” 

Latch Pull D+24” 60” 

Latch Push D+24” 44”*** 

Hinge Pull D+36” 60” 

Hinge Push 54”**** 44”***** 

*       D+18” at interior doors 

**     D+12” if door has both a 

latch and a closer 

***    48” if door has closer 

****   Measured from latch 

toward hinge 

***** 48” if door has both a latch and 

a closer 

Not at all doors 
Not at all 

doors 
Modify conditions 

11.7 
Maneuvering 

Space 

The floor is level (2% max)and clear 

within the required maneuvering 

space 

Yes Yes  

11.8 
Vestibules – 

Doors in Series 

If  there are two doors in a series, 

the clear space between doors in a 

vestibule is at least 48” plus the 

width of any door swinging into the 

space 

Yes Yes  
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ITEM NO. SPECIFIC ITEM ADA REQUIREMENTS 
EXISTING 

CONDITIONS 

COMPLIANT 

YES OR NO 
RECOMMENDATION 

11.9 
Vestibules – 

Doors in Series 

Doors in a series swing in the same 

direction  

OR 

Doors swing away from the space 

between the doors 

Yes Yes  

11.10 Thresholds  

Thresholds at doorways are no 

higher than ½”. Changes in level are 

between ¼” and ½” beveled at 1:2 

or less. 

Yes Yes  

11.11 Hardware 

All handles, locks and latches or 

other operative devices are 

operable with one hand and 

operable without tight grasping, 

pinching or twisting of the wrist.  

Not all doors are 

operable  

with one hand 

or without 

pinching or 

twisting 

Not all 

hardware 

is 

compliant 

Replace door 

hardware typical 

11.12 Hardware 
Operating hardware is mounted 

between 30” and 44” above the floor 
38” Yes   

Replace Door 

Hardware 

11.13 
Door Operating 

Effort 

The force required to operate a door 

is no greater than 5 lbs. (Fire Doors 

may have up to 15lbs to achieve 

positive latching) 

No  No  

Replace Door 

Hardware to 

comply 

11.14 Door Closers 

If door has a closer, the closer is 

adjusted so that from an open 

position of 70 degrees, the door will 

take at least 3 seconds to move to a 

point 3” from the latch (measured to 

the leading edge of the door)  

No No 
Replace Door 

Hardware 

11.15 Kick Plate 

The bottom kick plate is 10” high 

except automatic and sliding doors 

have a smooth, uninterrupted 

surface on the push side to allow 

the door to be opened by a 

wheelchair footrest without creating 

a trap or hazardous condition.  

Not at all doors 
Not at all 

doors 

Replace Door 

Hardware 

11.16 Powered Doors 

If a power assisted doors is used, 

the opening force is of 5 lbs or less 

and require no more than 15 lbs to 

stop door movement 

Cannot be 

verified 
 No 

Replace power 

assisted doors 

11.17 

Room/Space 

Identification  

Signs 

There is a sign designating a 

permanent room or space and 

complies with the requirements 

below.  

 

Yes Yes 

Replace signage 

as room 

identification will 

change with new 

user 
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ITEM NO. SPECIFIC ITEM ADA REQUIREMENTS 
EXISTING 

CONDITIONS 

COMPLIANT 

YES OR NO 
RECOMMENDATION 

11.18 
Tactile Exit 

Signs 

At each grade level exterior exit 

door there is a tactile/Braille exit 

sign with the word “EXIT” mounted 

on the wall adjacent to the latch side 

of door 

Not provided No Provide signage 

11.19 
Tactile Exit 

Signs 

At each exit door leading to a grade-

level exterior exit by means of a 

stairway or ramp there is a 

tactile/Braille exit sign with the 

words “EXIT STAIRS DOWN (or 

UP) or “EXIT RAMP DOWN (or UP) 

mounted on the wall adjacent to the 

latch side of the door. 

Not provided No Provide signage 

11.20 
Tactile Exit 

Signs 

At each exit door that leads to a 

grade-level exterior exit by means of 

an exit enclosure that does not 

utilize a stair or ramp, or by means 

of an exit passageway, there is a 

tactile/Braille exit sign with the 

words “EXIT ROUTE” mounted on 

the wall adjacent to the latch side of 

the door 

Not provided No Provide signage 

11.21 
Tactile Exit 

Signs 

At each exit access door from an 

interior room or area that is required 

to have a visual exit sign, there is a 

tactile/Braille exit sign with the 

words “EXIT ROUTE mounted on 

the wall adjacent to the latch side of 

the door 

Not provided No Provide signage 

11.22 Side of Doors 

Permanent identification signs are 

located on the approach side of the 

door as one enters the room or 

space 

Yes Yes 

Replace signage 

as room 

identification will 

change with new 

user 

11.23 
Mounting 

Location 

Tactile signs mounted on the wall 

adjacent to the latch side of the door 

at 60” o.c. AFF. (At double leaf 

doors signs are placed on the 

nearest adjacent wall. 

Yes 

(refer to image 

A-19 and ADA-9) 

Yes Replace signage 

11.24 Approach 

A person can approach to within 3” 

of tactile signs without encountering 

protruding objects or standing within 

the swing of the door. 

Yes Yes Replace signage 
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ITEM NO. SPECIFIC ITEM ADA REQUIREMENTS 
EXISTING 

CONDITIONS 

COMPLIANT 

YES OR NO 
RECOMMENDATION 

11.25 

Raised and 

Braille 

Characters 

The characters on tactile signs 

accompanied by Grade 2 Braille. 

The Braille is placed a min. of 3/8” 

and a max. of ½” below the tactile 

characters, flush left or centered. If 

the tactile text is multi-lined is all 

Braille placed together below all 

lines of tactile text. Dots within each 

Braille cell is 1/10” o.c. 

Yes Yes Replace signage 

11.26 Character Size 

The raised characters on tactile 

signs between 5/8” and 2” high and 

raised at least 1/32” 

Yes Yes Replace signage  

11.27 Upper Case 

The raised characters on tactile 

signs are upper case and sans serif 

or simple serif 

Yes Yes Replace signage 

11.28 Contrast 

The characters on the signs 

contrast with their background (light 

– on dark or dark on light) and the 

signs have a non glare finish 

Yes Yes Replace signage 

12.0  Building Lobbies and Corridors 

12.1 
Accessible 

Route 

There are accessible route of travel 

connecting accessible entrances 

with all accessible elements and 

spaces within the building 

Yes 

(refer to image 

A-12 and A-19) 

Yes  

12.2 Width - General 

The accessible route of travel, 

except at doorways, is at least 44” 

wide where the occupancy load is ≥ 

10, or at least 36” where the 

occupancy load is <10. 

Yes Yes  

12.3 U-Turn 

Where the accessible route of travel 

makes a U-turn around an obstacle 

which is less than 48” wide, the 

accessible route is at least 42” wide 

on the approaches and 48” wide in 

the turn. 

N/A N/A  

12.4 Floor Surfaces 

Floor surfaces on the accessible 

route of travel is stable, firm and slip 

resistant.  

Yes Yes  

12.5 Counter Height 

At reception, transaction or security 

counters there is portion of the main 

counter at least 36” long and no 

more than 34” high 

4’ -0 wide and 

30” high 
Yes  

Replace reception 

counter 
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ITEM NO. SPECIFIC ITEM ADA REQUIREMENTS 
EXISTING 

CONDITIONS 

COMPLIANT 

YES OR NO 
RECOMMENDATION 

12.6 
Counter Knee 

Space 

Knee space where seated service at 

a counter is provided is at least 27” 

high, 30” wide and 19” deep. 

Yes Yes Replace casework 

12.7 
Changes in 

Level 

Are ramps or elevators used for 

changes in level greater than ½”? 
No No  

12.8 
Protruding 

Objects 

Objects mounted to the wall have 

leading edges between 27” and 80” 

from the floor; they project less than 

4” into the circulation path. (Wall 

mounted objects with leading edges 

at or below 27” may project any 

amount so long as the required 

clear width of an accessible route is 

not reduced.  

Varies; protrude 

17” – 24” 

(refer to image 

A-19) 

No 
Remove all 

objects 

12.9 Head Room 

There is at least 80” clear head 

room within the pedestrian 

circulation area, including the 

accessible route of travel. 

Yes Yes  

12.10 Alarms 

If emergency warning systems are 

provided, do they include both 

audible alarms and visual alarms 

complying with Survey Section 20 – 

Alarms. 

No visual 

alarms provided 

(refer to image 

A-19) 

No Replace system 

13.0  Elevators 

13.1 
Multi Level 

Building 

An Elevator serves each level 

including mezzanines. 

Yes 

(no mezz.) 
Yes    

13.2 Elevators 

If more than one elevator is 

provided in a building each full 

passenger elevator complies with 

the requirements below. 

Provided (2) 

comply and (1) 

does not 

comply 

(2) (refer to 

image ADA-

9) 

Yes, with 

exception 

of one 

 

13.3  Horizontal Gap 

The horizontal gap between the car 

floor platform and the landing edge 

is no greater than 1-1/4” 

Yes    Yes  
Access. Elevators 

only 

13.4 
Hallway Call 

Buttons 

Are the hallway call buttons 

centered at 42” above the floor and 

are the buttons at least ¾” in the 

smallest dimension 

Yes   Yes 
Access. Elevators 

only 

13.5 Visual Indicators  

The buttons  have visual signals to 

indicate when each call is registered  

and answered and the buttons are 

raised or flush (not recessed)  

Yes  Yes 
Access. Elevators 

only 
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ITEM NO. SPECIFIC ITEM ADA REQUIREMENTS 
EXISTING 

CONDITIONS 

COMPLIANT 

YES OR NO 
RECOMMENDATION 

13.6 Hall Lanterns 

There is a visible and audible signal 

at each hoistway entrance to 

indicate which car is answering a 

call and direction of travel 

Yes Yes 
Access. Elevators 

only 

13.7 Audible Signals 

Audible signals sound once for “up” 

and twice for “down” or do they 

have verbal annunciations that say 

“up’ and “down”  

Yes  Yes 
Access. Elevators 

only 

13.8 Visible Signals 

Visible signals also are provided 

and they are: Mounted so that the 

centerline is at least 72” AFF; at 

least 2-1/2” in the smallest 

dimension and visible from the 

vicinity of the hall call button. 

Yes Yes 
Access. Elevators 

only 

13.9 

Door jamb 

Signs – Raised 

Character 

Does each elevator hoistway 

entrance have raised floor 

designation letters or numerals, 

sans serif or simple serif type, 2” 

high on each door jamb centered 

60” AFF and the signs for the main 

entry floor include a raised star. 

Yes Yes 
Access. Elevators 

only 

13.10 
Door Jamb 

Signs - Braille 

Grade 2 Braille is placed below the 

corresponding raised characters or 

symbols. 

Yes Yes 
Access. Elevators 

only 

13.11 Doors 

The doors re-open automatically 

without contact if an obstruction 

passes through the opening 

between 5” and 29” above the floor. 

Yes Yes  
Access. Elevators 

only 

13.12 Door Opening  
The clear opening at elevator doors 

is at least 36”. 
Yes 

Yes, with 

exception 

at elevator 

on the 

east wing 

which is to 

be 

removed 

Remove non-

compliant elevator 

13.13 Car Inside 

The floor area of the car allows 

maneuvering room for wheelchair 

users to enter the car, reach the 

controls, turn and exit. 

Yes 

Yes with 

exception 

at the 

elevator in 

east wing 

 

Remove non-

compliant elevator 
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ITEM NO. SPECIFIC ITEM ADA REQUIREMENTS 
EXISTING 

CONDITIONS 

COMPLIANT 

YES OR NO 
RECOMMENDATION 

13.14 
Center Opening 

Car doors 

At cars with center opening doors, is 

it clear distance between walls or 

between wall and door, excluding 

return panels, at least 80” by 54” 

and is the distance from wall to 

return panel at least 51” clear 

Yes 

Yes with 

exception 

at elevator 

in east 

wing 

Remove non-

compliant elevator 

13.15 

Side – slide 

Opening Car 

Doors 

At cars with side slide opening 

doors, the clear distance between 

walls or between wall and door, 

excluding return panels, is at least 

68” by 54” and is the distance from 

wall to return panel at least 51” 

clear.  

N/A N/A  

13.16 Handrail 

There is a handrail installed at 32” 

AFF (± 1”) on at least one wall of 

the car 

Yes Yes 
Access. Elevators 

only 

13.17 
Car Control 

Buttons 

The car control buttons are at least 

¾” in their smallest dimension, 

raised with square edges and self 

illuminated 

Yes Yes 
Access. Elevators 

only 

13.18 

Car Control – 

Raised 

Characters 

The controls are designated by 

raised letters and or numerals, or 

standard elevator symbols that are 

placed immediately to the left of the 

buttons. 

Yes Yes 
Access. Elevators 

only 

13.19 

Car Control – 

Character 

Height 

The raised characters are upper 

case, sans serif or simple serif and 

at least 5/8” high. 

Yes Yes 
Access. Elevators 

only 

13.20 
Car Controls - 

Braille 

Grade 2 Braille is placed below the 

corresponding raised characters or 

symbols.  

Yes 
Yes 

 

Access. Elevators 

only 

13.21 
Car Controls - 

Contrast 

The raised characters are white on 

a black background 
Yes Yes 

Access. Elevators 

only 

13.22 

Car Controls 

Main Entry 

Designation 

The button for the main entry floor is 

designated by a raised star 
Yes Yes 

Access. Elevators 

only 

13.23 Floor Buttons   

The floor buttons have visual 

indicators to show when each call is 

registered and are they 

extinguished when each call is 

answered. 

Yes Yes 
Access. Elevators 

only 
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ITEM NO. SPECIFIC ITEM ADA REQUIREMENTS 
EXISTING 

CONDITIONS 

COMPLIANT 

YES OR NO 
RECOMMENDATION 

13.24 
Height of Car 

Control 

The floor buttons are no higher  

than 54” AFF for side approach and 

no higher than 48” when only front 

approach is possible 

Yes Yes 
Access. Elevators 

only 

13.25 
Emergency Car 

Controls 

The emergency controls grouped at 

the bottom of the panel with 

centerlines no less than 35” AFF 

Yes Yes 
Access. Elevators 

only 

13.26 
Car Control 

Location 

If the cars have center opening 

doors, the controls are located on 

the front wall 

OR  

If the cars have side slide opening 

doors the controls are located on 

the side or front wall adjacent to the 

doors 

Yes Yes 
Access. Elevators 

only 

13.27 
Emergency 

Communication 

There is an emergency two-way 

communication system between the 

elevator and a point outside the 

hoistway provided 

Yes Yes 
Access. Elevators 

only 

13.28 
Emergency 

Communication 

The highest operable part of the 

communication system is no higher 

than 48” AFF and if the system uses 

a handset, is the length of the cord 

from the panel to the handset at 

least 29”. 

Yes Yes 
Access. Elevators 

only 

13.29 
Emergency 

Communication 

The 2-way communication system is 

usable without voice communication 
 Yes Yes 

Access. Elevators 

only 

13.30 Controls 

If the communication system is in a 

closed compartment , the hardware 

on the compartment door is 

operable with one hand and without 

tight grasping, pinching or twisting 

of the wrist 

Yes Yes 
Access. Elevators 

only 

14.0  Rooms and Spaces 

14.1 
Multiple Room 

Survey 

 Is there an accessible route of 

travel connecting the room or space 

to an accessible entrance within the 

building  

Yes Yes  

14.2 Aisles 

Are aisles at least 36” wide when 

serving cross aisles on one side 

only 

OR  

Are aisles at least 44” wide when 

serving cross aisles on both sides 

Yes Yes  
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ITEM NO. SPECIFIC ITEM ADA REQUIREMENTS 
EXISTING 

CONDITIONS 

COMPLIANT 

YES OR NO 
RECOMMENDATION 

14.3 Floor Surface 

The floor surfaces on the accessible 

route of travel is stable, firm and 

slip-resistant 

Yes Yes  

14.4 Carpet 

Where carpet is provided is it low 

pile type (<1/2”) with a firm pad or 

no pad underneath. 

 

 Yes  

14.5 Level Changes 

At level changes, the vertical 

distance is < ¼”  

OR  

The changes in level between ¼” 

and ½” beveled with a slope no 

greater than 1:2 

Yes Yes  

14.6 

Fixed /Built in 

Seating, tables 

or Counters 

At fixed or built in seating, tables or 

counters in public or common 

employee areas, are 5% (but not 

less than one) of the provided 

seating spaces are wheelchair 

accessible and have a 30” by 48” 

clear space which overlaps an 

accessible route of travel.  

Yes Yes  

14.7 Knee Space 
The Knee Space is at least 27” high, 

30” wide and 19” deep.  
Yes Yes  

14.8 Controls 

Controls, dispensers, and similar 

devices are between 9” and 54” 

AFF when the clear floor space 

allows a parallel approach 

OR  

They are between 15” and 48” AFF 

when the clear floor space allows 

only a forward approach 

Yes Yes  

14.9 
Electrical 

Switches 

The operating handles of electrical 

switches intended to be used by 

building occupants centered at 48” 

AFF 

Yes Yes  

14.10 

Electrical 

receptacle 

Outlets 

All electrical and communications 

receptacles are at least 15” and not 

more than 48” above the finish floor. 

Yes Yes  

14.11 Controls 

Controls are operable with one hand 

and without tight grasping, pinching 

or twisting of the wrist and is the 

force required to achieve controls 

less than 5lbs. 

Yes Yes  
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ITEM NO. SPECIFIC ITEM ADA REQUIREMENTS 
EXISTING 

CONDITIONS 

COMPLIANT 

YES OR NO 
RECOMMENDATION 

14.12 Kitchen Sink 

The knee space under the sink is at 

least 27” high , 30” wide and 19” 

deep 

Not provided No 
Provide at new 

sinks 

14.13 
Faucet 

Operation 

The faucet can be operated with 

one hand without tight grasping, 

pinching or twisting of the wrist. 

Not provided No 
Provide at new 

sinks 

15.0   Assembly Use Areas, Large Assembly Rooms 

15.1 Aisles 

Aisles are at least 36” wide when 

serving cross aisles on one side 

only 

OR  

Aisles are at 44” wide when serving 

cross aisles on both sides 

Yes Yes  

15.2 U-turn 

When the accessible route of travel 

makes a U-turn around an obstacles 

which is less than 48” wide, is the 

accessible route at least 42” wide 

on the approaches and 48” wide in 

the turn. 

N/A N/A  

15.3 Floor Surfaces 

Floor Surfaces on the accessible 

route of travel are stable, firm and 

slip resistant 

Yes Yes  

15.4 Carpet 

Where carpet is provided it is low 

pile type (<1/2”) with a firm pad or 

no pad underneath 

Yes Yes  

15.5 Level Changes  

When floor materials change, the 

vertical distance is <1/4”  

OR 

The changes in level are between 

¼” and ½” beveled with a slope no 

greater than 1:2. 

Yes Yes  

15.6 
Protruding 

Objects 

If objects mounted to the wall have 

leading edges between 27” and 80” 

from the floor, do they project less 

than 4” into the circulation path? 

Wall mounted objects with leading 

edges at or below 27” may project 

any amount so long as the required 

clear width of an accessible route is 

not reduced.  

Counter wall 

mounted 

projects more 

than 4”  

(17”-24”) 

(refer to image 

A-19) 

No 
Remove all 

counters 

15.7 Head Room 

There is at least 80” clear head 

room within the pedestrian 

circulation area, including the 

accessible route of travel 

Yes Yes  
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ITEM NO. SPECIFIC ITEM ADA REQUIREMENTS 
EXISTING 

CONDITIONS 

COMPLIANT 

YES OR NO 
RECOMMENDATION 

15.8 

Assistive 

Listening 

Systems  

(ALS) – 

Permanently 

Installed 

In assembly areas where audible 

communications are integral to the 

use of the space, there is a 

permanently installed assistive 

listening system if (1) the assembly 

area accommodates 50 or more 

persons or has an audio-

amplification system and (2) it has 

fixed seats 

Not provided No 
Provide audible 

system 

15.9 Portable ALS 

For other assembly areas (e.g. 

conference or meeting rooms), 

there is a permanently installed 

assistive listening system or a 

portable assistive listening system is 

provided. 

Not provided No 
Provide audible 

system 

15.10 ALS Receivers 

The minimum number of receivers 

provided equal to 4% of the total 

number of seats, but not less than 

2. 

Not provided No 
Provide audible 

system 

15.11 ALS Signage 

Where ALS devices are provided, 

there is signage stating “Assistive-

listening System Available” installed 

to notify potential users of the 

availability of such a system and the 

sign includes the International 

Symbol for hearing loss 

Not provided No 
Provide audible 

system 

15.12 

Accessible 

Assembly 

Seating 

In assembly areas with fixed 

seating, the required number of 

accessible seating is provided. 

Seating 

Capacity 
W C S A 

ALS 

Receiver 

4 - 26 1 1 2 1 2 

27-50 2 2 2 1 2 

51-100 4 4 2 1 4% 

101-200 4 4 2 1% 4% 

201-300 4 4 1% 1% 4% 

301-500 6 6 1% 1% 4% 

501+ 6+1* 6+1* 1% 1% 4% 

W=wheelchair space 

C=companion seats 

A= Aisle (transfer seats 

S=Semi-ambulant seat 

*Per additional 100 seats over 500 

At the Council 

Room with 312  

Fixed seating (6)  

W spaces are 

provided  

(refer to image 

A-15) 

Yes  

15.13 
Wheelchair 

Seating 

Wheelchair spaces adjoin and 

accessible route of travel 
Yes Yes  
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ITEM NO. SPECIFIC ITEM ADA REQUIREMENTS 
EXISTING 

CONDITIONS 

COMPLIANT 

YES OR NO 
RECOMMENDATION 

15.14 
Wheelchair 

Seating 

Wheelchair users must enter the 

space from the side, is the space at 

least 33”x60” 

Yes Yes  

15.15 
Wheelchair 

Seating 

If wheelchair users enter the space 

from the front or back, the space is 

at least 33”x48” 

Yes Yes  

15.16 

Placement of 

Wheelchair 

Areas 

The wheelchair areas are an 

integral part of the fixed seating plan 

with a choice of admission prices 

and lines of sight comparable to 

those for the general public. 

Yes Yes  

15.17 

Wheelchair 

Seating 

Locations 

When the seating capacity exceeds 

300, the wheelchair spaces are 

provided in more than one location. 

Exception: Where it is determined 

that dispersing accessible seating 

throughout an existing assembly 

area would create an unreasonable 

hardship, accessible seating areas 

may be clustered.  

Yes Yes  

15.18 

Wheelchair 

Seating 

Surfaces 

The floor surface at wheelchair 

areas level is (2% max), stable, firm 

and slip resistant 

Yes Yes  

15.19 
Companion 

Seating  

There is at least one companion 

fixed seat provided next to each 

wheelchair seating space. 

Yes Yes  

15.20 
Aisle (Transfer) 

Seating 

Is one percent (but not less than 

one) of all fixed seats, aisle seats 

with no armrests on the aisle side, 

or removable or folding armrests on 

the aisle side? 

Not provided  No  

15.21 Identification 
A sign or marker identifies each 

such aisle seat 
Not provided No   

15.22 
Information 

Posted 

There is a sign posted at the ticket 

office notifying patrons of such aisle 

seats 

N/A N/A  

15.23 
Semi-ambulant 

Seating 

One percent (but not less than one) 

of all fixed seats provides at least 

24” clear leg space between the 

front of the seat to the nearest 

obstruction or to the back of the 

seat immediately in front. 

Not provided No  
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ITEM NO. SPECIFIC ITEM ADA REQUIREMENTS 
EXISTING 

CONDITIONS 

COMPLIANT 

YES OR NO 
RECOMMENDATION 

15.24 
Performing 

Areas 

There is an accessible route of 

travel connecting wheelchair seating 

locations and performance areas 

including stages, arena floors, 

dressing rooms, locker rooms and 

other spaces used by performers.  

Not provided N/A  

15.25 

Performing and 

Participation 

Areas 

All performing and participation 

areas, including stages, athletic 

courts and fields and club rooms are 

accessible 

Not all areas are 

access. 
No 

Provide lift to 

raised platform at 

Council Chambers 

15.26 Ticket Booths 
The customer and employee sides 

of ticket booths are accessible. 
N/A N/A  

16.0  Assembly Use Areas, Conference and Meeting Rooms (<750 s.f.)  

16.1 
Accessible 

Route 

There is an accessible route of 

travel connecting the small 

assembly area to an accessible 

entrance within the building. 

Yes Yes  

17.0  Toilet Rooms 

17.1 Toilet Rooms 

If toilet rooms are provided. Does 

each public and common use toilet 

comply with the requirements 

below? (A common use toilet room 

is used for a restricted group of 

people such as occupants of a 

building or employees of a 

company. 

Not all of them 

comply 

Not all of 

the 

restrooms 

comply 

Modify Toilet 

Rooms 

17.2 

Gender 

Separate Toilet 

Rooms 

Where separate facilities are 

provided for persons of each sex, 

are these facilities accessible 

Not all of them 

(refer to images 

ADA-8 and 

ADA9) 

Not all the 

restrooms 

are 

accessible 

Modify Toilet 

Rooms 

17.3 
Unisex Toilet 

Rooms 

Where unisex facilities are provided 

these facilities are accessible 
Not Accessible No 

Modify Toilet 

Rooms 

17.4 
Accessible 

Route of Travel 

The toilet room is located on an 

accessible route of travel. 
Yes Yes  

17.5 Fixtures 

If provided each of the following 

accessible fixtures and controls are 

located on an accessible route 

within the toilet room 

-Water closet (WC) 

-Lavatory 

-Urinal 

- Controls, Dispensers and Mirrors 

Not all of them 

Only at 

accessible 

toilet 

rooms on 

the north 

west side 

Modify Toilet 

Rooms 
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ITEM NO. SPECIFIC ITEM ADA REQUIREMENTS 
EXISTING 

CONDITIONS 

COMPLIANT 

YES OR NO 
RECOMMENDATION 

17.6  Entry Doors 
Entry doors comply with Section 11 

– Doors and Gates 
Not all of them 

Only at the 

accessible 

restrooms 

on the 

north-west 

side 

 widen doors at 

non compliant as 

required 

17.7 
Identification 

Symbols 

Each doorway leading to a men’s 

toilet room is identified by an 

equilateral triangle ¼” thick with 

edges 12” long and each women’s 

toilet room is identified by a circle, 

¼” thick and 12” in diameter. 

(Unisex facilities shall be identified 

by a 12” circle, ¼” with a ¼” thick 

triangle superimposed and within 

the circle. 

Not all of them 

Yes with 

exception 

at unisex 

toilet on 

fourth 

floor has 

no 

identificati

on 

symbols 

Add signage 

where missing 

17.8 
Identification 

Symbols 

The geometric symbol is centered 

on the door leaf at a height of 60” 

and is the symbol’s color and 

contrast distinctly different from the 

color and contrast of the door. 

Yes Yes   

17.9 

Room/Space 

Identification 

Signs 

In addition there is a tactile room 

identification sign complying with 

the requirements below. 

Yes Yes  

17.10 Gender 
The gender is indicated on the sign 

by raised letter (men’s, women’s) 
Yes Yes  

17.11 Pictogram 

Is there a gender pictogram 

provided directly above the raised 

letters (pictograms are optional) 

No No Provide signage 

17.12 

International 

Symbol of 

Accessibility 

(ISA) 

If the toilet room is accessible the 

room is identified by an ISA 
Yes 

Yes, only 

access. 

toilets 

Provide signage 

17.13 
Mounting 

Location 

Tactile signs are mounted on the 

wall adjacent to the latch side of the 

door at 60” o.c. AFF. (At double leaf 

doors, the signs are placed on the 

nearest adjacent wall. 

Yes Yes  

17.14 Floor Surface 
The surface of the toilet room is 

stable, firm and slip resistant 
Yes Yes  

17.15 
Maneuvering 

Space 

There is unobstructed turning space 

(a 60” diameter circle or T-shaped 

space) in the toilet room.  

Not at all toilets 

Yes,  only 

at the 

accessible 

restrooms 

Modify to comply 
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ITEM NO. SPECIFIC ITEM ADA REQUIREMENTS 
EXISTING 

CONDITIONS 

COMPLIANT 

YES OR NO 
RECOMMENDATION 

17.16 
Maneuvering 

Space 

Other than the door to the 

accessible WC compartment no 

door in any position encroaches into 

this turning space for more than 12”.  

Not at all toilets 

Yes, only 

at the 

accessible 

restrooms 

Modify to comply 

17.17 
Maneuvering 

Space 

The waste bin is located where it 

does not protrude into any required 

accessible route of travel, turning 

space, door swing, or any clear floor 

space of fixtures or dispensers 

Not at all toilets 

Yes only 

at the 

accessible 

restrooms  

Modify to comply 

17.18 Stall Door Width 

In front entry stalls: When the stall 

door is open 90 degrees, there is a 

clear opening of at least 32” 

measured between the face of the 

door and the edge of the partition on 

the latch side. 

N/A N/A  

17.19 Stall Door Width 

In side entry stalls: When the stall 

door is open 90 degrees, there is a 

clear opening of at least 

34”measured between the face of 

the door and the edge of the 

partition on the latch side 

Not at all toilets 

Yes, only 

at 

accessible 

restrooms  

Modify to comply 

17.20 
Stall Door 

Hardware 

The stall door has U-pulls on both 

sides and a locking mechanism 

operable with one hand without tight 

grasping, pinching or twisting of the 

wrist. 

Not at all toilets 

Yes only 

at 

accessible 

restrooms 

Modify to comply 

17.21 Stall Door The stall door is self-closing Not at all toilets 

Yes only 

at 

accessible 

restrooms 

Modify to comply 

17.22 
Stall Door Strike 

Edge 

If the stall door opens out at the end 

of an aisle, is there at least 18” of 

maneuvering space at the latch side 

of the stall door 

Not provided No Modify to comply 

17.23 
Approach Aisle 

to Stall 

If the stall door swings out, is the 

aisle approaching the stall at least 

60” wide? 

N/A N/A  

17.24 Stall Width The stall is at least 60” wide Not at all toilets 

Yes, only 

at 

accessible 

restrooms 

Modify to comply 
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ITEM NO. SPECIFIC ITEM ADA REQUIREMENTS 
EXISTING 

CONDITIONS 

COMPLIANT 

YES OR NO 
RECOMMENDATION 

17.25 

Stall 

Maneuvering 

Space 

The stall has a side entry stall door 

there is a 60” by 60” clear floor 

space in front of the WC 

Not at all toilets  

Yes, only 

at 

accessible 

restrooms  

Modify to comply 

17.26 

Stall 

Maneuvering 

Space 

If the stall has an in-swinging side 

entry stall door, there is a 60” min. 

wide by 56” min. deep space for a 

wall mounted WC or a 60” min wide 

by 59” min. deep space for floor-

mounted WC 

Not at all toilets 

Yes, only 

at 

accessible 

restrooms 

Modify to comply 

17.27 

Stall 

Maneuvering 

Space 

If the stall has an end entry stall 

door there is at least a 60” wide by 

48” deep clear floor space in front of 

the WC 

N/A N/A  

17.26 
Stall Door 

Location 

The stall has an end entry stall door; 

the stall door is located in front of 

the clear floor space – diagonal to 

WC – with a maximum stile width of 

4 inches. 

N/A N/A  

17.27 
Maneuvering 

Space  

There is a minimum 32” wide clear 

floor space from a wall at one side 

of the WC to allow a side transfer 

Not at all toilets 

Yes, only 

at 

accessible 

restrooms 

Modify toilet room 

to comply 

17.28 
Maneuvering 

Space 

There is another fixture alongside 

the toilet, there is a clear floor space 

at least 28” wide to allow for a side 

transfer. 

Not at all toilets 

Yes, only 

at 

accessible 

restrooms 

Modify toilet room 

to comply 

17.29 WC not in Stalls 

If the WC is not in a stall, there is a 

clear floor space at least 60” wide 

by 48” deep in front of the WC to 

allow for a front transfer 

Not provided 
Not 

provided 
 

17.30 WC Location 
Is the centerline of the WC 18” from 

a wall or partition? 
Not at all toilets 

Yes, only 

at 

accessible 

restrooms 

Modify toilet room 

to comply 

17.31 WC Seat 
The top of the WC seat is between 

17” and 19” AFF. 
Not at all toilets 

Yes, only 

at 

accessible 

restrooms 

Modify toilet room 

to comply 

17.32 
WC Flush 

Controls 

Flush controls are automatic or 

operable with one hand and located 

on the wide side of the WC where 

the clear floor space is provided. 

Not at all toilets 

Yes, only 

at 

accessible 

restrooms 

Modify toilet room 

to comply 
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ITEM NO. SPECIFIC ITEM ADA REQUIREMENTS 
EXISTING 

CONDITIONS 

COMPLIANT 

YES OR NO 
RECOMMENDATION 

17.33 
Toilet Paper 

Dispenser  

The toilet paper dispenser is located 

within 12” of the front edge of the 

toilet seat, no more than 36” to the 

far edge from the rear wall and 

centered at least 19” AFF. 

Not at all toilets 

Yes, only 

at 

accessible 

restrooms 

Modify toilet room 

to comply 

17.34 
Toilet Paper 

Dispenser 

The toilet paper dispenser is 

mounted below the side grab bar 
Not at all toilets 

 Yes, only 

at 

accessible 

restrooms 

Modify toilet room 

to comply 

17.35 
Toilet Paper 

Dispenser 

The toilet paper dispenser allows 

continuous paper delivery 
Not at all toilets 

Yes, only 

at 

accessible 

restrooms 

Modify toilet room 

to comply 

17.36 
Seat Cover  

Dispenser 

The highest operable part of the 

seat cover dispenser is no higher 

than 40 inches. 

Not at all toilets 

Yes, only 

at 

accessible 

restrooms 

Modify toilet room 

to comply 

17.37 Grab Bars 

There is a 42” side grab bar and a 

36” rear grab bar in the stall, 

centered at 33” AFF. ( The rear grab 

bar may be centered at 36” AFF at 

tank top toilets) 

Not at all toilets 

Yes, only 

at 

accessible 

restrooms 

Modify toilet room 

to comply 

17.38 
Grab Bar 

Diameter 

The outside diameter of the grab 

bar is between 1-1/4” and 1-1/2” 
Not at all toilets 

Yes, only 

at 

accessible 

restrooms 

Modify toilet room 

to comply 

17.39 
Grab Bar Wall 

Clearance  

The space between the grab bar 

and the wall is exactly 1-1/2” 
Not at all toilets 

Yes, only 

at 

accessible 

restrooms 

Modify toilet room 

to comply 

17.40 
Grab Bar 

Clearance 

The dispenser is located so that it 

does not  obstruct the use of the 

grab bar (no closer than 18” above 

and 2” below the tangent point of 

the grab bar unless dispenser is 

recessed, flush with wall and has no 

sharp edges.  

Not at all toilets 

Yes, only 

at 

accessible 

restrooms 

Modify toilet room 

to comply 

17.41 
Hazards at Grab 

Bars 

Grab bars and adjacent wall are 

free of sharp or abrasive elements 
Not at all toilets 

Yes, only 

at 

accessible 

stalls 

Modify toilet room 

to comply 
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ITEM NO. SPECIFIC ITEM ADA REQUIREMENTS 
EXISTING 

CONDITIONS 

COMPLIANT 

YES OR NO 
RECOMMENDATION 

17.42 Side Grab Bar 

The side grab bar extends at least 

54” min. beyond the rear wall while 

the other end is a maximum of 12” 

from the rear wall, with the front end 

positioned 24” min. in front of the 

WC. 

Not at all toilets 

Yes, only 

at 

accessible 

restrooms 

Modify toilet room 

to comply 

17.43 Rear Grab Bar 

The rear grab bar extends from the 

centerline of the WC 12” min. on 

one side and 24” min. on the other 

side. 

 

Not at all toilets 

Yes, only 

at 

accessible 

restrooms 

Modify toilet room 

to comply 

17.44 
Semi – 

Ambulant Stall 

There are two side grab bars in the 

semi-ambulant stall, 42” in length, 

and located 12” maximum from the 

rear wall. 

N/A N/A  

17.45 
Semi – 

Ambulant Stall 

There are two side grab bars in the 

semi-ambulant stall, 42” in length, 

and located 12” maximum from the 

rear wall 

N/A N/A  

17.46 Urinals 

Where urinals are provided at least 

one complies with the requirements 

below. 

Not at all toilets 

Yes, only 

at the 

accessible 

restrooms 

Modify toilet room 

to comply 

17.47 
Urinal Rim 

Height 

The urinal has an elongated rim 

projecting at least 14” from the wall 

and a maximum of 17”AFF.  

Not at all toilets 

Yes, only 

at 

accessible 

restrooms 

Modify toilet room 

to comply 

17.48 
Clear floor 

Space at Urinal  

There is a clear floor space at least 

30”x48” which allows a forward 

approach to the urinal 

Not at all toilets 

Yes, only 

at 

accessible 

restrooms 

Modify toilet room 

to comply 

17.49 

Width Between 

Screens at 

Urinal 

If urinal screens are provided and 

they do not extend beyond the front 

edge of the urinal rim, there is at 

least 29” between the two panels 

Not at all toilets 

Yes, only 

at 

accessible 

restrooms 

Modify toilet room 

to comply 

17.50 

Width Between 

Screens  at 

Urinal 

If urinal screens are provided and 

they do extend less than 24” beyond 

the front edge of the urinal rim, 

there is at least 30” between the two 

panels.  

Not at all toilets 

Yes, only 

at 

accessible 

restrooms 

Modify toilet room 

to comply 

17.51 Lavatories 

If lavatories are provided at least 

one lavatory meets the 

requirements below. 

Not at all toilets 

Yes, only 

at 

accessible 

restrooms 

Modify toilet room 

to comply 
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ITEM NO. SPECIFIC ITEM ADA REQUIREMENTS 
EXISTING 

CONDITIONS 

COMPLIANT 

YES OR NO 
RECOMMENDATION 

17.52 
Lavatory Rim 

Height 

The lavatory rim or counter surface 

is no higher than 34” 
Not at all toilets 

Yes, only 

at 

accessible 

restrooms 

Modify toilet room 

to comply 

17.53 
Lavatory Apron 

Clearance 

There is at least 29” clearance from 

the floor to the bottom of the apron. 
Not at all toilets 

Yes, only 

at 

accessible 

restrooms 

Modify toilet room 

to comply 

17.54 
Lavatory Knee 

Clearance 

There is at least 27” clearance from 

the floor to the underside of the 

lavatory, extending 8” minimum 

measured from the front edge 

underneath the lavatory back 

towards the wall 

Not at all toilets 

Yes, only 

at 

accessible 

restrooms 

Modify toilet room 

to comply 

17.55 
Lavatory Wall 

Projection  

The front edge of the lavatory 

projects at least 17” from the wall.  
Not at all toilets 

Yes, only 

at 

accessible 

restrooms 

Modify toilet room 

to comply 

17.56 

Clear Floor 

Space at 

Lavatory 

There is a clear floor space at least 

30”x48” in front of the lavatory 

(extending a maximum of 19” 

underneath the lavatory) allowing a 

forward approach 

Not at all toilets 

Yes, only 

at 

accessible 

restrooms 

Modify toilet room 

to comply 

17.57 
Side Clearance 

at Lavatory 

There is a minimum of 18” from the 

centerline of the lavatory to the 

nearest sidewall or partition 

Not at all toilets 

 Yes, only 

at 

accessible 

restrooms 

Modify toilet room 

to comply 

17.58 
Lavatory 

Location 

The clear floor space adjoin or 

overlap an accessible route of travel 

(there is at least 48” clearance 

between the front edge of the 

lavatory and the nearest obstruction 

Not at all toilets 

Yes, only 

at 

accessible 

restrooms 

Modify toilet room 

to comply 

17.59 
Pipe Insulation 

at Lavatory  

Drainpipes and hot water pipes are 

insulated to protect against contact 
Not provided 

Not 

provided 

Provide pipe 

insulation 

17.60 

Smooth 

Surfaces at 

lavatory  

The area below the lavatory is free 

of sharp or abrasive surfaces. 
Yes 

Yes, only 

at 

accessible 

restrooms 

Modify toilet room 

to comply 

17.61 

Faucet 

Operation at 

Lavatory 

The faucet can be operated with 

one hand without tight grasping, 

pinching or twisting of the wrist.  

Not at all toilets 

Yes, only 

at 

accessible 

restrooms 

Modify toilet room 

to comply 
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ITEM NO. SPECIFIC ITEM ADA REQUIREMENTS 
EXISTING 

CONDITIONS 

COMPLIANT 

YES OR NO 
RECOMMENDATION 

17.62 

Faucet 

Operation at 

Lavatory 

If the valve is self closing, does it 

remain open for at least 10 seconds 
N/A N/A  

17.63 Mirrors 

Where mirrors are provided at least 

one mirror has the bottom edge of 

the reflecting surface no higher than 

40” AFF 

Not at all toilets 

Yes, only 

at 

accessible 

restrooms 

Modify toilet room 

to comply 

17.64 Coat  Hook 
Where a coat hook is provided in an 

accessible stall is at 48” AFF 
Not at all toilets 

Yes, only 

at 

accessible 

restrooms 

Modify toilet room 

to comply 

17.65 
Dispensers 

Operating Height 

At least one of each dispenser type is 

accessible and the highest operable 

part is no higher than 40” AFF. 

Paper towel dispenser – PTD 

Electrical dryer – ED 

Soap dispenser – SD  

Not at all toilets 

Yes, only at 

accessible 

restrooms 

Modify toilet room to 

comply 

17.66 
Floor Space at 

Dispensers 

There is at least 30”x48” in front of the 

dispenser allowing either a forward or a 

parallel approach to the dispenser 

Not at all toilets 

Yes, only at 

accessible 

restrooms 

Modify toilet room to 

comply 

17.67 
Dispenser 

Operation 

The dispenser can be operated with one 

hand without tight grasping, pinching, or 

twisting of the wrist 

Not at all toilets 

Yes, only at 

accessible 

restrooms 

Modify toilet room to 

comply 

18.0  Shower Facility 

18.1 
Accessible 

Shower  
Accessible shower stall provided 

Does not 

comply 
No 

Remove shower 

on the 4th floor.    

19.0  Signage 

19.1 

Directional and 

informational 

signs (visual 

only Signs) 

Signs which provide direction to or 

information about functional spaces 

of the facility comply with the visual 

sign requirements below. Covered 

signs include: room capacity signs, 

12” stairwell signs , evacuation 

plans, signs directing to rooms and 

services, TTY and volume control 

signs, ALS signs, ISA signs as well 

as supplemental information on 

visual tactile signs such as room 

occupant, company names and 

business hours 

Not provided No Provide signage 

19.2 
Contrast (Visual 

Signs Only 

The characters on signs contrast 

with their background (light on dark 

or dark on light) and signs have a 

non glare finish 

Yes Yes Replace signage 
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ITEM NO. SPECIFIC ITEM ADA REQUIREMENTS 
EXISTING 

CONDITIONS 

COMPLIANT 

YES OR NO 
RECOMMENDATION 

19.3 
Character 

Proportion 

The letters and numbers on such 

signs have a width to height ratio 

between 3:5 and 1:1 and a stroke 

width to height ratio between 1:5 

and 1:10. 

Yes Yes Replace signage 

19.4 Character Size 

The characters on such signs are 

sized according to viewing distance 

with characters on overhead signs 

at least 3” high 

Yes Yes Replace signage 

19.5 

Room/Space 

identification 

Signs 

Signs which designate permanent 

rooms and spaces comply with the 

tactile signs requirements as noted 

in Section – Doors and Gates 

Yes Yes Replace signage 

20.0  Alarms 

20.1 Alarms 

There is a visual alarm (e.g. strobe) 

which operates at the same time as 

an audible alarm.  

Not provided No 
Replace Fire 

Alarm 

20.2 
Visual Alarms – 

Areas Required 

Visual Alarms are provided in all 

public and common use toilet, 

bathrooms and shower rooms 

Not provided No 
Replace Fire 

Alarm 

20.3 
Visual Alarms – 

Areas Required 

Visual alarms are provided in all 

public use areas of the building 

such as waiting areas, assembly 

areas, meeting rooms, corridors, 

stairways, hallways and lobbies.  

(Visual alarms are not required in 

enclosed exit stairways, exterior exit 

stairs and exterior exit ramps. 

Not provided No 
Replace Fire 

Alarm 

20.4 
Visual Alarms – 

Areas Required 

Visual alarms are provided in all 

common use areas of the building 

such as meeting and conference 

rooms, open office space, 

classrooms, cafeterias, filing and 

photocopy rooms, employee break 

rooms, dressing, examination and 

treatment rooms and similar spaces 

that are not used solely as 

employee work areas.  

Not provided No 
Replace Fire 

Alarm 

20.5 
Visual Alarms – 

Areas Required 

Are the visual alarm signal 

appliances integrated into the 

building or facility alarm system 

Not provided No 
Replace Fire 

Alarm 

20.6 
Photometric 

Requirement 

The lamp is a xenon strobe type or 

equivalent 
Not provided No 

Replace Fire 

Alarm 
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ITEM NO. SPECIFIC ITEM ADA REQUIREMENTS 
EXISTING 

CONDITIONS 

COMPLIANT 

YES OR NO 
RECOMMENDATION 

20.7 
Photometric 

Requirement 

The color is clear or nominal white 

(i.e. unfiltered or clear filtered white 

light) 

Not provided No 
Replace Fire 

Alarm 

20.8 
Photometric 

Requirement 

The intensity is a minimum of 75 

candelas. 
Not provided No 

Replace Fire 

Alarm 

20.9  Location 

The visual appliance is wall or 

ceiling mounted and placed 

between 80” and 96” above the 

highest floor level within the space 

or 6” below the ceiling whichever is 

lower.  

Not provided No 
Replace Fire 

Alarm 

20.10 Location 

All areas required to be “strobed” 

have a direct line of sight to at least 

one strobe light. 

Not provided No 
Replace Fire 

Alarm 

20.11 Location  

All portions of any room, space, 

corridor or hallway are required to 

have a visual signal appliance no 

more than 50 feet from the signal (in 

the horizontal plane) 

Not provided No 
Replace Fire 

Alarm 

20.12 Location 

In large rooms and spaces 

exceeding 100 feet across which do 

not have partitions or obstructions 6 

feet or higher above the finish floor, 

are the visual signal appliances 

spaced around the perimeter no 

less than 100 feet apart or they are 

suspended from the ceiling.  

Not provided No 
Replace Fire 

Alarm 

20.13 
Manual Fire 

Alarm Boxes 

When manual fire alarm boxes are 

provided they are unobstructed and 

on an accessible route of travel 

Yes Yes 
Replace Fire 

Alarm 

20.14 
Manual Fire 

Alarm Boxes 

The manual fire alarm boxes are 

located a minimum of 42” and a 

maximum of 48” AFF to the highest 

point of the activating handle or 

lever. (In alteration projects in 

existing buildings, there is no 

requirement to retroactively relocate 

existing manual fire alarm boxes. 

Yes Yes 
Replace Fire 

Alarm 

20.15 
Manual Fire 

Alarm Boxes 

The operating hardware of the 

manual fire alarm boxes is 

accessible (i.e. does not require 

tight grasping, pinching, or twisting 

of the wrist and requires a force of 

less than 5 lbs.  

Yes Yes 
Replace Fire 

Alarm 
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ITEM NO. SPECIFIC ITEM ADA REQUIREMENTS 
EXISTING 

CONDITIONS 

COMPLIANT 

YES OR NO 
RECOMMENDATION 

20.16 

Fire 

Extinguisher 

Cabinet 

Where the fire extinguishers are 

provide in cabinets the cabinet 

opening hardware is at 48” max. 

AFF. 

62” A.F.F. most 

of F.E. 

missing 

No 

Replace Fire 

Extinguisher 

cabinets 

20.17 

Fire 

Extinguisher 

Cabinet 

The operating hardware of the fire 

extinguisher cabinet accessible (i.e. 

does not require tight grasping, 

pinching, or twisting of the wrist and 

require a force of less than 5 lbs) 

Yes Yes 

Replace Fire 

Extinguisher 

cabinets 

 

Code Narrative (Hughes Associates) 

Introduction  
The following code narrative assesses the existing City Hall Building for life safety deficiencies 
not in conformance with current building code requirements.  The applicable code references 
are the 2010 California Building Code (CBC) and 2010 California Fire Code (CFC), as amended 
by the County of Santa Clara sections C3 and B7 of the County Ordinance Code   

 

This evaluation is based on information gathered from a physical assessment of the existing 

City Hall Building.  The adjacent City Hall Annex and Health Building were not evaluated as part 

of this Assessment Report. 

 

The existing City Hall Building is four stories and Type IB construction.  The building was 

originally designed and occupied as Group B office occupancy, with the exception of two 

assembly areas.  The Cafeteria is considered Group A-2 occupancy and the Council Chambers 

is considered Group A-3 occupancy with fixed seating.    

 

Description of Existing Conditions 
 

 ● Means of Egress of Existing Building 

 

Corridors:  The corridor construction requirements of CBC Section 1018 do not 

appear to be met.  The existing corridor walls do not appear to be fire-resistance 

rated and several unprotected openings and non-rated doors were observed.  

For buildings that are not equipped throughout with an automatic sprinkler 

system, corridors serving Group B or Group A occupancies are required to be 

enclosed with 1-hour fire partitions in accordance with CBC Section 709.  

Openings within the corridor wall are required to be protected with 20-minute fire 

doors or shutters.  Glass door assemblies, windows, or wired glass, such as 

those observed along the corridor wall at Room 436 (City Manager Office); 

appear to exceed the area limitations in CBC Section 715. 
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Corridor separation is not required by CBC Table 1018.1 if the building is 

protected throughout with an automatic sprinkler system. 

 

Exit Stairways:  The location and number of exit stairways appears to be 

acceptable.  However, the exit stair located on the southwest corner of the 

building does not meet exit discharge requirements in CBC Section 1027.  

Currently, the exit stair serves the first and second levels of the building and 

discharges into the building on the first floor, through the kitchen area. Exit 

discharge is not permitted through the kitchen.  The exit stair is required to 

discharge directly to the exterior, or through a fire-rated exit passageway in 

accordance with CBC Section 1023.   

 

The existing guardrails appear to exceed opening limitations in CBC Section 

1013.3. Guards shall not have openings which allow passage of a sphere 4 

inches in diameter.     

 

Exit Signage:  Several areas throughout the existing City Hall Building are 

missing exit signs, or are not properly illuminated.  All exits and exit access doors 

are required to be marked by approved exit signs, and be internally or externally 

illuminated in accordance with CBC Section 1011. 

 

 ● Fire Resistive Construction of Existing Building 
 

Incidental Accessory Occupancies:  Several storage rooms, over 100 square 

feet, were observed within the existing building.  CBC Table 508.2.5 requires 

these rooms to be enclosed by 1-hour fire barriers or be protected by automatic 

sprinklers.  If the room is protected by an automatic sprinkler system, the walls 

are required to be capable of resisting the passage of smoke.     

 

Elevator Lobby:  Two existing elevator shafts serve all floors of the building.  No 

elevator lobbies are provided.  CBC Section 708.14.1 requires a 1-hour elevator 

lobby enclosure at each level, unless one of the code exceptions is met.  In lieu 

of constructing an elevator lobby enclosure, CBC Section 708.14.1, Exception 8, 

allows the use of a listed and labeled smoke containment system at the hoistway 

door opening, provided that the system complies with ICC ES AC 77 and the 

hoistway door has a fire-protection rating of 90 minutes.     

 

 ● Fire Protection Components of Existing Building 

 

Fire Extinguishing Systems:  There is no automatic sprinkler protection in the 

existing building.  The City of San Jose requires automatic sprinklers for all 

buildings four stories or more in height.  An existing hood extinguishing system is 

provided in the Kitchen. 
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Fire Extinguishers:  Fire extinguishers are provided throughout the existing 

building; however they were last serviced in April 18, 2003.     

 

Fire Detection, Alarm and Communication:  Fire alarm horns (audible alarm 

notification devices) and manual pull stations are located in the corridors of the 

original building.  No visible alarm notification appliances were observed.  The 

manual fire alarm system that is provided is required in the building due to the 

Group A occupancy, in accordance with CFC Section 907.2.1.  Visible alarm 

notification appliances are required in public and common use areas, including 

conference/meeting rooms, restrooms, corridors, hallways and lobbies.       

 

Recommendations  
● Provide automatic sprinkler protection throughout the building.   

● Construct a 2-hour exit passageway on the first floor at the exit discharge of the 

southwest stair. 

● Upgrade the existing fire alarm system and provide visible alarm notification 

appliances in public and common use areas.   

● Provide exit signage and proper exit sign illumination at all exits and exit access 

doors.   

● Construct enclosed elevator lobbies or meet one of the exceptions in CBC 

Section 708.14.1, such as Exception 8 for a smoke containment system. 

● Address protection requirements for storage rooms greater than 100 square feet. 

● Correct guardrail conditions for the enclosed exit stairs and open stair in the 

entrance lobby. 

Structural Narrative (BFGC-IBI Group) 

 

Based on communication with the County of Santa Clara Building Department, a seismic 

upgrade would be voluntary as long as the use does not change.  Therefore, if the building is 

primarily used for offices, there will not be a need to seismically upgrade the building.  Should 

the use change to a more essential facility, such as medical, educational or emergency 

communications center, a seismic upgrade would be mandatory.   A structural engineering 

assessment was not included as part of this assessment.   However, this report does include 

cost estimating based on previous information.  Structural evaluation and recommendation for 

the existing lateral load resisting system for the City Hall building was included in the 

assessment report prepared by Steinberg Group/Biggs Cardosa Associates in May 2003.    

 

Due to the nature of renovation, structural upgrades will be required in order to implement new 

work.  The following improvements will require structural upgrades: 

1. Replacement  of the existing curtain wall with a double glazed system. 

2. Addition of new mechanical units on the roof and shaft openings on the fourth 

floor on each side along the grid lines 6 and 11. The existing building structure 

will need to be reinforced seismically to take these loads. 
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3. Widening of openings at concrete walls to accommodate ADA upgrades. 

4. Modifications to support the one story roof structure located in between the 

former City Hall and the Annex, where the removal of the Annex connection 

hallway eliminates original supporting structure. 

5. Miscellaneous structural upgrades to handle changes for modifications.      

Mechanical Narrative (Axiom Engineers) 

The purpose of this report is to provide an update to the 2003 Steinberg Group’s assessment 

study, review the building’s existing mechanical systems, and provide a description of the 

recommended Mechanical systems. 

Description of Existing Mechanical System 

After a thorough review of the original construction documents dated 1956 and a walk-through 

of the building with the Architect, we have found there are a total of eight air handling units 

(AHU) serving the building.  All of these units are original to the building, installed in 1957. 

The air distribution system at the four-story portion of the building consists of two built-up AHUs 

serving the first floor, and two built-up AHUs serving the second, third, and fourth floors.  These 

systems are divided into two zones, one serving the east side of the building and one serving 

the west side of the building. These AHUs each consist of a constant-volume supply fan, a 

constant-volume return fan, a hot-water heating coil, a chilled-water cooling coil, a filter section, 

and outside air, return air, and mixed air dampers. The conditioned air is ducted to supply air 

plenums above the perforated ceilings. There is a piping grid above the ceiling with circulating 

heating hot water and chilled water to provide zone temperature control. Air is then transferred 

out into the corridors and returned through ceiling grilles at the east and west ends of the 

corridors. Heat at corridors is by convectors along the outside wall. 

 

The air distribution system at the two-story portion of the building consists of an AHU serving 

the lobby, an AHU serving the council chambers, an AHU serving the offices, and an AHU 

serving the cafeteria. The four built-up AHUs each consist of a constant-volume supply fan, a 

constant-volume return fan, a hot-water heating coil, a chilled-water cooling coil, a filter section, 

and outside air, return air, and mixed air dampers. The conditioned air is ducted to and from the 

space through ceiling and sidewall registers. 

 

All eight AHUs coils are connected to a central heating and cooling plant located in the 

mechanical room on the roof of the four-story portion of the building. Heating hot water is 

generated by two 2,100,000 BTU Cleaver-Brooks natural gas fired boilers and associated 

circulation pumps that were installed in 1957. Chilled water is provided by a 300-ton McQuay 

centrifugal water-cooled chiller, an induced draft BAC cooling tower, and associated circulation 

pumps that replaced the original equipment in 2001. 
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Mechanical System Design Criteria 

Applicable Codes 

2010 California Building Code 

2010 California Green Building Code 

2010 California Mechanical Code 

2010 California Plumbing Code 

2010 California Fire Code 

2010 National Electrical Code 

 

Outdoor Conditions 

Summer    86° F Dry Bulb* 

      66° F Wet Bulb* 

Winter     29° F Dry Bulb** 

Sensible Cooling Equipment 

Ambient Air Temperature  95° F Dry Bulb  

Heating Degree Days based on 65°  2,303 

Cooling Degree Days based on 60°  1,370 

*Based on 2009 ASHRAE Fundaments, 0.4% Design for San Jose, CA 

**Based on 2009 ASHRAE Fundamental, 99.6% Design for San Jose, CA 

Heating Degree Day units are computed as the difference between the base 

temperature and the daily average temperature. (Base Temp. - Daily Ave. Temp.) One 

unit is accumulated for each degree Fahrenheit the average temperature is below the 

base temperature. Negative numbers are discarded. Example: If the day’s high 

temperature was 65° and the low temperature was 31°, the base 50 heating degree day 

units is 50 - ((65 + 31) / 2) = 2. This is done for each day of the month and summed. 

Cooling Degree Day units are computed as the difference between the daily average 

temperature and the base temperature. (Daily Ave. Temp. - Base Temp.) One unit is 

accumulated for each degree Fahrenheit the average temperature is above the base 

temperature. Negative numbers are discarded. Example: If the day’s high temperature 

was 95° and the low temperature was 51°, the base 60 heating degree day units is ((95 

+ 51) / 2) - 60 = 13. This is done for each day of the month and summed. 

 

Indoor Conditions 

Summer    75°±3° F Dry Bulb 

      Expected RH level 30-50% (not controlled) 

Winter     68°±3° F Dry Bulb, no humidification control 

 

Outdoor Air Ventilation Rates 

Outdoor air ventilation rates will be in accordance with 2008 California Energy 

Commission Building Energy Efficiency Standards, Section 121(b)2.  Fifteen cubic feet 

per minute of outdoor air per person or 0.15 cubic feet of outdoor air per square foot of 

floor area (whichever is greater) will be provided to the occupied spaces.   
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Air Change Rates 

Minimum air change rates will be as follows (unless heating/cooling load, special 

requirements or applicable code(s) necessitate higher value): 

Office  0.7 cfm per square foot during occupied 

mode 

Toilet rooms, janitors’ closets   8 to 10 air changes per hour during 

       occupied mode with 100% of air exhausted 

 

Building Pressurization 

The office, council chambers, and cafeteria areas will be kept under slightly positive 

pressure with respect to the adjacent corridors. Toilet rooms, janitors’ closets and 

electrical rooms will be kept under slightly negative pressure with respect to the adjacent 

spaces. MDF and IDF rooms will be neutral pressure. 

 

Duct Sizing Criteria 

Supply air ductwork upstream of air terminal units  

2000 fpm maximum velocity 

0.25”/100 ft. maximum air pressure drop 

Ducts will be insulated 

Supply air ductwork downstream of air terminal units 

1000 fpm maximum velocity 

0.08”/100 ft. maximum air pressure drop 

Ducts will be insulated 

Exhaust air ductwork and Return air ductwork 

1000 fpm maximum velocity 

0.08”/100 ft. maximum air pressure drop 

Ducts will not be insulated 

Proposed HVAC Systems 

1. Cooling System: Water Cooled Chiller/Cooling Tower: 

The existing cooling water system consists of a 300-ton nominal McQuay centrifugal 
water–cooled chiller (R-134 refrigerant), a BAC cooling tower, and associated chilled 
water and condenser water pumps. 

Water-cooled, magnetic-bearing chillers with oil-free operation are the one of the most 
energy efficient chiller options currently available.  They offer part load performance as 
low as 0.27KW/ton. These chillers are ideal for Green Buildings and have been installed 
in sustainable buildings designed to meet requirements of LEED certification. A 
magnetic-bearing chiller is up to 50% more energy efficient than the existing water 
cooled chiller, and up to 40% more energy efficient than a standard centrifugal chiller.  

The magnetic-bearing compressor is also significantly quieter than other chillers, with 
sound pressure ratings as low as 70 dBA. The sound level will be even lower at part load 
conditions. This is ideal for sound sensitive buildings.  
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The compact size of magnetic-bearing chillers makes them ideal for retrofit and 
replacement installations. Most models can fit through a 36” door without disassembling 
the shells.  The cost of maintenance is considerably reduced since there is no oil and no 
issues with bearing wear and maintenance.  

For the Former San Jose City Hall with a rated capacity of 291 ton, the existing unit’s 
IPLV is 0.545 KW/Ton. McQuay model WMC290 magnetic-bearing chiller has a similar 
rated capacity with a rated efficiency (NPLV) of 0.323 kW/ton and part load efficiencies 
of 0.272 KW /ton at 25% load and 0.28 KW/ton at 50% load. This will potentially save 
40% of the electrical consumption for these chillers.  

The existing cooling tower is 13 years old and is near the end of its useful service life. 

Proposed system: 300 ton nominal capacity magnetic-bearing chiller with matching 
cooling tower at the same location as the existing units. 

2. Heating System:  

Existing system: Two forced-draft natural gas boilers (Cleaver-Brooks) with associated 
pumps.  

Proposed system: Two (high- efficiency) 95% efficiency 1,500,000 capacity boilers with 
associated pumps at the same location as the existing boilers. 

3. Main Building 1st and 2nd Floors: 

1st and 2nd Floors will be served by two separate air handling units.  Supply and return 
ductwork of the air handling units will be routed from the existing mechanical rooms on 
the roof level through existing mechanical shafts to the 1st and 2nd floor east and west 
sections. AHU-1 will serve 1st and 2nd floor west section, and AHU-2 will serve 1st and 2nd 
floor east section. 

There will be a fire/smoke damper at each duct penetration of the shaft. 

This will allow AHU-1 and AHU-2 to use existing mechanical shaft locations without making any 
extra penetrations to these floors. The units (AHU-1 and AHU-2) will be modular units with the 
following components: 

• Double wall construction 
• Combination filter/mixing box with 2” pleated MERV13 filters 
• Heating coil and cooling coil 
• Supply fan with VFD drive 
• Return/exhaust fan with VFD drive 
• Horizontal duct connections for the supply and  return duct to existing mechanical shafts 
• 15,000 CFM to 20,000 CFM range 

 
The first 15 feet of the supply ductwork and return ductwork adjacent to the units will be lined with 
1 inch of acoustic duct liner. 
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Variable air volume terminal units with hot water reheat coils will be used to provide independent 
temperature control to the following zones: 

• VAV  (North section) 5 VAV boxes (each 800-1000 CFM range) 
• VAV  (South section) 5 VAV boxes (each 1000-1400 CFM range) 
• VAV (Center core) 15 VAV boxes (average 1000 CFM) 

 

The ceiling space will be used as a return air plenum. Materials above the ceiling will 
need to be of non-combustible construction. 

 
The corridors will be conditioned by the respective air handler units with VAV boxes. 
Supply ducts and VAV boxes will be above the ceiling. Return air will be transferred from 
the corridor to the return air plenum. If corridor wall is rated, fire/smoke dampers will be 
required. 

4. Main Building 3rd and 4th floor East: 

3rd and 4th floors east will be served by a single air handling unit.  Supply and return 
ductwork of the air handling units will be routed from the AHU to the new mechanical 
shaft location on the roof level to the 3rd floor east. 

There will be a fire/smoke damper at each duct penetration of the shaft. 

This will allow AHU-3 to serve the 3rd and 4th floors with the addition of a minimal duct 
shaft located at the 4th floor, near column line 6, without penetrating the concrete wall 
(column line 6). The unit will be a modular unit with the following components: 

• Double wall construction 
• Combination filter/mixing box with 2” pleated MERV13 filters 
• Heating coil and cooling coil 
• Supply fan with VFD drive 
• Return/exhaust fan with VFD drive 
• Horizontal duct connections for the supply and  return duct to existing mechanical 

shafts 
• 15,000 CFM to 20,000 CFM range 
• Outdoor unit installed on the roof curb 

 
The first 15 feet of the supply ductwork and return ductwork adjacent to the units will be 
lined with 1 inch of acoustic duct liner. 

Variable air volume terminal units with hot water reheat coils will be used to provide 
independent temperature control to the following zones: 

• VAV  (North section) 5 VAV boxes (each 800-1000 CFM range) 
• VAV  (South section) 5 VAV boxes (each 1000-1400 CFM range) 
• VAV (Center core) 15 VAV boxes (average 1000 CFM) 

 
The ceiling space will be used as a return air plenum. Materials above the ceiling will 
need to be of non-combustible construction. 
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The corridors will be conditioned by the respective air handler units with VAV boxes. 
Supply ducts and VAV boxes will be above the ceiling. Return air will be transferred from 
the corridor to the return air plenum. If corridor wall is rated, fire/smoke dampers will be 
required. 

5. Main Building 3rd and 4th Floors West: 

Same proposed system as item 4. Shaft location will be near column line 11 for the 
same reason explained in item 4. 

6. Lobby: 

Given the largely transient nature of the occupancy of the two-story lobby space, it will 
be minimally conditioned. An air handling unit with CO2 based demand controlled 
ventilation controls (AHU-Lobby) will serve the lobby area. Air will be distributed via 
ducts hung at the second floor level, similar to the existing ductwork, to keep the look the 
same as original. This space will be maintained under slightly positive pressure relative 
to outdoors to minimize infiltration into the building, and to offset the negative pressure of 
other spaces. 

The unit will be modular unit with the following components: 

• Double wall construction 
• Combination filter/mixing box with 2” pleated MERV13 filters 
• Heating coil and cooling coil 
• Supply fan with VFD drive 
• Return/exhaust fan with VFD drive 
• 6,000 CFM to 7,000 CFM range 
• Indoor unit installed in mechanical room above the two story portion of the 

building. 
 

Space mounted CO2 sensors will be used to reduce the outdoor air quantity during times 
of reduced occupancy, based on a demand controlled ventilation strategy. 

7. City Council Area: 

An air handling unit with CO2 based demand controlled ventilation control (AHU-City 
Council) will serve the city council area. Air will be distributed via ducts run above the 
ceiling, similar to the existing ductwork, to keep the look the same as original. 

The unit will be modular unit with the following components: 

• Double wall construction 
• Combination filter/mixing box with 2” pleated MERV13 filters 
• Heating coil and cooling coil 
• Supply fan with VFD drive 
• Return/exhaust fan with VFD drive 
• 12,500 CFM to 14,000 CFM range 
• Indoor unit installed in mechanical room above the two-story portion of the 

building. 
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Space mounted CO2 sensors will be used to reduce the outdoor air quantity during times of 
reduced occupancy, based on a demand controlled ventilation strategy. 
 

8. Council Offices: 
 

One air handling unit (AHU-Council Offices) will serve the city council area. Air will be 
distributed via ducts run above the ceiling, similar to the existing ductwork, to keep the 
look the same as original. 

 
The unit will be modular unit with the following components: 

• Double wall construction 
• Combination filter/mixing box with 2” pleated MERV13 filters 
• Heating coil and cooling coil 
• Supply fan with VFD drive 
• Return/exhaust fan with VFD drive 
• 2,500 CFM to 4,000 CFM range 
• Indoor unit installed in mechanical room above the two story portion of the 

building 
 

9. Current Cafeteria Area: 
 

It is proposed to convert the current cafeteria, dining, and kitchen space into multiple 
meeting rooms and a dining area. One air handling unit (AHU-Cafeteria) will serve the 
area. Air will be distributed via ducts run above the ceiling, similar to the existing 
ductwork, to keep the look the same as original. 

 
The unit will be modular unit with the following components: 

• Double wall construction 
• Combination filter/mixing box with 2” pleated MERV13 filters 
• Heating coil and cooling coil 
• Supply fan with VFD drive 
• Return/exhaust fan with VFD drive 
• 14,000 CFM to 16,000 CFM range 
• Indoor unit installed in mechanical room above the two story portion of the 

building 
 

Variable air volume terminal units with hot water reheat coils will be used to provide 
independent temperature control to each meeting room. 

 
10. Other Areas: 

 
Storage rooms will not be directly conditioned. 
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Toilet rooms and custodial rooms will not be directly conditioned. They will be kept under 
negative pressure with respect to the corridors by an exhaust fan mounted at the ceiling 
of each space. The exhaust air will be run in duct riser located in existing mechanical 
shaft and discharge through the roof. There will be a fire/smoke damper at each duct 
penetration of the shaft. 

 
MDF room and IDF rooms will be cooled by dedicated split-system air conditioning units.  
Units will be connected to the emergency power system and will operate during a power 
outage.  There will be eight IDF rooms (two IDF rooms per floor) and one (1) MDF room 
in the building. Room temperature and unit operation will be monitored the EMS. 
 
For zoning designation refer to enclosed mechanical drawings M1-M8. 

 

Temperature Controls 

Control system will be direct digital control (DDC) based energy management system (EMS) 

manufactured by TAC.  Controls for the building will be tied into the existing City office’s EMS.  

The EMS will allow scheduling, control, adjustment, and monitoring of equipment function, 

space temperature, set points, and alarms from a central location.  All space mounted 

thermostats shall be capable of tenant override of the unoccupied mode and occupant 

temperature set point adjustment within preset limits.  

Plumbing Narrative (Axiom Engineers) 
 

The purpose of this report is to provide an update to the 2003 Steinberg Group’s assessment 

study, review the building’s existing Plumbing systems, and provide a description of the 

recommended Plumbing systems. 

Description of Existing Plumbing Systems 

After a thorough review of the original construction documents dated 1956 and a walk-through 

of the building with the Architect, we have found the following: 

• Women’s and Men’s multi-compartmental toilet rooms at the west end of the four 

story appear to be ADA compliant. The ADA fixtures were installed in 1992 and 

the standard fixtures were installed as part of the original 1957 construction.  

Many of the fixtures are dated.   All lavatories have hot water and cold water 

faucets. Electric water coolers appear to be circa 1957 and are not ADA 

compliant. 

• Domestic hot water is provided by a 100 gallon gas-fired tank-type water heater 

with circulation pump located in mechanical room at roof on east end of building. 

• In the office areas the plumbing consists of a single sink on the third floor at 

column lines B and 11 and a single toilet room with shower on the fourth floor at 

column lines C between 8 and 9. 
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• At the first floor of the two-story portion of the building there is a full kitchen. The 

kitchen has two grease traps located under the floor, gas-fired cooking 

equipment, and a gas-fired booster water heater 

Description of Recommended Plumbing Systems 

Applicable Codes 

2010 California Building Code 

2010 California Green Building Code 

2010 California Mechanical Code 

2010 California Plumbing Code 

2010 California Fire Code 

2010 National Electrical Code 

The flat roof areas will have primary and secondary roof drainage systems.  Roof drains will 
have cast-iron domes.  Above ground primary and secondary roof drainage piping will be cast-
iron soil pipe with no-hub connectors.  Below ground primary roof drainage piping will be ABS 
plastic.  Secondary roof drainage will spill to grade through downspout nozzles.  Primary roof 
drainage piping will connect to the underground site storm drainage system. 

Above ground sanitary waste and vent piping will be cast-iron pipe with no-hub connectors.  
Below ground sanitary waste and vent piping will be ABS plastic.  Above grade domestic water 
piping will be type “L” copper with soldered wrought copper fittings.  Below grade domestic 
water piping will be type “K” copper with brazed wrought copper fittings. 

Women’s and Men’s toilet rooms will have all new piping and fixtures.  Where required, fixtures 
will be ADA compliant. The existing electric water coolers will be replaced with ADA compliant 
drinking fountains. 

All faucets and fittings will meet the California low-lead requirements.  Plumbing fixtures will be 
as follows: 

• Water closets – floor mounted flush valve style with manual flush (1.28 gpf) flush valve 
• Urinals – wall mounted, ultra-low consumption (1/8 gpf) or waterless urinals 
• Lavatories – under-counter mount with sensor operated (0.5 gpm) faucet with hot water 
• Drinking fountains – dual height, stainless steel construction 
• Custodial sink – floor mounted 24x24 mop sink 
 

Domestic hot water will be generated by a natural gas-fired, condensing-style storage tank 

water heater installed in the roof mechanical room. A central domestic hot water circulation 

pump will be used to maintain the temperature of the domestic hot water piping loop throughout 

the building. 
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Description of Fire Protection Systems 
There is a very minimal existing fire protection system. There are two 4” dry standpipes, one in 

each stairwell. At each floor there is a 3” hose valve on the standpipe. The existing underground 

fire service consists of a 4” fire main, 4” backflow preventer with OS&Y control valves, and 2-

way Fire Department connection served by a nearby hydrant.  There is no existing fire 

protection sprinkler system. 

 

Fire Protection Systems 

• San Jose Municipal Fire Code 17.12.630 amends section 903.2 of the 2010 CFC 

requiring sprinklers “throughout buildings and structures that are four or more 

stories in height, regardless of floor area.” 

• CFC 903.8 requires the sprinkler system be equipped with floor control valves at 

each floor for “buildings that are four stories or more in height.” 

• The existing standpipes in each stairwell will need to be replaced with a 

combination sprinkler / fire hose standpipe. The combination standpipe will supply 

fire floor control valves at each floor level, serving sprinkler mains on each floor, 

as required by CFC903.8. The combination standpipe also will Class I Hose 

Valves at intermediate landings between each floor in accordance with CFC 

905.4. The minimum size required for the combination standpipe is 6” in 

accordance with NFPA 14:6.6. The minimum water demand for the combination 

standpipe is 750gpm, 500gpm to the most remote standpipe and 250gpm to the 

second standpipe. 

• The existing underground fire service consists of a 4” fire main, 4” backflow 

preventer with OS&Y control valves, and 2-way Fire Department connection 

served by a nearby hydrant. The existing underground fire service will need to be 

upgraded to a minimum of a 6” fire main, 6” backflow preventer, and a  4-way x 6” 

Fire Department connection supplying the new combination standpipe system. 

Energy Modeling Narrative (Axiom Engineers) 

 

Introduction 
The purposes of energy modeling narrative is to provide annual energy use estimations for the 

existing building, standard building, proposed building, and compare the results to similar 

buildings located in the same vicinity.  The existing building is modeled with the existing 

mechanical systems and existing building envelope materials, the standard building is modeled 

to the 2008 CEC (California Energy Code) building energy efficiency standards, and the 

proposed building is modeled with the proposed building envelope and systems. 
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Assumptions and Descriptions 
• Energy models were created with Energy Pro 5.1 software 

• Existing building: 

o Roof: built up concrete R-6 insulation 

o Floor: slab on grade 

o Walls: concrete with masonry veneer 

o Windows: metal frame, single pane, tinted 

o Lighting: T12 fixtures 

o HVAC systems were modeled per the HV sheets from the 1956 plan set 

o Receptacle loads 0.5-1.5 watts / square foot based on occupancy 

o Process load 1 watt / square foot 

• Proposed building: 

o Roof upgraded to R-30 insulation  

o Windows upgraded to double pane low-e  

o Lighting upgraded to T8 fixtures with occupancy sensors and day lighting 

controls 

o HVAC systems upgrades: 

� Heating system upgraded two 95% high efficient 1,500,000 

capacity boilers with variable speed pumps 

� Cooling system upgraded to water cooled magnetic bearing 0.323 

KW/ton high efficient chiller with variable speed pumps 

� Air handling units upgraded to variable air volume (VAV) built up 

system with cooling and heating coils and zone VAV boxes.  

o Receptacle loads were modeled with 1.5 watts / square foot 

o Process loads 1 watt / square foot.  IDF and MDF rooms 20-40 watts / 

square foot.  The existing building model does not have MDF or IDF 

rooms. 

• Utility rates 

o Electricity PG&E E-20-S (virtual rate $0.13 / kwh) 

o Fossil Fuel PG&E (virtual rate $0.60 / therm) 

 

• Building schedules were modeled with the CA daytime standard fraction 

schedules.  CA daytime schedules include lighting, occupant, receptacle, 

process, domestic hot water (DHW), fan, heating, and cooling.  Schedules are 

based on fraction percent usage.  Weekends and Holidays schedules were 

modeled with minimal occupancy and energy use.  Weekday schedules are 

described below. 
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Weekday CA Day Time Schedules Summary 

CA daytime 

Schedules 

12:00am-

6:00am 

6:00am-

8:00am 

8:00am-

6:00pm 

6:00pm-

7:00pm 

7:00pm-

12:00am 

Lighting 5% 40-70% 80-85% 35% 10% 

Process 15% 35-60% 65-70% 20-30% 10-20% 

Occupant 0-10% 25-65% 40-65% 5% 0-5% 

Receptacle 15% 20-35% 20-70% 15-30% 15-30% 

Process 15% 20-35% 20-70% 15-30% 15-30% 

DHW 0-100% 100% 100% 100% 0-10% 

Fan 0-100% 100% 100% 100% 0% 

Heating 60-70% 60-70% 60-70% 60-70% 60-70% 

Cooling 73-77% 73-77% 73-77% 73-77% 73-77% 

 

Description of Energy Use for Existing Building  

(estimate annual energy use of the building by using energy modeling software, 

compare building heating and cooling loads for similar office buildings or base line 

energy) 

• Annual electricity is rounded to the nearest hundred thousand  

• Annual fuel is rounded to the nearest hundred  

• Annual energy cost is rounded to the nearest thousand  

Annual Energy Estimations 

Building 

Description 

Annual Electricity 

(kwh) 

Annual Fuel 

(therms) 

Annual Energy 

Cost ($) 

Existing Building 1,800,000 10,200 $244,000 

Standard Building 1,600,000 14,400 $237,000 

Proposed Building 1,300,000 8,500 $188,000 

 

• Cal-Arch calculation is a benchmark tool that uses utility survey data from areas 

served by Pacific Gas & Electric and Southern California Edison utility providers.  

It compares input energy use to similar buildings that are in the same location 

within their database.  The San Jose City Hall benchmark was compared to 30 

similar size and occupancy buildings located within the 95110 zip code.  The 

results for the existing and proposed buildings are listed below. 

o Cal-Arch results for the existing building shows that the electricity use is 

in the 69th percentile, which means that it uses more electricity than 69% 

of the compared buildings.  The fuel results show that the existing 

building uses more fuel than 43% of the compared buildings. 

o Cal-Arch results for the proposed building shows that the electricity use is 

in the 32nd percentile, which means that it uses more electricity than 32% 

of the compared buildings.  The fuel results show that the proposed 

building uses more fuel than 43% of the compared buildings. 
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The results for the standard building and proposed building include the new MDF and 

IDF rooms, which greatly increases the process energy since they will be housing 

computer equipment with high energy demands.  This is why the standard building 

energy cost is not much difference than the existing building.     

Energy Efficiency Measures (Recommendations) 

The energy efficiency measures listed below will improve the building performance and 

efficiency. 

Envelope 

Roof 

• Add R-30 insulation to reduce loads for the HVAC systems. 

• Add white cool roof coating to reduce loads for the HVAC systems. 

Windows 

• Reducing or eliminating direct solar gain on the windows offers several benefits 

in reducing the direct cooling load. Ducts and VAV boxes serving the perimeter 

zones with windows can be smaller and less expensive due to the lower peak air 

flow requirements. Thermal comfort can be improved due to reduced mean 

radiant temperature near the windows. 

• Replace North facing glass with double-pane to reduce heating and cooling loads 

on the HVAC systems. 

• Replace all other glass with double-pane, low-E to reduce heating and cooling 

loads on the HVAC systems. 

• The four story south facing curtain wall system is under evaluation by the 

Historical Preservation Consultant.  Retrofitting existing curtain wall system may 

be required based on findings from the Historical Preservation Consultant. 

• Add interior blinds to reduce cooling and solar loads on the HVAC system. 

Lighting 

• Replace existing lighting with T5 or T8 fixtures with electronic ballast to reduce 

energy consumption. 

• Install daylight controls for the lighting fixtures at the perimeter of the building to 

reduce energy consumption while using sun light to light perimeter areas. All 

glass areas in the building have minimum 10’ height. Daylighting can reduce the 

lighting energy use up to 50% on the day lit areas.  

• Install occupancy sensors to save energy by controlling the lights based on 

occupancy. (Internal conference rooms, restrooms, storage rooms etc.). 
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HVAC System 

• Install High Efficient Boilers with modulating fire controls. 

• Install Chillers (low Kw/ton). See mechanical narrative for proposed system. 

• All AHUs will use VFD drives. 

• All AHU will be selected with larger face area for coils and filters to reduce the 

internal pressure drop and reduce the required fan energy. 

• All pumps, except primary, will use VFD drives. 

• Occupancy sensors on restroom exhaust fans. 

• Grouping spaces with similar ventilation requirements, cooling loads and 

occupancy schedules can provide first cost savings (due to the fewer zones) and 

energy savings (due to the opportunities to shut off portions of the system). 

Zoning 

• Zoning of mechanical systems is determined through a delicate balance between 

first cost and comfort. The cost/comfort balance is typically results in zones of 

500 ft2 to 1,200 ft2, encompassing 5 to 10 work stations per VAV zone. 

• Before putting workstations together into single zone, make sure they have 

similar load characteristics. Perimeter zones should only group offices with the 

same orientation of glass, and interior spaces should not mix enclosed 

conference rooms or equipment rooms with general office space. 

Ventilation 

• CO2 based demand control ventilation for high occupant load spaces that will see 

variable occupancy throughout the day, such as cafeteria and conference rooms. 

• Use a VAV box with a CO2 sensor: System will be operated based on actual 

occupancy and ventilation requirements of the space as measured with CO2 

rather than providing fixed outdoor ventilation rates based on worst case design 

assumptions. This is very effective method of monitoring ventilation requirements 

for the cafeteria and conference rooms when the space is partially occupied. 

Internal Loads 

Recommend installing 

• Energy Star appliances. 

• Low power computers and monitors. 

• IT management software. 

• Vending machine (miser) controls.  
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Electrical Narrative  

 

An electrical assessment was not included as part of this assessment. However this report does 

include cost estimate based on previous information.  

Electrical evaluation and recommendations was included in the assessment report prepared by 

Steinberg Group/Alfa Tech in May 2003. 

Integration Technology Narrative (American Consulting Engineers Electrical) 

 

Introduction  
After review of the existing electrical assessment study report (May 2003) and some meetings 

with the Santa Clara County IT staff, the data/telephone infrastructure and horizontal cabling  

needs upgrade and replacement in order to meet current technology requirements and Santa 

Clara County standards. 

 

The City Hall Building was constructed in 1958. Information Technology infrastructure and VoIP 

was not part of the building's design concept. Additional power, data, communication, security, 

low voltage systems, and so on were added to the building. Yet, space was limited for 

Intermediate data cabinets to allow working space and HVAC was not installed due to limited 

ceiling space to allow for cooling of data/telephone equipment rooms.   

 

 

County IT Requirements for Office Building  
• Santa Clara County staff has noted that there is a long term need for a modern 

fiber plant to interconnect all of the County facilities in the Civic Center. The 

existing County fiber serving this purpose is in some cases over a decade and a 

half in age. 

• Santa Clara County staff has requested connectivity standards. With respect to 

WAN connectivity a direct fiber optic cable to the 70 West Hedding facility will be 

needed. Estimated (4) 4"C underground conduit and trench to be provided with 

fiber at approximately 1,000ft. Connections to the AT&T network for OPT-E-MAN 

and other Ethernet based services will be needed for redundant WAN network 

connectivity. Estimated (4) 4"C underground conduit and 500ft of trench is 

needed from the (E) AT&T Network Box to the CH Building. The AT&T 

connection should be separate from the 70 W. Hedding facility. 

City Hall (CH) 

• Upgrade all horizontal cabling to Category 6 with Cat 6 Data Jacks (3 Jacks per 

info outlet) 
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• At least (2) IDF room per Floor (roughly 10' x 10') due to the 300ft maximum data 

drop from the IDF. There are (4) floors for the CH building. 

• At least (1) Main Data Frame (MDF) room (roughly 20'x20').   

• Fiber Optic Backbone 50 Micron from Main Data Frame (MDF) to Intermediate 

Data Frame (IDF).  

• UPS for data/telephone will be approximately 500KW-1000KW with minimum 3hr 

back batteries. 

• One 500KW-1000KW Back-Up Generator needed to back up Data/Telephone 

after 3hr UPS Battery Power. 

• Active components for Data Servers (Santa Clara County Standards): 

a) Servers: x86 servers from HP and IBM in both rack mounted and blade 

configurations. Unix servers from IBM. 

b) Data switches and routers: Cisco Systems. 

c) Computers: Desktops are mainly from HP. 

d) Backup: Tivoli Storage manager with EMC Data Doman and EMC Avamar. 

e) Storage: EMC SAN’s. 

f) WiFi: Aruba. 

g) Phone system is Cisco VoIP. 

h) Public Address system: IP based InformaCast (Singlewire Software) public 

address system. System broadcasts over VoIP phone speakers and 

integrates / uses overhead paging system. ISD is the provider and integrator.  

• Santa Clara County Standard request (This will be based on space availability 

and ADA requirements of the existing building): 

a) Card control access with audit trails is needed for all MDF’s, IDF’s and areas 

housing servers. 

b) Areas housing power equipment need to be separate from areas housing 

network and computer equipment. 

c) All areas housing network and data equipment require HVAC and other 

acceptable environmental conditions. 

d) WiFi access points will need to be installed throughout the facility. 

 

 

Description of Existing IT Systems 
• All of the telecommunications services for the 70 W. Hedding facility are routed 

through the basement of the West Wing. These serve the East Wing and also 

several of the other facilities in the Civic Center. The cabling to the East Wing is 

routed through four underground conduits running beneath the breezeway 

connecting the two wings. Telecommunications services to the East Wing, 

including County and City of San Jose installed copper and fiber, could easily be 

interrupted by a seismic event that ruptures the conduit. 
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 Recommendations  
• A new 400sqft Main Point of Entry (MPOE) is recommended for the City Hall. 

Additional Space for a (N) MDF and several IDF is needed to support the new 

Data technology standards and to support the long term needs of the County IT 

group and services.  

• Fiber connection is needed between 70 West Hedding and the former City Hall to 

allow for WAN connectivity. 

• New Emergency/Back-up Generator to support all emergency power 

requirements to maintain fire and life safety (emergency lighting), security and 

alarm systems. Generator to support (N) MDF/IDF rooms with 

data/communications equipment and associated HVAC systems. Emergency 

generator shall be located in a secure and accessible location (consider that fuel 

need to be re-fill unless natural gas generator is selected.) All emergency power 

systems conduit and wiring shall be independent of normal power systems. 

• Dedicated power with Transient Voltage Surge Suppression (TVSS) for all active 

data components in (N) MDF & (N) IDFs. 

• HVAC system to allow cooling of (N) MDF & (N) IDF rooms. 

• All  (N) MDF & (N) IDF rooms shall have Card Access Readers. 

• Room Standards (Data/Telephone cabling using Cat 6 UTP Cables): 

a) Office - Provide (2) data/telephone outlets shall be located in each private 

offices 

b) Conference Room (Existing Cafeteria) - Provide (4) data/telephone outlets 

shall be located on each wall. Plus (4) Data outlets for video conferencing, 

projectors, smart-boards and LCD Monitors. Provide A/V equipment for 

conference room. 

c) Security Reception Desk - Provide panic buttons transfer control console. 

d) Council Chambers  - Provide Audio Visual (A/V) & Projector System for 

Council Chambers and provide (8) data/telephone outlets. 

e) Security Monitors & Cameras - Provide for station desk security monitoring 

with (2) Data/Telephone outlet. Provide Camera's for all entry areas on first 

floor and several cameras for parking lot. 

f) Card Access Reader - Provide Card Access Reader for spaces that require 

security access. Provide (2) Data outlets at main card access reader. 

g) WiFi Access - Provide at least (6) data outlet in ceiling hall way 50 feet apart 

on each floor for wireless access. 
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Exterior Envelope Narrative (Gale Associates) 

Introduction 
At the request of IBI Group, Gale Associates, Inc. performed a limited scope visual investigation 

of the former San Jose City Hall Building related to roofing and curtainwall systems.  This 

section of the report provides a summary of our observations, brief analysis, conclusions and 

remediation recommendations for the roofs and exterior walls. 

 

Description of Existing Building Conditions 

The building has multiple levels of built-up roofs and exterior walls consisting of brick veneer 

and steel-framed curtainwall.  The building is currently vacant with occasional use by law 

enforcement personnel for training purposes.  We received and reviewed the original drawings 

dated, 25 April 1956.  The drawings show a curtainwall with weeps for each glazing unit. 

   

Leakage has been reported in the cafeteria area, private dining room, and entrance lobby and 

the hallway adjacent to the curtainwall.   

  

Observations 
On 3 April 2012, Kira L. Bulger and Alan E. Burnett of Gale Associates, Inc. (GALE) visited the 

site and performed visual investigation of the roofing and curtainwall.  During our site visit, we 

accessed all floors, high roof, and main roof.  We observed the low roof and second story roofs 

from adjacent hallways, roofs and windows.  Our observations are summarized below and are 

categorized by Roofs and Curtainwalls. 

 

Roofs 

● Mechanical Penthouse: The roof is an aggregate-surfaced built-up roof with an 

approximate ¼ in. per foot slope to the one 3 in. diameter roof drain (Image EE-

1).  There is no overflow drain.  The roof has some bare spots, tears in roof 

membrane (Image EE-2), and repairs at the perimeter edge metal, particularly at 

joints.  Mechanical units have curb heights varying from 3 in. to 6 in.  The tops of 

the walls that extend from the penthouse are exposed concrete (Image EE-3).   

 

● Main Roof: The built-up roof with red-colored cap sheet is bounded by parapet 

walls and the penthouse wall.  There is a small penthouse with a standing seam 

metal roof (Image EE-4).  Drainage is provided by twelve 3 in. diameter roof 

drains and two through-wall scuppers.  There are no overflow drains.  Ponding 

stains are visible on the roof in numerous locations (Image EE-5).  The parapet 

foil-faced base flashing terminates on the top of the wall without a sheet metal 

cap and is damaged in numerous locations (Image EE-6); we observed bee 

hives in two holes in the base flashing (Images EE-7 and EE-8).  Coating repairs 

have been made along the base of the penthouse brick veneer exterior wall and 

efflorescence is visible in the brick (Image EE-9).  There are no weeps along the 

base of the brick veneer. 
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● Level 2 Roof: The built-up roof has a red-colored cap sheet and perimeter edge 

metal (Image EE-10).  Drainage is provided by eight roof drains; there are no 

overflow drains.  Ponding stains are visible on the roof and repairs are visible at 

two roof drains (Image EE-10).  Coating repairs have been made at the roof/brick 

veneer junction and edge metal joints (Image 11). 

 

● Awning Roof (Adjacent to West Public Corridor): The built-up roof has slope to 

two roof drains.  There are no overflow drains.  Roof repairs and ponding stains 

are visible (Image EE-12). 

 
Curtainwall 

The exterior walls consist of a combination of brick veneer and curtain wall.  The main 4-

story curtainwall is curved; steel framed, and is set on a 6 in. high sloped concrete curb 

(Images EE-13 and EE-14).  Wall heaters are located on the interior side of the 

curtainwall at each floor.  The two story curtainwall is aluminum framed and is not set on 

a curb (Image EE-15).  Both curtainwalls are single glazed and a film has been applied 

on the interior side of the glass. 

 

The curved curtainwall has vision glass and green-colored spandrel glass at floor lines.  

The glazing is held in place by steel trim pieces that are connected to the steel frame 

with exposed screws covered with sealant (Image EE-16).  Sealant is applied to the 

glazing/trim and frame joints.  We observed corrosion on the steel frame and trim pieces, 

red staining on the spandrel glass, some exposed fasteners, and some missing sealant 

at glazing/trim joints (Images EE-17 and EE-18).  Some sealant is crazed.  There are no 

weeps in the curtainwall frame. 

 

We selected a random run of 21 individual glazing units to observe on each floor.  Our 

observations are summarized in Table 1 (Images EE-19 and EE-20).   

 

Table 1: Representative Survey of Curtainwall Conditions 

Level 

Total 

Vision 

Glass 

Surveyed 

Broken 

Vision 

Glass 

Leak from 

Above 

Head 

Water- 

Damaged 

Floor Tile 

Corrosion 

of Interior 

Side of Sill 

Corrosion 

of Exterior 

Side of Sill 

1 21 3 19 12 15 21 

2 21 0 20 0 21 18 

3 21 1 18 0 20 19 

4 21 0 16 0 21 20 
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Select Interior Building Areas 
 

● Old City Council Room: Waterstains are visible on the window sills (Image EE-

21). 

● Stair 2: Waterstains are visible at cold joints in the concrete wall; concrete cracks 

occur on the interior and exterior side of the wall (Image EE-22). 

● Corridor (Level 2): Waterstains and delaminated paint are visible on walls and 

the ceiling (Image EE-23). 

● Lobby Ceiling: Waterstains are visible that align with the building wall above (Grid 

Line A, Image EE-24). 

● Private Dining Room (Level 1): Waterstains are visible on the carpet, along the 

two-story curtainwall sill, and on ceiling tiles.  There are dark stains around 

outlets, fans, and electrical switches and corrosion on the curtainwall frame 

(Image EE-25). 

● Cafeteria (Level 1): Waterstains are visible on the ceiling tiles.  Corrosion is 

visible on the curtainwall frame (Image EE-26). 

● Level 2: Efflorescence is visible at the brick wall/curtainwall interface on the 

interior brick wall.  A gap exists between the curtainwall jamb and adjacent brick 

wall (Grid Line 4.5, Image EE-27).  

 

Discussion 

 

Roofs 

 

We observed ponding stains on the roofs indicating inadequate drainage.  The observed 

patching and repairs to the roof membrane indicate attempts to stop water intrusion into the 

underlying interior space.  We observed damaged membrane flashing at roof parapet areas that 

indicate the roof membrane is no longer providing a watertight system.  Holes in the base 

flashing at some locations are filled with bee hives.  A coating has been applied at roof/brick 

veneer junctions indicating a past history of leakage.  There is no access to the Level 2 and 

Awning roofs.   

 

Exterior Walls 
 

The exterior walls are a combination of brick veneer over concrete and curtainwalls. 

 

The brick veneer does not have weeps at the base and repairs indicate past problems.  The 

observed efflorescence shows water has passed through the brick. 

 

The curtainwall is a steel frame with single glazing.  The original drawings show weeps for each 

glazing unit.  The as-built condition does not have weeps and relies on sealant at glazing/frame 

and over exposed fasteners for waterproofing.  We observed staining and corrosion of the steel 

framing indicating a history of leakage and degradation to the steel frame.  
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The existing single-glazed curtainwall appears to be original and a film was added to improve 

thermal characteristics.  Contemporary curtainwall systems typically have dual glazing for 

enhanced thermal performance. 

 

Select Interior Building Areas 
 

We observed waterstains that illustrate water intrusion was experienced into the building.  We 

observed concrete through wall cracks in the stairwell with waterstains that indicate water 

intrusion was experienced into the building.  We observed waterstains and corrosion at and 

around windows in the two-story and four-story curtainwalls indicating water into the building 

interior. 

 

Conclusions 
●  The roofs have reached the end of their service lives and should be replaced. 

 

● The curtainwalls and windows have reached the end of their service lives and 

should be replaced.   Since they will be dual glazed, the new curtainwalls will be 

thicker and heavier than the original systems.  Since it is unclear if the existing 

frame can support the increased loads, and corroded portions of the frame will 

need to be either repaired or replaced, it seems more economical to replace the 

curtainwalls and design new connections.  

  

Recommendations 
 

Roofs 
 

● General: The roofs should be removed and replaced.  Two roof system options 

are: PVC single ply roof and a 4-ply built-up roof with a mineral-surfaced cap 

sheet.  The roof color should be white for Title 24 prescription compliance and 

reduced heat absorption into the roof.  Since this may create glare/light reflection 

problems for occupants that can view the lower roofs, a different color can be 

used (e.g., red similar to the existing roofs), provided that Title 24 compliance is 

satisfied.  Scope items specific to each roof area are listed below. 

 

● Mechanical Penthouse Roof: Replace the roof drain bowl and add an overflow.  

Install new two-piece 22 ga. galvanized steel sheet metal (GSM) edge metal at 

the perimeters.  Replace the roof access ladder and raise the mechanical unit 

curb heights to 8 in. minimum height above the finished roof surface (if the units 

will remain).  Sheet metal caps should be installed on the penthouse walls with 

exposed concrete tops. 
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● Main Roof: Replace the roof drain bowls and add overflow drains (1 per roof 

drain).  Install GSM caps at the parapet tops.  The parapet cap should be 

supported with a cleat on one side and fasteners with neoprene-clad washers on 

the other side.  Remove abandoned mechanical equipment.  Add weeps to the 

base of the brick veneer of the mechanical penthouse.  Infill the parapet opening 

where the annex walkway will be removed.  Consider adding davits for a swing 

stage to maintain and clean the curtainwalls. 

 

● Level 2 Roof: Replace the roof drain bowls and add overflow drains (1 per roof 

drain).  Install new two-piece GSM edge metal at roof perimeters.  Remove 

abandoned mechanical equipment.  Add weeps along the base of the brick 

veneer of the exterior wall.  Install a roof hatch to provide access for roof 

maintenance.  We recommend selecting a closet location on the second floor as 

the access point which will provide space for a ladder and facilitate hallway traffic 

during roof maintenance. 

 

• Awning Roof: Replace the roof drain bowls and add overflow drains (1 per drain).  

Install parapet caps to counterflash the base flashing.  Add weeps along the base 

of the brick veneer of the exterior wall.  Raise pipe penetrations to be 8 in. above 

the finished roof surface.  Install sleepers for roof-mounted conduits. 

 

Exterior Walls 
 

● Brick Veneer: Install a new weep system at the base of the veneer.  In addition, 

some repointing and sealing of the brick should be included.  The absorption 

characteristic of the brick can be determined by field testing during the design 

phase to confirm the need for sealing.  The efflorescence should be cleaned prior 

to the sealing. 

 

Curtainwalls   

 

● Remove the existing curtainwall and replace with a dual-glazed curtainwall 

that is similar in appearance to maintain the building aesthetics and historical 

appearance.  Suggested manufacturers are Wausau (e.g., 6250 Superwall), 

Kawneer (e.g., 1600UT Wall System 1), and EFCO (e.g., 5600 System).  The 

new system shall have weeps and be set on the existing curb (4-story curtain 

wall) and a new 6 in. high curb (2-story curtainwall).  The structure will need 

to be checked to confirm it can support the new curtainwall system. Structural 

strengthening may be required.  A dual-glazed system will be heavier than a 

single-glazed system.  We do not recommend re-using the existing 

curtainwall frame due to the level of corrosion observed and the new thicker 

curtainwall may not fit. 
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● Remove and replace the windows and curtainwalls in the two-story portion of 

the building.  The new windows and curtainwalls shall be dual glazed. 

LEED Analysis for Silver Certification of the City Hall 
Building (based on USGBC LEED checklist) 
The project will be targeting LEED Certification under the LEED for New Construction and Major 
Renovations 2009 program.  The following targeted prerequisites and credits are intended to be 
pursued: 

 

Sustainable Sites (SS) 

 

●  SSp1 – Construction Activity Pollution Prevention – Create and implement an 
erosion  and sedimentation control plan for all construction activities associated 
with the project requirements of 2003 EPA Construction General Permit or local 
standards and codes. 

● SSc2 – Development Density and Community Connectivity – Renovate a building 
on a site that meets the following criteria: 

 - Is located on a previously developed site 
 - Is within ½ mile of a residential area or neighborhood with an average density of 

10 units per acre net 
 - Is within ½ mile of at least 10 basic services 
 - has pedestrian access between the building and the services 
 
● SSc4.1 – Alternate Transportation – Public transportation access – To reduce 

pollution and land development impacts from automobile use by locating the 
project within ½ mile walking distance (measured from a main building entrance) 
of an existing or planned and funded commuter rail, light rail, subway station or 
locate the project within ¼- mile walking distance (measured from a main building 
entrance) of 1 or more stops for 2 or more public, campus, private bus lines 
usable by building occupants.  

● SSc4.2 – Alternate Transportation – Bicycle Storage and Changing Rooms – To 
reduce pollution and land development impacts from automobile use. Provide 
secure bicycle racks and/or storage within 200 yards of a building entrance for 
5% or more of all building users (measured at peak periods) Provide shower and 
changing facilities in the building, or within 200 yards of a building entrance, for 
0.5 % of full-time equivalent (FTE) occupants. 

  

● SSc4.3 – Alternate Transportation Low Emitting and Fuel Efficient Vehicles.  – To 
reduce pollution and land development impacts from automobile use. Provide 
preferred parking for low emitting and fuel –efficient vehicles for 5% of the total 
vehicle parking capacity of the site. 

 

● SSc4.4 – Alternate Transportation – Parking Capacity – To reduce pollution and 
land development impacts from automobile use. Provide preferred parking for 
carpools or vanpools for 5% of the total parking spaces or provide no new 
parking 
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● SSc5.1 - Site Development – Protect or Restore Habitat – To conserve existing 
natural areas and restore damaged areas to provide habitat and promote 
biodiversity. Restore or protect a minimum of 50% of the side (excluding the 
building footprint) or 20% of the total site area (including building footprint) 
whichever is greater with native or adapted vegetation.  

 

● SSc5.2 – Site Development – Maximize Open Space – To promote biodiversity 
by providing a high ration of open space to development footprint. Reduce the 
Development footprint and or provide vegetated open space equal to 20% of the 
project site area.  

 
● SSc6.1 – Stormwater Design – Quantity Control – To limit disruption of natural 

hydrology by reducing impervious cover, increasing on site infiltration, reducing 
or laminating eliminating pollution from stormwater runoff and eliminating 
contaminants. Implement a stormwater management plan that results in a 25% 
decrease in the volume of stormwater runoff from the 2-year 24-hour design 
storm. 

 

● SSc7.1 – Heat Island Effect – Non Roof – To reduce heat islands to minimize 
impacts on microclimates and human and wildlife habitat by providing hardscape 
materials with an SRI of at least 29 and use an open – grid pavement system (at 
least 50% pervious). 

 

● SSc7.2 – Heat Island Effect – Roof – To reduce heat islands to minimize impacts 
on microclimates and human and wildlife habitats by using roofing materials with 
a solar reflectance index(SRI) equal to or greater than the values in the table 
below for a minimum of 75% of the roof surface.  

 

● SSc8 – Light Pollution Reduction – To minimize light trespass from the building 
and site, reduce sky-glow to increase night sky access, improve nighttime 
visibility through glare reduction and reduce development impact from lighting on 
nocturnal environments.  

 

Water Efficiency (WE) 
 

● WEp1 – Water Use Reduction – 20% - This prerequisite requires achieving a 

20% water use savings over the minimum requirements of the Energy Policy Act 

of 1992’s baselines.  Water conserving plumbing fixtures will be specified, 

including: 

- 0.5 gpm metering lavatories 
- 1.5 gpm aerators on other sinks 
- 1.28 gpf water closets 
- Water free urinals 
- 1.5 gpm shower heads 
-  
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● WEc1 – Water Efficient Landscaping – To limit or eliminate the use of potable 

water or other natural surface or subsurface water resources available on or near 

the project site for landscape irrigation by installing landscaping that does not 

require permanent irrigation systems. Temporary irrigation systems used for 

plant establishment are allowed only if removed within 1 year of installation. 

 

● WEc2 – Innovative Wastewater Technology – This credit requires a 50% 

reduction in the use of potable water for building sewage conveyance.  This 

credit may be achievable through the use of water conserving fixtures. 

 

● WEc3.1/3.2 – Water Use Reduction – 30/35/40% - Additional points are available 

for a water use reduction beyond the minimum 20% in WEp1. 

 

Energy and Atmosphere (EA) 

 

● EAp1 – Fundamental Commissioning of the Building Energy Systems – Third 

party commissioning (functional testing) will be required for all energy consuming 

systems including, but not limited to air handling units, exhaust fan, split system 

air conditioners, temperature and lighting control systems, emergency power 

systems, service water heating systems, pumps, etc. 

 

● EAp2 – Minimum Energy Performance – A whole building energy simulation 

must be performed for the new and renovated buildings.  The proposed buildings 

must exceed California Title 24, Part 6 (2005) energy efficiency requirements by 

a minimum of 10%.  To this end the following measures should be considered: 

- Double pane windows with low-E coating, and thermally broken frame 
- Minimum R-19 insulation in exterior walls 
- Minimum R-30 insulation in roof 
- High efficacy lighting using T-5 or compact fluorescent lamps and electronic 
ballasts with occupancy sensors 
- replacing HVAC equipment with new VAV air handling units, new high efficiency 
centrifugal chiller, new cooling tower w/VFD on the fan, new high efficiency 
boilers, variable speed pumping systems 
-new condensing style domestic water heaters  

 

● EAp3 – Fundamental Refrigerant Management – HVAC equipment and fire 

suppressions systems shall not use CFC. 

 

● EAc1 – Optimize Energy Performance – Multiple strategies outlined under EAp2 

can be used to further improve upon the building energy performance.  

Additionally, on-site renewable energy systems such as photovoltaic panels and 

solar thermal systems could be used to achieve further energy savings. 
 

● EAc2 – On Site Renewable Energy – To increase levels of on-site renewable energy self-
supply to reduce environmental and economic impacts associated with fossil fuel energy 

use by using - on site renewable energy systems such as photo-voltaic  
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● EAc3 – Enhanced Commissioning – This credit requires that the Commissioning 

Agent (CxA) be engaged prior to the completion of the Construction Documents 

phase.  In addition to the Fundamental Commissioning requirement, the CxA will 

review the project plans and specifications for constructability coordination as 

well as for energy conservation opportunities.  The CxA will also review 

contractor material submittals for the systems that will be commissioned.  They 

will perform a follow review of the installed systems around 9 months post-

occupancy to identify any warranty related problems prior to the expiration of the 

1-year contractor’s warranty period.  The benefit provided by enhanced 

commissioning will depend on the complexity of the installed systems.  In other 

words, the more complex the installed systems, the greater the benefit realized 

from enhanced commissioning. 

 

● EAc4 – Enhanced Refrigeration Management – Achieving this credit will depend 

on the size and type of HVAC and refrigeration systems installed, as well as the 

refrigerant efficiency of these systems.   

 

● EAc5 – Measurement and Verification – To provide for ongoing accountability of 
building energy consumption over time. Develop and implement a measurement 
and verification (M&V) plan to determine energy savings and the period must 
cover at least 1 year of post- construction occupancy. 

 

● EAc6 – Green Power – To encourage the development and use of grid- source, 
renewable energy technologies on a net zero pollution basis. Engage in a least a 
2 year renewable energy contract to provide at least 35% of the building 
electricity from renewable sources as defined by the Center for Resource 
Solutions’ Green –e Energy product certification requirements. 

 

Materials and Resources (MR) 

 

● MRp1 – Storage and Collection of Recyclables – To facilitate the reduction of 
waste generated by building occupants that is hauled to and disposed of in 
landfills by providing an easily-accessible dedicated area or for the collection and 
storage materials for recycling for the entire building. Materials must include at a 
minimum paper, corrugated cardboard, glass, plastics and metals.  

● MRc1.1 – Building Reuse – Maintain Existing Walls, Floors and Roof – Maintain 
the existing building structure (including structural floor and roof decking) and 
envelope(the exterior skin and framing, excluding window assemblies and non-
structural roofing material). Building reuse of 95%.  

● MRc1.2 – Building Reuse – Maintain Interior Nonstructural Elements – Use 
existing interior nonstructural elements (e.g., interior walls, doors, floor coverings 
and ceiling systems)in at least 50% (by area) of the completed building. 

 

● MRc2 – Construction Waste Management – To divert at least 50% construction 
and demolition debris from disposal in landfills and incineration facilities. Redirect 
recyclable recovered resources back to the manufacturing process and reusable 
materials to appropriate sites. 
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● MRc3 – Material Reuse – To reuse building materials and products to reduce 
demand for virgin materials and reduce waste. Use salvaged, refurbished or 
reused materials, the sun of which constitutes at least 5% or 10% based on cost 
of the total value of materials on the project.  

 

● MRc4 – Recycled Content – To increase demand for building products that 
incorporate recycled content materials, thereby reducing impacts resulting from 
extraction and processing of virgin materials. Use materials with recycled content 
such that the sum of postconsumer recycled content plus ½ of the preconsumer 
content constitutes at least 10% or 20% based on cost, of the total value of the 
materials in the project.  

 

● MRc5 – Regional Materials – To increase demand for building materials and 
products that are extracted and manufactured within the region, thereby 
supporting the use of indigenous resources and reducing the environmental 
impacts resulting from transportation. Use building materials or products that 
have been extracted, harvested or recovered, as well manufactured, within 500 
miles of the project site for a minimum of 10% or 20% based on cost, of the total 
materials value.  

 

● MRc6 – Rapidly Renewable Materials – To reduce the use and depletion of finite 
raw materials and long cycle renewable materials by replacing them with rapidly 
renewable materials. Use rapidly renewable building materials and products for 
2.5% of the total value of all building materials and products used in the project, 
based on cost. 

● MRc7 – Certified Wood – To encourage environmentally responsible forest management. 
Use a minimum of 50% (based on cost) of wood-based materials and products that are 
certified in accordance with the Forest Stewardship Council’s principles and criteria, for 
wood building components. These components include at a minimum, structural framing 
and general dimensional framing, flooring, sub-flooring, wood doors and finishes.  

   

Indoor Environmental Quality (IEQ) 

 

● IEQp1 – Minimum IAQ Performance – The ventilation system will be designed to 

meet or exceed the requirements of ASHRAE 62.1, 2007 and the California 

Mechanical Code. 
 

● IEQp2 – Environmental Tobacco Smoke (ETS) Control – To prevent or minimize 
exposure of building occupants, indoor surfaces and ventilation air distribution 
systems to environmental tobacco smoke (ETS). Prohibit smoking in the building, 
on-property smoking within 25 feet of entries, outdoor air intakes, provide 
signage to allow smoking in designated areas, prohibit smoking in designated 
areas or prohibit smoking on the entire property. 

 

● IEQp3 – Minimum Acoustical Performance – To provide classrooms that are 
quiet so that teachers can speak to the class without straining their voices and 
students can effectively communicate with each other and the teacher. For 
classrooms less than 20,000 Cubic Feet confirm that 100% of all ceiling areas 
(excluding lights, diffusers and grilles) in all classrooms and learning spaces are 
finished with a material that has a Noise Reduction Coefficient (NRC) of 0.70 or 
higher. 
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● IEQc1- Outdoor Air Delivery Monitoring – In order to achieve this credit, air flow 

measuring stations would need to be provided at each of the air handling units to 

monitor the quantity of outdoor air provided.  Additionally, CO2 sensors would 

need to be installed in the densely occupied spaces to monitor ventilation 

effectiveness and to allow ventilation air quantities to be reduced when the space 

is not fully occupied.   

 

● IEQc2 – Increased Ventilation – Achieving this credit requires that the quantity of 

outdoor air provided exceed the code minimum requirements by 30%.  This 

credit will need to be evaluated during design to determine if the energy penalty 

associated with the increased ventilation rate is acceptable to the Owner. 

 

● IEQc3.1 – Construction IAQ Management Plan – During Construction – The 

contractor will be required to prepare and IAQ management plan and implement 

it during construction.  This plan must include measures to protect the installed 

ductwork from contamination with dust and construction debris, measures to 

protect absorptive materials from moisture damage and protection of any 

permanently installed HVAC that is run during construction from dust 

contamination.  Most of the measures required to achieve this credit are best 

practices that reputable contractors are already implementing. 

 

● IEQc3.2 – Construction IAQ Management Plan – Prior to Occupancy – As a 

continuation of the IAQ management plan implemented during construction, the 

contractor is required to flush-out the building with a large volume of outdoor air 

to dilute any VOCs from the installed materials. 

 

● IEQc4.1 – Low-Emitting Materials – Adhesives and Sealants – To reduce the 
quantity of indoor air contaminants that are odorous, irrigating and/or harmful to 
the comfort and well-being of installers and occupants. All adhesives and 
sealants used on the interior of the building (i.e., inside of the weatherproofing 
system and applied on-site) must comply with South Coast Air Quality 
Management District (SCAQMD) Rule # 1168.  

 

● IEQc4.2 – Low- Emitting Materials – Paints and Coatings – To reduce the 
quantity of indoor air contaminants that are odorous, irritating and/or harmful to 
the comfort and well-being of installers and occupants. Architectural paints and 
coatings applied to interior walls and ceilings must not exceed the volatile organic 
compound (VOC) content limits established in Green Seal Standard GS-11, 
Paints, 1st Edition, May 20, 1993. 

 

● IEQc4.3 - Low-Emitting Materials – Flooring Systems – To reduce the quantity of 
indoor air contaminants that are odorous, irritating and/or harmful to the comfort 
and well being of installers and occupants and comply with applicable standards. 
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● IEQc4.4 – Low-Emitting Materials – Composite Wood and Agrifiber Products – 
To reduce the quantity of indoor air contaminants that are odorous, irritating 
and/or harmful to the comfort and well-being of installers and occupants. 
Composite wood and agrifiber products used on the interior of the building must 
contain no added urea-formaldehyde resins.  

 

● IEQc4.6 - Low-Emitting Materials – Ceiling and Wall Systems – To reduce the 
quantity of indoor air contaminants that are odorous, irritating, and/or harmful to 
the comfort and well-being of installers and occupants. All gypsum board, 
insulation, acoustical ceiling systems and wall coverings installed in the building 
interior must meet the testing and product requirements of the California 
Department of Health Services Standard Practice for the testing of Volatile 
Organic Emissions from Various Sources Using Small-Scale Environmental 
Chambers, including 2004 Addenda. 

 

● IEQc5 – Indoor Chemical and Pollutant Source Control – Achievement of this 

credit requires three measures to control indoor pollutants.  Walk-off mats will be 

provided at all of the primary entries.  The filtration media installed at the air 

handling equipment will need to be increased a minimum MERV 13 filters.  Areas 

of chemical storage such as custodial closets and the detergent storage room at 

the Laundry will need to have either full height walls or hard lid ceilings, must 

have automatic closers on all the doors and will need to be kept negative 

pressure with all air exhausted to outside the building. 
 

● IEQc6.1 – Controllability of Systems – Lighting – To provide a high level of 
lighting system control by individual occupants or groups on multi-occupant 
spaces (e.g., classrooms and conference areas) and promote their productivity, 
comfort and well-being. Provide individual lighting controls for 90 % (minimum) of 
the building occupants to enable adjustments to suit individual task needs and 
preferences and lighting system controls for all shared multi-occupant spaces.  

 

● IEQc6.2 – Controllability of Systems – Thermal Comfort – To provide a high level 
of thermal comfort system control by individual occupants (for 50% minimum of 
the building occupants) or groups in multi-occupant spaces (e.g., classrooms or 
conference areas) and promote their productivity, comfort and wellbeing.  

 

● IEQc7.1 – Thermal Comfort – Design – To provide a comfortable thermal 
environment that promotes occupant productivity and well-being. Design heating, 
ventilating and air conditioning (HVAC) systems and the building envelope to 
meet the requirements of ASHRAE Standards55-2004, Thermal Environmental 
Conditions for Human Occupancy.  

 

● IEQc8.1 – Daylight and Views – Daylight – To provide for the building occupants 
with connection between  indoor spaces and the outdoors through the 
introduction of daylight and views into the 75% of regularly occupied areas of the 
building. 

 

● IEQc8.2 – Daylight and Views – Views – To provide building occupants a 
connection to the outdoors through the introduction of daylight and views into the 
90% of all regularly occupied areas. 
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Innovation in Design (ID) 

 

●   IDc1 – Innovation in Design – To provide opportunity to achieve exceptional 
performance above the requirements set by the LEED Green Building Rating 
System. 

 

● IDc2 – LEED Accredited Professional – To support and encourage the design 
integration required by LEED to streamline the application and certification 
process where at least 1 principal participant of the project team (BFGC – IBI 
Group) is a LEED Accredited Professional (AP).  

 

Regional Priority (RP) 

 

● RPc1 – Regional Priority – To provide an incentive for the achievement of credits 
that address geographically specific environmental priorities and employ 
strategies that reduce potable water use for building sewage conveyance by 50% 
or more through  the use of water-conserving fixtures (e.g., water closets, urinals) 
or nonpotable water (e.g., captured rainwater, recycled graywater, on-site or 
municipally treated wastewater for WEc2 – Innovative Wastewater Technologies. 
.Provide   40% water savings   for WEc3 – Water use Reduction. Use on-site at 
least 1% renewable energy systems to offset building energy costs for EAc2 – 
On-site Renewable Energy. Building re- use of 95% for MRc1.1 – Building Reuse 
– Maintain Existing Walls, floors and Roof. Achieve daylighting in 75% and more 
of regularly occupied spaces for IEQc8.1 – Daylight and Views – Daylight.  

Cost Estimate (CUMMING) 

 

Refer to enclosed Conceptual Design Statement of Probable Cost - Final – dated May 24, 2012 prepared 

by Cumming. 
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County of Santa Clara Project No: 12-00254.00
San Jose City Hall Date: 05/24/12
Conceptual Design Statement of Probable Cost - Final

A Design Info:
Design Information: IBI Assessment Study 2012 - (Architectural, Façade & Roof, Mechanical & Plumbing, IT)

INTRODUCTION

Purpose of Estimate
This estimate has been prepared, pursuant to an agreement between IBI Group and Cumming, for the purpose of establishing a 
probable cost of construction at Conceptual Design milestone stage.

Project Description
The project scope involves the improvements of a existing 2 & 4 story 113,000 sf  Former City Hall building including all associated 
site demolition, improvements, and utilities. Annex Building demolition is also included.

This statement has been prepared from the following documentation received 04/19/12 from IBI Group. The received information 
includes…

Basis of Estimate

Steinberg Assessment Study 2003 - (Structural and Electrical narratives)

Construction Schedule

The information listed above is considered to be at conceptual design level for estimating purposes.

The estimate detail has been formatting in industry standard 16 Division CSI Format separated into "Building", "Special Equipment", 
and "Sitework" sections.

The construction schedule is assumed to be 10 months total with a start date of Q4 2013 with all work constructed within one phase. 
No allowances have been made for premiums associated with accelerated schedules or shift work.

Method of Procurement
It is our understanding that project will be procured through a design - bid - build process.
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County of Santa Clara Project No: 12-00254.00
San Jose City Hall Date: 05/24/12
Conceptual Design Statement of Probable Cost - Final

INTRODUCTION

1 bidder add +24% to +40%
2 to 3 bids add +15% to +20%
4 to 5 bids add +4% to +10%
6 to 7 bids deduct  0% to -4%
More than 8 bids deduct -5% to -20%

Wherever possible, this estimate has been based upon the actual measurement of different items of work.  For the remaining items, 
parametric measurements were used in conjunction with references from other projects of a similar nature.

It is prudent for all program budgets to include an allowance for change orders which occur during construction.  These change 
orders normally increase the cost of the project. It is recommended that the County, in their program budget, carry a percentage of 
2% to 8% of the construction cost for this construction contingency.

This estimate was prepared by a team of qualified cost consultants experienced in estimating construction costs at all stages of 
design. These consultants have used pricing data from Cumming's database updated to reflect current conditions in the Santa Clara 
County, California area.

Subcontractor's Mark-ups

Basis for Unit Costs

Design Allowances
An allowance of 15% for undeveloped design details has been included in the summary of this estimate.  As the design of each 
system is further developed, details which historically increase cost became apparent and must be incorporated into the estimate. 
This allowance is intended to cover the cost of such details.

Escalation has been included to reflect the schedule / mid point noted above.

Unit costs as contained herein are based on current bid prices in construction cost summary.  Subcontractor’s overhead and profit is 
included in each line item unit cost.  This overhead and profit covers each subcontractor’s cost for labor burden, materials and 
equipment sales taxes, field overhead, home office overhead, and profit. The general contractor’s overhead and profit is shown 
separately on the summary.

As stated earlier, subcontractor’s mark-ups have been included in each line item unit cost.  Depending on the trade, these mark-ups 
can range from 3% to 15% of the raw cost for that particular item of work.

Escalation Allowance

Sources for Pricing

General Contractor's Overhead and Profit
Jobsite general conditions, home office overhead, profit, and bond are shown on the summary of this estimate.  

Construction Contingency

Basis for Quantities

Bid Conditions
Historical cost data indicates that the number of competitive bids obtained has the following effect:
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County of Santa Clara Project No: 12-00254.00
San Jose City Hall Date: 05/24/12
Conceptual Design Statement of Probable Cost - Final

INTRODUCTION

Land acquisition and real estate fees.
Professional design and consulting fees. 
Owner’s field inspection costs.
Construction manager’s fees. 
General building permit. 
Testing fees.
Telephone and low voltage equipment.
Trash containers (dumpsters).
Owner-furnished items.
Owners contingency.
Low voltage devices and cable.
Geotechnical report recommendations.
Temporary housing relocations.
Offsite work.

Subcontractor’s and general contractor’s mark-ups.

Design and inflation allowances.

Items Excluded from the Estimate (Unless noted in the Estimate)

Any other non-competitive bid situations.
Bids delayed beyond the projected schedule.

Items Affecting the Cost Estimate
Items which may change the estimated construction cost include, but are not limited to:

Unforeseen sub-surface conditions.
Modifications to the scope of work included in this estimate.

LEED 
Demolition of ANNEX and County Health Building

Items Included in the Estimate

Restrictive technical specifications or excessive contract conditions.

Items which are detailed in the backup to this estimate include the following:
Exterior closure, roofing, interior construction, stairs, interior finishes, conveying, plumbing, HVAC, fire protection, electrical, 
equipment, site preparation, site improvements, and site electrical utilities as detailed on plans and outline narrative referred to 
herein.

Any specified item of equipment, material, or product that cannot be obtained from at least three different sources.
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County of Santa Clara Project No: 12-00254.00
San Jose City Hall Date: 05/24/12
Conceptual Design Statement of Probable Cost - Final

INTRODUCTION

It is recommended that there are preparations of further cost estimates throughout design by Cumming to determine overall cost 
changes since the preparation of this preliminary estimate.  These future estimates will have detailed breakdowns indicating 
materials by type, kind, and size, priced by their respective units of measure.

Cumming recommends that the Owner and the Architect carefully review this entire document to insure that it reflects their design 
intent.  Requests for modifications of any apparent errors or omissions to this document must be made to Cumming  within ten days 
of receipt of this estimate.  Otherwise, it will be understood that the contents have been concurred with and accepted.  If the project is 
over budget, or there are unresolved budgeting issues, alternate systems/schemes should be evaluated before proceeding into 
further design phases.

Recommendations for Cost Control
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County of Santa Clara Project No: 12-00254.00
San Jose City Hall Date: 05/24/12
Santa Clara, California
Conceptual Design Statement of Probable Cost - Final

Total
Description SF-age Cost / SF Construction Cost

1. Building Improvements 113,430  SF $176.67 $20,040,212

2. Seismic Structural Improvements 113,430  SF $19.50 $2,211,345

3. Façade & Roof Improvements 113,430  SF $53.12 $6,025,310

4. Sitework 145,000  SF $14.83 $2,149,633

5. HazMat Removal

HazMat Material (flooring, ceiling, walls, duct, piping, insulation etc) 113,430  SF $5.99 $680,000

HazMat Material (Annex Building) 86,394  SF $6.02 $520,000

HazMat Material (County Health Building) 51,800  SF $5.98 $310,000

6. LEED Premium 113,430  SF $7.93 $900,000

7. Sub-Total Construction Cost (Q2 / 2012) $32,836,500

Additional Costs

8. Escalation (MOC Q3 / 2014) 6.81% $2,237,329

9. Owners Soft Cost / Overhead (As per Owners Instruction) 30.00% $10,522,149

10. Total Construction Cost (Including escalation) $45,595,978

Design Options (inclusive of mark-ups)

A. Remove corridor walls and create open plan office for all floors ADD Incl in Base Scope

B. Replace corridor wall with fire rated glass & doors along offices ADD $460,000

Overall Construction Cost Summary
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San Jose City Hall

Construction Cost Summary (by CSI Division)
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County of Santa Clara Project No: 12-00254.00
San Jose City Hall Date: 05/24/12
Santa Clara, California
Conceptual Design Statement of Probable Cost - Final

Structural Façade & Roof Total
CSI Section Buildings Improvements Improvements Sitework Bldg + Site

1 General Conditions (Incl. Below)
2 Sitework $317,885 $1,616,614 $1,934,499

3 Concrete $1,663,024 $1,663,024

4 Masonry
5 Metals $229,401 $430,000 $659,401

6 Wood & Plastics $260,055 $260,055

7 Thermal & Moisture $405,137 $405,137

8 Doors & Windows $335,877 $3,634,650 $3,970,527

9 Finishes $2,502,752 $2,502,752

10 Specialties $354,653 $25,000 $379,653

11 Equipment $179,850 $179,850

12 Furnishings $283,403 $283,403

13 Special Construction
14 Conveying $50,000 $50,000

15 Mechanical $6,408,617 $36,500 $6,445,117

16 Electrical $4,148,591 $4,148,591

Subtotal $15,071,083 $1,663,024 $4,531,287 $1,616,614 $22,882,009
General Conditions (9%) $1,356,398 $149,672 $407,816 $145,495 $2,059,381

GC Fee, OH & P (4%) $657,099 $72,508 $197,564 $70,484 $997,656

Bonds & insurance (2%) $341,692 $37,704 $102,733 $36,652 $518,781

Design Contingency (15%) $2,613,941 $288,436 $785,910 $280,387 $3,968,674

Total Construction Cost $20,040,212 $2,211,345 $6,025,310 $2,149,633 $30,426,500

Construction Cost Summary (by CSI Division)
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San Jose City Hall

Controls
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San Jose City Hall
Schedule of Areas & Control Quantities Project No: 12-00254.00
Conceptual Design Statement of Probable Cost - Final Date: 05/24/12

Schedule of Areas SF SF

1. Enclosed areas (x 100%)

Level 1 33,548
Level 2 33,241
Level 3 23,338
Level 4 23,303

Subtotal - enclosed areas 113,430

2. Total Gross Floor Area 113,430
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San Jose City Hall

Building Improvements
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County of Santa Clara
San Jose City Hall
Santa Clara, California Project No: 12-00254.00
Conceptual Design Statement of Probable Cost - Final Date: 05/24/12

Element Total Cost / SF

1 General Conditions (Incl. Below)
2 Sitework $317,885 $2.80

3 Concrete
4 Masonry
5 Metals $229,401 $2.02

6 Wood & Plastics $260,055 $2.29

7 Thermal & Moisture
8 Doors & Windows $335,877 $2.96

9 Finishes $2,502,752 $22.06

10 Specialties $354,653 $3.13

11 Equipment $179,850 $1.59

12 Furnishings $283,403 $2.50

13 Special Construction
14 Conveying $50,000 $0.44

15 Mechanical $6,408,617 $56.50

16 Electrical $4,148,591 $36.57

Subtotal $15,071,083 $132.87

General Conditions 9.00% $1,356,398 $11.96

Subtotal $16,427,481 $144.82

General Contractor OH&P 4.00% $657,099 $5.79

Subtotal $17,084,580 $150.62

Bonds & Insurance 2.00% $341,692 $3.01

Subtotal $17,426,272 $153.63

Design Contingency 15.00% $2,613,941 $23.04

Subtotal $20,040,212 $176.67

Escalation - see front summary

TOTAL ESTIMATED CONSTRUCTION COST $20,040,212 $176.67

Total Area: 113,430 SF

Building Improvements Construction Cost Summary
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County of Santa Clara
San Jose City Hall
Santa Clara, California Project No: 12-00254.00
Conceptual Design Statement of Probable Cost - Final Date: 05/24/12

Element Unit Unit Cost Total

Building Improvements Detail Elements

2 Sitework

Interior Demolition
Demolish ceilings throughout 113,430        sf $0.75 $85,073
Remove floor finishes throughout (Lobby flooring to be cleaned) 109,297        sf $0.65 $71,043
Remove all non bearing walls in Café & Offices 80,103          sf $1.25 $100,129
Remove all doors (toilets/offices/council chambers/café) 91,602          sf $0.40 $36,641
Remove dumbwaiter elevator, convert to smoke shaft 1                   ea $25,000.00 $25,000
HazMat removal (floors, walls, ceilings, insulation, etc) 113,430        sf See Summary

Total - 2 Sitework $317,885

5 Metals

Stairs
Modify Lobby stair guardrail & handrail to code 1 ls $25,000.00 $25,000
Replace handrail & guardrails in West, North & East stairs 10 flt $12,500.00 $125,000

Miscellaneous Metals
Miscellaneous metals 113,430 sf $0.70 $79,401

Total - 5 Metals $229,401

6 Wood & Plastics

Rough Carpentry
Rough carpentry 113,430 sf $0.50 $56,715

Finish Carpentry / Cabinetry
Refurbish existing wood seating, Council Chambers 7,485 sf $6.00 $44,910

Bulding casework
New reception desk 1                   ls $35,000.00 $35,000
Miscellaneous casework 113,430        sf $1.00 $113,430
Storage shelving, allowance 1                   ls $10,000.00 $10,000

Total - 6 Wood & Plastics $260,055

7 Thermal & Moisture Protection

Roof Finish See Façade & Roof Improvements

Flashing See Façade & Roof Improvements

Total - 7 Thermal & Moisture Protection

8 Doors & Windows
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County of Santa Clara
San Jose City Hall
Santa Clara, California Project No: 12-00254.00
Conceptual Design Statement of Probable Cost - Final Date: 05/24/12

Element Unit Unit Cost Total

Building Improvements Detail Elements

Aluminum Framed Exterior Glazing Units
Curtain Walling See Façade & Roof Improvements

Interior glazing
Glazing at office space, allow 72,678          sf $1.50 $109,017

Exterior Doors, Incl Frame & Hardware
Entry Doors See Façade & Roof Improvements

Interior doors, including frame, hardware and finishes
Solid core wood door in HM frame

Replace interior doors as required 113,430        sf $1.50 $170,145
Hardware premium 113,430        sf $0.50 $56,715

Total - 8 Doors & Windows $335,877

9 Finishes

Interior Walls
Build out walls in office space (floor area) 72,678 sf $10.00 $726,780
2hr fire rated wall at west stair 850 sf $26.00 $22,100
1hr wall seperating Lobby and Council Chambers 1,800 sf $20.00 $36,000

Ceiling Finishes
Suspended acoustical ceiling tile, office space 72,678 sf $7.00 $508,746

Reinstall gypsum ceiling in Council Chambers/Main Lobby/Toilets 15,632 sf $9.00 $140,688

Patch and repair any damage to corridor hard lid ceilings & repaint 14,799 sf $3.00 $44,397
Install hard/suspended ceiling, Kitchen/Cafeteria 7,425 sf $7.00 $51,975

Wall Finishes
Clean interior stone/brick veneer in Lobby 900 sf $3.50 $3,150
Paint gypsum walls throughout 113,430 sf $0.80 $90,744
Refurbish wood paneling, Council Chambers 7,485 sf $3.50 $26,198
Replace water damaged wood paneling, Council Chambers 7,485 sf $2.00 $14,970
Ceramic tile, 6' 0" high 6,850 sf $15.00 $102,750
Architectural feature/balustrade wall at spiral staircases sf $40.00

Floor Finishes
Clean & polish terrazzo floor in Lobby 4,133 sf $2.25 $9,299
Patch repair terrazzo where cracks are located (say 30% of area) 1,240 sf $6.00 $7,439
Replace walk off pad at entrance 350 sf $6.50 $2,275
Replace carpeting in Lobby/Corridors 15,299 sf $4.90 $74,965
Replace carpet on Lobby stairs 1 ls $7,500.00 $7,500
Clean all concrete stairs & re-stain 10 flt $2,000.00 $20,000
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County of Santa Clara
San Jose City Hall
Santa Clara, California Project No: 12-00254.00
Conceptual Design Statement of Probable Cost - Final Date: 05/24/12

Element Unit Unit Cost Total

Building Improvements Detail Elements

Replace carpet flooring in offices 72,678 sf $4.50 $327,051
Replace all ceramic tile in restrooms 4,014 sf $15.00 $60,210
Stone flooring, Private Dining/Conference 3,713 sf $25.00 $92,813
Resilient flooring, Cafeteria/Kitchen 3,713 sf $7.00 $25,988
No finish at crawl space sf

Bases
Replace base 113,430 sf $0.50 $56,715

Miscellaneous
Enhanced interior finishes - allowance 1 ls $50,000.00 $50,000

Total - 9 Finishes $2,502,752

10 Specialties

Toilet Specialties
Restroom specialties 4,014 sf $15.00 $60,210

Building specialties
Tackboards, manual projector screens, etc 72,678 sf $2.00 $145,356

Miscellaneous
Signage 113,430 sf $0.90 $102,087
Provide accessible drinking fountains, allow 1 per floor 4 ea $2,500.00 $10,000
Fire extinguisher cabinets - allow 20 ea $350.00 $7,000
Restore interior landscaped area, incl fountain & irrigation system, 
replace decorative planting 1 ls $30,000.00 $30,000

Total - 10 Specialties $354,653

11 Equipment

Equipment
Kitchen equipment - allowance 1 ls $50,000.00 $50,000
Reinstall salvaged AV equipment, Council Chambers 1 ls $30,000.00 $30,000
Allow for new AV equipment as required, Council Chambers 7,485 sf $10.00 $74,850

Miscellaneous
Replace all damaged cafeteria seating 1 ls $25,000.00 $25,000

Total - 11 Equipment $179,850

12 Furnishings

Window coverings
New roller shades at curtain walling 35,787 sf $7.50 $268,403
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County of Santa Clara
San Jose City Hall
Santa Clara, California Project No: 12-00254.00
Conceptual Design Statement of Probable Cost - Final Date: 05/24/12

Element Unit Unit Cost Total

Building Improvements Detail Elements

Recessed floor mats
Floor mats at Lobby, allow 1 ls $15,000.00 $15,000

Total - 12 Furnishings $283,403

14 Conveying

Elevator
Cab finishes 2 ea $12,500.00 $25,000
Add chair lift, Council Chambers 1 ea $25,000.00 $25,000

Total - 14 Conveying $50,000

15 Mechanical

Plumbing
General plumbing equipment & specialties 113,430 sf $0.50 $56,715

Water heater, storage tank & pump 1 ls $35,000.00 $35,000
Fixtures (waterless urinals) 45 ea $1,500.00 $67,500
Fixtures, drain 10 ea $750.00 $7,500
Rough-ins 55 ea $1,250.00 $68,750

Waste / vent piping (ABS underground) 113,430 sf 1.75 $198,503
Domestic water piping 113,430 sf $1.25 $141,788
Roof drainage (ABS underground) 113,430 sf $1.50 $170,145
Condensate Drainage 113,430 sf $0.30 $34,029
Natural gas 113,430 sf $0.35 $39,701
Miscellaneous plumbing 113,430 sf $1.00 $113,430

Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning
Chiller, 300 ton, water-cooled, magnetic 300 ton $750.00 $225,000

Cooling tower, stainless steel base 300 ton $200.00 $60,000
Boiler (2), high-efficiency 3,000 mbh $15.00 $45,000
Pump, chw, cw & hhw w/vfd 6 ea $15,000.00 $90,000
Air-handling unit (2), main - 1st and 2nd floors 40,000 cfm $8.00 $320,000
Air-handling unit (1), main - 3rd and 4th, east 20,000 cfm $8.00 $160,000
Air-handling unit (1), main - 3rd and 4th, west 20,000 cfm $8.00 $160,000
Air-handling unit (1), Lobby 7,000 cfm $9.00 $63,000
Air-handling unit (1), City Council 14,000 cfm $9.00 $126,000
Air-handling unit (1), Council offices 3,750 cfm $9.00 $33,750
Air-handling unit (1), Cafeteria 16,000 cfm $9.00 $144,000
Vav box 100 ea $1,100.00 $110,000
Split-system, 2 ton w/refr piping, electric & telecom 3 ea $15,000.00 $45,000
Exhaust fan (2), bathrooms 3,000 cfm $2.00 $6,000
Chilled water piping, insulated (8" main) 113,430 sf $3.00 $340,290
Heating hot water piping, insulated (6" main) 113,430 sf $4.00 $453,720
Ductwork, insulated 119,101 lbs $12.50 $1,488,763
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County of Santa Clara
San Jose City Hall
Santa Clara, California Project No: 12-00254.00
Conceptual Design Statement of Probable Cost - Final Date: 05/24/12

Element Unit Unit Cost Total

Building Improvements Detail Elements

Air distribution equipment 113,430 sf $2.00 $226,860
DDC Controls (CO2 for lobby cafeteria & city council) 113,430 sf $4.25 $482,078
Testing & balancing 113,430 sf $1.00 $113,430
Miscellaneous HVAC 113,430 sf $2.00 $226,860

Fire Protection
Wet-pipe sprinklers, renovation 113,430 sf $4.90 $555,807

Total - 15 Mechanical $6,408,617

16 Electrical

Service and Distribution
New main switchgear, 2000 amp 480/277v 3ph 4w 1 ea $57,000.00 $57,000
New 480v distribution 1 ls $98,000.00 $98,000
New 208v distribution 1 ls $68,000.00 $68,000
New feeders 1 ls $155,000.00 $155,000
Emergency distribution 1 ls $12,500.00 $12,500
New generator, 250 kW 480/277v 3ph 4w 1 ea $135,000.00 $135,000
New ATS's 1 ls $57,000.00 $57,000
Emergency feeders 1 ls $28,000.00 $28,000
Grounding 1 ls $12,500.00 $12,500

HVAC and Equipment Connections
AHU connection 8 ea $1,980.00 $15,840
Pump connection, 20 hp max 8 ea $1,900.00 $15,200
Boiler connection 2 ea $1,000.00 $2,000
EF connection 2 ea $1,000.00 $2,000
Chiller connection 1 ea $3,500.00 $3,500
Cooling tower connection 1 ea $2,500.00 $2,500
Water heater, 2 kw, electric 1 ea $680.00 $680
VAV connection 100 ea $680.00 $68,000
Equipment feeders 1 ls $47,000.00 $47,000

Convenience Power No Recommendations

Lighting and Lighting Control
Replace existing fluorescent with new energy efficient fluor 113,430 sf $14.00 $1,588,020
Replace existing controls with new T24 compliant controls 113,430 sf $2.50 $283,575
Extend lighting circuits for new lighting and controls 113,430 sf $3.00 $340,290

Special Systems - conduit and backbox only (unless noted)
Fire alarm system - complete turnkey system 113,430 sf $4.00 $453,720
Voice/data system No Recommendations
Paging and sound system 113,430 sf $1.20 $136,116
AV system No Recommendations
Security and surveillance systems 113,430 sf $2.00 $226,860
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County of Santa Clara
San Jose City Hall
Santa Clara, California Project No: 12-00254.00
Conceptual Design Statement of Probable Cost - Final Date: 05/24/12

Element Unit Unit Cost Total

Building Improvements Detail Elements

Miscellaneous electrical requirements 113,430 sf $3.00 $340,290

Total - 16 Electrical $4,148,591
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Seismic Structural Improvements
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County of Santa Clara
San Jose City Hall
Santa Clara, California Project No: 12-00254.00
Conceptual Design Statement of Probable Cost - Final Date: 05/24/12

Element Total Cost / SF

1 General Conditions (Incl. Below)
2 Sitework
3 Concrete $1,663,024 $14.66

4 Masonry
5 Metals
6 Wood & Plastics
7 Thermal & Moisture
8 Doors & Windows
9 Finishes

10 Specialties
11 Equipment
12 Furnishings
13 Special Construction
14 Conveying
15 Mechanical
16 Electrical

Subtotal $1,663,024 $14.66

General Conditions 9.00% $149,672 $1.32

Subtotal $1,812,697 $15.98

General Contractor OH&P 4.00% $72,508 $0.64

Subtotal $1,885,204 $16.62

Bonds & Insurance 2.00% $37,704 $0.33

Subtotal $1,922,909 $16.95

Design Contingency 15.00% $288,436 $2.54

Subtotal $2,211,345 $19.50

Escalation - see front summary

TOTAL ESTIMATED CONSTRUCTION COST $2,211,345 $19.50

Total Area: 113,430 SF

Seismic Structural Improvements Construction Cost Summary
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County of Santa Clara
San Jose City Hall
Santa Clara, California Project No: 12-00254.00
Conceptual Design Statement of Probable Cost - Final Date: 05/24/12

Element Unit Unit Cost Total

Seismic Structural Improvements Detail Elements

3 Concrete

Item 1: Add 4ea 24' 0" concrete shear walls, 8" thick above 3rd 
floor & 12" thick below 3rd floor

Shear Walls
Concrete 129 cy $270.00 $34,944
Formwork 9,984 sf $12.00 $119,808
Reinforcement, 250 lb/cy 32,356 lb $1.05 $33,973
Finish to walls 9,984 sf $2.00 $19,968

Thickened concrete pad footing for walls, assume 1' 6" thick x 1' 6" wide
Concrete, formwork, reinforcement, dowling 40 cy $1,050.00 $42,000

Item 2: Retrofit existing concrete beams along GL "D" at all floors 
by adding new beams tied into existing floor slabs, concrete 
beams and new shear walls

Beams
Concrete, assume 1' 6" x 1' 6" 124 cy $300.00 $37,065
Formwork, curved 4,448 sf $22.00 $97,852
Reinforcement, 220 lb/cy 30,888 lb $1.05 $32,432
Finish to beams 4,448 sf $2.00 $8,896
Tie into walls & floors 1 ls $125,000.00 $125,000

Item 3: Strengthen shear walls in transverse direction below third 
floor. Add carbon fiber to both sides of walls

Existing Shear Wall Strength
Add carbon fiber to (E) shear walls 9,420 sf $35.00 $329,700

Item 4: Strengthen shear walls at all floors. Add reinforced 
concrete pilasters at each end of the walls & continuous carbon 
fiber strips at end of door or window opes

Existing Shear Wall Strength
Add concrete pilasters & carbon fiber strips at openings 113,430 sf $1.50 $170,145

Item 5: Retrofit (E) mat foundation under all concrete shear walls
Add thickened concrete pad footing for shear walls, assume 6" high x 1' 6" wide

Concrete, formwork, reinforcement, dowling 198 cy $1,050.00 $207,813

Item 6: Add 24' 0" concrete shear walls, 9" thick, GL "Z"
Shear Walls

Concrete 36 cy $270.00 $9,828
Formwork 655 sf $12.00 $7,862
Reinforcement, 250 lb/cy 9,100 lb $1.05 $9,555
Finish to walls 655 sf $2.00 $1,310

Thickened concrete pad footing for walls, assume 1' 6" thick x 1' 6" wide
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County of Santa Clara
San Jose City Hall
Santa Clara, California Project No: 12-00254.00
Conceptual Design Statement of Probable Cost - Final Date: 05/24/12

Element Unit Unit Cost Total

Seismic Structural Improvements Detail Elements

Concrete, formwork, reinforcement, dowling 10 cy $1,050.00 $10,500

Retrofit (E) concrete beam along GL "Z"
Retrofit concrete beam 215 lf $350.00 $75,250

Item 7: Retrofit (E) concrete beam below roof supporting 
penthouse concrete shear walls.

New shotcrete beam
Concrete, assume 2' 0" x 1' 6" 10 cy $320.00 $3,173
Formwork, curved 357 sf $25.00 $8,925
Reinforcement, 220 lb/cy 2,479 lb $1.05 $2,603
Finish to beams 357 sf $2.00 $714
Tie into (E) beam 1 ls $10,000.00 $10,000

Item 8: Retrofit (E) concrete columns Z-103 and A-1 below 2nd 
floor at A-1, A-103 & B-103 above 2nd floor. Add new concrete or 
shotcrete around columns

New shotcrete around column
Concrete 143 lf $320.00 $45,760

Item 9: Add reinforced concrete column at B-2 below 2nd floor to 
support 9" thick concrete wall

Concrete Column, assume 24" x 24"
Concrete 2 cy $270.00 $546
Formwork 109 sf $12.00 $1,310
Reinforcement, 250 lb/cy 506 lb $1.05 $531
Finish to walls 109 sf $2.00 $218
Add allowance for concrete footing 1 ea $2,500.00 $2,500

Item 10: Install steel angles on both sides of shear walls 
connecting floor slab. Use epoxied anchor rods

Install steel support angles
L brackets fixed to shear walls 265 lf $85.00 $22,525

Item 11: Install carbon fiber strips both sides of concrete wall at 
GL "Z" @ line 105

Carbon Fiber Strips
Install carbon fiber strips both sides of concrete wall 2,145 sf $35.00 $75,075

Item 12: Install carbon fiber strips both sides of concrete wall at 
stairs above 3rd floor

Carbon Fiber Strips
Install carbon fiber strips both sides of concrete wall at stairs 2,990 sf $35.00 $104,650

Item 13: Retrofit (E) 22" diameter circular concrete columns at B-7 
& B-8 below 2nd floor supporting 16" x 48" concrete piers by 
adding new concrete to columns

Concrete Columns
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County of Santa Clara
San Jose City Hall
Santa Clara, California Project No: 12-00254.00
Conceptual Design Statement of Probable Cost - Final Date: 05/24/12

Element Unit Unit Cost Total

Seismic Structural Improvements Detail Elements

Install new concrete to (E) columns 6 cy $1,750.00 $10,593

Total - 3 Concrete $1,663,024
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County of Santa Clara
San Jose City Hall

Façade & Roof Improvements
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County of Santa Clara
San Jose City Hall
Santa Clara, California Project No: 12-00254.00
Conceptual Design Statement of Probable Cost - Final Date: 05/24/12

Element Total Cost / SF

5 Metals $430,000 $3.79

6 Wood & Plastics
7 Thermal & Moisture $405,137 $3.57

8 Doors & Windows $3,634,650 $32.04

15 Mechanical $36,500 $0.32

Subtotal $4,531,287 $39.95

General Conditions 9.00% $407,816 $3.60

Subtotal $4,939,103 $43.54

General Contractor OH&P 4.00% $197,564 $1.74

Subtotal $5,136,667 $45.28

Bonds & Insurance 2.00% $102,733 $0.91

Subtotal $5,239,400 $46.19

Design Contingency 15.00% $785,910 $6.93

Subtotal $6,025,310 $53.12

Escalation - see front summary

TOTAL ESTIMATED CONSTRUCTION COST $6,025,310 $53.12

Total Area: 113,430 SF

Façade & Roof Improvements Construction Cost Summary
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County of Santa Clara
San Jose City Hall
Santa Clara, California Project No: 12-00254.00
Conceptual Design Statement of Probable Cost - Final Date: 05/24/12

Element Unit Unit Cost Total

Façade & Roof Improvements Detail Elements

5 Metals

Enclosures
Replace metal enclosures, both roofs 2 ea $90,000.00 $180,000
New mechanical roof top enclosure to house new equipment, incl 
structural support 1 ea $250,000.00 $250,000

Total - 5 Metals $430,000

7 Thermal & Moisture Protection

Demolition
Demo (E) roof finish, flashings, copings, mechanical platforms, etc 
(includes penthouse) 29,200          sf $1.10 $32,120

Insulation
Sloping roof 29,200          sf $2.00 $58,400

Roof Finish
Single ply membrane roofing / 4ply built up roof 29,200          sf $5.45 $159,140
Membrane upturn @ parapet 2,248            sf $6.50 $14,612

Flashing
Metal parapet coping 1,124            lf $45.00 $50,580
Galvanized sheet metal perimeter flashing @ penthouse 385               lf $25.00 $9,625
Miscellaneous flashing/counterflashing 29,200          sf $0.50 $14,600

Miscellaneous
Repair plaster cracks on North elevation 3,500 sf $10.00 $35,000
Fire safing 29,200 sf $0.25 $7,300
Caulking and sealant 29,200          sf $0.30 $8,760
Walking membrane adhered to roof, allow 1                   ls $15,000.00 $15,000

Total - 7 Thermal & Moisture Protection $405,137

8 Doors & Windows

Demolition
Remove (E) single glazed CW System 34,632          sf $10.00 $346,320
Remove (E) single glazed windows (Two Story Building) 1,155            sf $10.00 $11,550
Remove (E) double doors 9                   ea $500.00 $4,500

Aluminum Framed Exterior Glazing Units
New dual glazed CW System 34,632          sf $90.00 $3,116,880
New dual glazed window System (two story building) 1,155            sf $80.00 $92,400

Exterior Doors, Incl Frame & Hardware
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County of Santa Clara
San Jose City Hall
Santa Clara, California Project No: 12-00254.00
Conceptual Design Statement of Probable Cost - Final Date: 05/24/12

Element Unit Unit Cost Total

Façade & Roof Improvements Detail Elements

Storefront entry doors, including hardware and finish
Double, 6' 0" x 8' 0" 9                   pr $7,000.00 $63,000

10 Specialties

Miscellaneous
Add davits at North & South 1 ls $25,000.00 $25,000

Total - 10 Specialties $25,000

15 Mechanical

Plumbing
Roof Drainage

Add overflows, replace surface water drain outlets 29,200 sf $0.75 $21,900
Adjust/Check (E) roof drainage pipework 29,200 sf $0.50 $14,600

Total - 15 Mechanical $36,500
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San Jose City Hall

Sitework
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County of Santa Clara
San Jose City Hall
Santa Clara, California Project No: 12-00254.00
Conceptual Design Statement of Probable Cost - Final Date: 05/24/12

Element Total Cost / SF

1 General Conditions (Incl. Below)
2 Sitework $1,616,614 $11.15

Subtotal $1,616,614 $11.15

General Conditions 9.00% $145,495 $1.00

Subtotal $1,762,110 $12.15

General Contractor OH&P 4.00% $70,484 $0.49

Subtotal $1,832,594 $12.64

Bonds & Insurance 2.00% $36,652 $0.25

Subtotal $1,869,246 $12.89

Design Contingency 15.00% $280,387 $1.93

Subtotal $2,149,633 $14.83

Escalation - see front summary

TOTAL ESTIMATED CONSTRUCTION COST $2,149,633 $14.83

Total Area: 145,000 SF

Sitework Construction Cost Summary
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County of Santa Clara
San Jose City Hall
Santa Clara, California Project No: 12-00254.00
Conceptual Design Statement of Probable Cost - Final Date: 05/24/12

Element Unit Unit Cost Total

Sitework Detail Elements

2 Sitework

Site Demolition
Demolish Annex Building 86,394          sf $4.00 $345,576
Demolish County Health Building 51,800          sf $4.00 $207,200
Demolish Annex Building Connector 1,050            sf $8.00 $8,400
HazMat removal premium 87,444          sf See Summary
Temp support to building/canopy, removal of connector 1                   ls $35,000.00 $35,000
Remove planting 50,495          sf $0.15 $7,574
Remove (E) concrete sidewalks & walkways 21,630          sf $0.80 $17,304
Remove (E) AC paving 25,300          sf $0.50 $12,650
Remove (E) patio & sidewalk paving 5,135            sf $0.80 $4,108
Remove damaged fencing, allowance 1                   ls $3,500.00 $3,500
Miscellaneous site demolition 145,000        sf $0.10 $14,500

Site Preparation
Rough grade, general site leveling (assume 12" cut/fill across 
site) 145,000        sf $0.20 $29,000
Fine grade, finished site area only 52,065          sf $0.15 $7,810
Site protective construction 1                   ls $25,000.00 $25,000
Erosion control 1                   ls $10,000.00 $10,000
Protect existing trees, allow 20                 ea $300.00 $6,000

Site Improvements
AC paving

Driveway & parking, resurface top coat 25,300          sf $2.50 $63,250
Concrete curb, allowance to replace damaged curbs 200               lf $18.00 $3,600

Hardscape
Concrete paving, sidewalks & walkways 21,628          sf $9.80 $211,954
Concrete paving, patio & walkways 5,135            sf $10.50 $53,918
New brick paving to match existing 250               sf $16.00 $4,000
Existing brick paving to be cleaned 2,490            sf $1.10 $2,739
Tie into (E) surfaces 1                   ls $15,000.00 $15,000

ADA Site Improvements
Provide lettering, allowance 1                   ls $5,000.00 $5,000
Tow away signs 1                   ls $1,000.00 $1,000
Changes in level, walkways Included above
Detectable warning strips 1                   ls $3,500.00 $3,500
Exterior signage 1                   ls $15,000.00 $15,000

Landscaping
Trees

24" box, allowance 20                 ea $600.00 $12,000
Imported topsoil, allowance 935               cy $35.00 $32,731
Replace landscaping with new planting (25% of area) 12,625          sf $4.00 $50,500
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County of Santa Clara
San Jose City Hall
Santa Clara, California Project No: 12-00254.00
Conceptual Design Statement of Probable Cost - Final Date: 05/24/12

Element Unit Unit Cost Total

Sitework Detail Elements

Replace landscaping with turf (75% of area) 37,875          sf $1.00 $37,875
Replace irrigation system 50,500          sf $1.10 $55,550

Site structures
Canopy

New canopy 1                   ls $35,000.00 $35,000
Repair (E) canopy, replace roof, ceiling, lighting, fascia & 
soffit 1                   ls $20,000.00 $20,000

Fencing
Replace (E) fencing with new wood/chainlink fence 125               lf $35.00 $4,375
Replace (E) gate & provide panic hardware 1                   ea $1,000.00 $1,000
Replace chemical storage building 1                   ea $30,000.00 $30,000
Replace chainlink enclosure at electrical panels with 
masonry 1                   ea $20,000.00 $20,000

Miscellaneous
Replace (E) wood benches 4                   ea $1,250.00 $5,000
Replace/repair damaged CMU raised planters 1                   ls $15,000.00 $15,000
Miscellaneous site specialties - allow 1                   ls $10,000.00 $10,000

Site Wet Utilities
Fire Water

Replace (E) 4" line with new 6" line, assume 500' 500               lf $70.00 $35,000
Fire hydrant 1                   ls $7,500.00 $7,500
Connection to (E) line 1                ls $7,500.00 $7,500

Site Electrical
Site service and distribution - allowance 1                   ls $65,000.00 $65,000
Site special electrical - allowance 1                   ls $10,000.00 $10,000
PG&E service rework 1                ls $50,000.00 $50,000

Site Lighting No Recommendations

Total - 2 Sitework $1,616,614
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EXISTING ROOF PLAN
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Appendix: A-1

county of santa clara  - Evaluation of thE formEr san josE city hall

Appendix 2: Images

Image a-1
Main lobby circa 1958.

Image a-2
Front parking lot and drop-off (2012).

Section 1: Architecture



county of santa clara  - Evaluation of thE formEr san josE city hall

Appendix: A-2

Image a-4
Main entrance worn paving and unused 
planters.

Image a-5
Curtain wall, seating and paving at front 
of building.

Image a-3
Front parking lot - paving in poor 
condition.



Appendix: A-3

county of santa clara  - Evaluation of thE formEr san josE city hall

Image a-7
Wood bench seating at parking.

Image a-8
Concrete masonry planter - many are 
damaged.

Image a-6
Pathway leading to main entrance.  
The turf has been removed since image 
was taken.



county of santa clara  - Evaluation of thE formEr san josE city hall

Appendix: A-4

Image a-10
Curtain wall at north side and original 
rear entrance.

Image a-11
West side stair tower, wood and chain-
link enclosure at electrical equipment 
and rear entrance.

Image a-9
East end of building looking from First 
Street.



Appendix: A-5

county of santa clara  - Evaluation of thE formEr san josE city hall

Image a-13
Reception desk at main lobby.

Image a-14
Cafeteria, kitchen servery - to be 
replaced.

Image a-12
Metal stair with open risers, landscape, 
and main lobby.



county of santa clara  - Evaluation of thE formEr san josE city hall

Appendix: A-6

Image a-16
Council chamber - seating wood veneer 
walls, low HT partitions and casework.

Image a-17
Typical office space.

Image a-15
Council chamber - seating, raised 
platform and stairs.



Appendix: A-7

county of santa clara  - Evaluation of thE formEr san josE city hall

Image a-19
Corridor typical at all floors.

Image a-18
Damaged office space.
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Appendix:  AdA-9

county of santa clara  - Evaluation of thE formEr san josE city hall

Image aDa-  1
Curb ramp at pedestrian walkway at 
main entrance. Not compliant.

Image aDa-  2
Diagonal curb ramp at intersection. 
Ramp not compliant.

Section 2: ADA



county of santa clara  - Evaluation of thE formEr san josE city hall

Appendix:  AdA-10

Image aDa-  4
Uneven pavement at sidewalk

Image aDa-  5
Low HT concrete masonry enclosure, 
metal gate and walkway in the back 
of the building courtyard.  Slope not 
compliant.

Image aDa-  3
Accessible  parking stalls, sign and curb 
ramp in front of building.  Signage and 
ramp not compliant.



Appendix:  AdA-11

county of santa clara  - Evaluation of thE formEr san josE city hall

Image aDa-  6
Exterior exit stair #4 with open risers, 
handrail, treads, and ramping openings.
Not compliant.



county of santa clara  - Evaluation of thE formEr san josE city hall

Appendix:  AdA-12

Image aDa-  8
Plumbing fixtures, accessories, floor and 
wall finishes typical at non-compliant 
restrooms.

Image aDa-  9
Non-compliant elevator, drinking 
fountain, restroom doors and protruding 
objects typical at corridor.

Image aDa-  7
Non-compliant handrails and guardrails 
typical at interior stairs.



Appendix:  ee-13

county of santa clara  - Evaluation of thE formEr san josE city hall

Image ee-1
General view of Mechanical Penthouse 
roof.

Image ee-2
Mechanical Penthouse roof edge metal.  
Note tear in roof membrane.

Section 3: Exterior Envelope



county of santa clara  - Evaluation of thE formEr san josE city hall

Appendix:  ee-14

Image ee-4
Main Roof with small penthouse.

Image ee-5
Main Roof: Ponding stain.

Image ee-3
Mechanical Penthouse: Exposed top of 
concrete wall.



Appendix:  ee-15

county of santa clara  - Evaluation of thE formEr san josE city hall

Image ee-7
Main Roof: Parapet repairs at base-
flashing joints and holes in base 
flashing.  Note bee hives at holes.

Image ee-8
Main Roof: Bees and bee hive in the 
parapet wall.

Image ee-6
Main Roof: Damage to foil-faced base 
flashing on parapet.



county of santa clara  - Evaluation of thE formEr san josE city hall

Appendix:  ee-16

Image ee-10
Level 2 Roof: General view of roof.  Note 
ponding stains and absence of overflow 
drains.

Image ee-11
Level 2 Roof: Coating repairs at base of 
brick veneer (denoted by arrow).

Image ee-9
Main Roof: Broken conduit and coating 
repars at base of brick veneer.



Appendix:  ee-17

county of santa clara  - Evaluation of thE formEr san josE city hall

Image ee-13
General view of 4-story curtainwall.

Image ee-14
Geneneral view of 4-story curtainwall.

Image ee-12
Awning Roof: Ponding stains and sheet 
metal repairs at base of brick veneer 
wall.



county of santa clara  - Evaluation of thE formEr san josE city hall

Appendix:  ee-18

Image ee-16
Typical curtainwall fastener covered in 
sealant. Note corroded steel frame and 
deteriorated paint on exterior side.

Image ee-17
4-story Curtainwall.  Note corroded sill 
framing.

Image ee-15
General view of 2-story curtainwall.



Appendix:  ee-19

county of santa clara  - Evaluation of thE formEr san josE city hall

Image ee-19
4-story Curtainwall: Waterstains on 
vision glass.

Image ee-18
4-story Curtainwall: Corroded fasteners, 
frame, and staining on spandrel glass.



county of santa clara  - Evaluation of thE formEr san josE city hall

Appendix:  ee-20

Image ee-21
Old City Council Room: Waterstain on 
windowsill.

Image ee-22
Stair 2: Waterstains at concrete cold 
joint.

Image ee-20
4-story Curtainwall: Water damaged 
floor tile below curtainwall.



Appendix:  ee-21

county of santa clara  - Evaluation of thE formEr san josE city hall

Image ee-24
Lobby Ceiling: Waterstains align with 
brick facade building wall above.

Image ee-25
Private Dining Room (Level 1): Dark 
stains around outlets, on ceiling tiles, 
walls, and floor.

Image ee-23
Corridor (Level 2): Waterstains on ceiling 
and delaminated paint on wall.



county of santa clara  - Evaluation of thE formEr san josE city hall

Appendix:  ee-22

Image ee-27
Level 2: Efflorenscence visible at brick 
wall and crutainwall jamb intersection.

Image ee-26
Cafeteria (Level 1): Corrosion on 
curtainwall frame, water stains on floor.
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